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Forward
Ten years ago I wrote the first edition handbook with no idea what I was beginning. I'd never
heard of LARPing. The book I created, though poorly written, was my attempt to bring Dungeons and
Dragons to life. I wanted to be a paladin, to fight demons, to drink potions, to feel a sleep spell roll over
me. I wanted to experience the sensation of being my character and I wanted it to feel real. I
endeavoured to create a system where immersion trumped mechanics, a world where a character could
be invisible, or even teleport. And I think, in the end, that I did a pretty good job.
Our game has come a long way in ten years. The biggest change is in numbers, we've grown
from six friends to four hundred friends. It is apparent that we have outgrown our old rules system.
Second edition had become bogged down with bureaucracy and a dead economy; and had too much of
a power jump from full guild to high guild. This past season the members of our executive council
were given roles that effectively took most of the burden from my position. This allowed me to step
back from the day to day operations and for the first time I started seeing the game's flaws. So after a
season of researching other big games I noticed a few key trends. Most prominently I noticed an effects
chapter- a single chapter that united and explained any and all game effects used by spells or abilities.
Also these other games had gone to great lengths to simplify their systems to allow more room for
player role-play. These new ideas paired with the apparent flaws with our current system pushed me to
create this third edition.
Now, after 7 months of late nights, I am proud to present to you our best book yet.

I would like to personally thank;
Dadrian Montpette
David Dagasso
Carsten Chalk
Karl Fredrick Christoffersen
Riley Vandall
and Steve Chester.
Without these six guys this book would have never been completed.
I would also like to thank our tireless handbook team for their endless efforts and late nights making
this book a possibility. Last, but not least, everyone should thank David Van Ommen and Mary Walz
for cleaning up my terrible grammar, my poor spelling, and my misplaced punctuation. Seriously, tell
these two people how much you appreciate it.

-Jared Qwustenuxun Williams,
Season 10, 2016 (5316 AN)
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Onward
Many of you may be wondering, why are we getting such a substantial update to the 3 rd edition of
the Medieval Chaos rule-set so soon? The complete answer is long and complicated and has to do with a
variety of factors, so I'll do my best to narrow it down to the primary reason:
When Jared and team set out to construct the 3 rd edition well over a year ago, many were
apprehensive over the sheer number of mechanics being introduced and changes that were to occur without
any prior testing. Essentially, the previous season of MC was a live demonstration of those concepts; and all
things considered, we made a damn solid system. If it ain't broke, don't fix it, right?
Despite it being a resounding success, 3.0 was not without its hiccups: some mechanics fell flat in
their execution, some resulted in unintended consequences, some were faulty, etc. No game system will
ever be perfect, but that doesn't mean we shouldn't strive for that ideal, and it is from this ideal that the
changes in 3.1 blossomed.
Perhaps the main catalyst for the variety of changes was the new High Guild Progression system.
Some may recall that in the years of 2.0, players could spend EXP points they earned to purchase abilities
for their high guild characters, but when 3.0 came along the decision was made to refund such purchases
and place a temporary hold on acquiring them, as it was felt we needed to see how 3.0 functioned as a
whole without any additional complications.
Eventually the decision was made to replace the outdated EXP system, which was growing
evermore cumbersome by the increasing number of both players and characters, with something simpler
that solely relied upon the Advancement Point system we already had in place. To ensure this progression
system functioned as intended, both classes and abilities were reanalyzed with an eye toward balance. The
new system standardized the number of perks each high guild class would obtain, and ensured that each
class was roughly similar in terms of stats, number of abilities, and general balance. In addition, signature
abilities were codified to keep each class unique despite the purchase of new abilities through the
progression system.
Aside from changes to abilities, class tweaks, and HG progression, the most notable updates are the
inclusions and adjustments to the effects, rules for changing class, minor modifications to the armour
system, the addition of a potion crafting system, an attempt to increase diversity yet simplify races, and
finally, revisions to certain casting mechanics and modifications to spells. (For convenience, all notable
additions/changes to the handbook are highlighted in purple text, to draw the reader to areas of attention)
I fully understand that one cannot please everyone, but it is my sincere hope that most will see this
update as it is intended to be: an overall improvement to the already amazing game we play.
Without further ado, I, Riley Vandall, Rules Officer for MC's 11 th season, present the 3.1 update:
Acknowledgements: Thanks to Ben Bosworth, Steve Chester, Todd Conrod, Devon Joulie, Dadrian Montpette,
David Van Ommen, Fred Reimer, Liam Stratford, Ryan Boothby-Young, and everyone who contributed their time
and dedication to seeing this update to fruition. Much appreciation to those who laid the foundation we built
upon. Kudos again to Mary Walz for her skills as our editor. Finally, I would like to sincerely thank Jared
Williams for making this incredible game we share, having confidence in my ideas, and granting me trusteeship
over the mechanics of his magnum opus.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND
SAFETY
Introduction
Welcome to the world of Medieval Chaos. Also known by its abbreviation 'MC', Medieval Chaos has
faithfully been providing the HARPing (High Action Role Playing) community of Vancouver Island a
steady and reliable location, rules system, and immersive experience for over a decade. Thank you for
taking the time to read through this rule book. This book should provide most of the answers to your
questions regarding Medieval Chaos; however, if you require further clarification our Staff will be
happy to help.
Medieval Chaos is a full contact, hard-hitting, high action role-playing game with a simple, highly
immersive, field-ready system of mechanics. The most important thing to note about Medieval Chaos is
that our mechanics are dependent on each player's mutual trust and respect for fellow players and the
mission host. 'Roll with it' is one of MC's many unofficial slogans, and while that topic will be touched
upon later in the book, its origins come from the idea that our player base holds themselves to the
highest standards of honour and integrity in their out of character conduct towards their fellow players.
All players must adhere to the same system of rules and mechanics, which will be presented in the
following pages.
A HARP is different than a LARP in several regards. Some of these variations will be clarified within
this book and others provide hearty debate amongst our player base, but one thing is very certain: it is
expected that players will always swing to strike their opponents, never swing with the intent to hurt a
fellow player, and always control their weapons so as to not accidentally injure their fellow players.
Medieval Chaos strives to create the most immersive high fantasy environment in western Canada.
Both our fast paced combat system and our simple, smooth-playing rule system ensure that our
members will have the best possible high action role-playing experience in our shared world of Arrakis.
As of April 1st 2017 the age of combat at Medieval Chaos will be raised to 18 years, with the following
exceptions:
- Age 14+ may compete and enter combat in the following events; Cheeba's Day, Festival of
Osis, Willumarius Day, and the Imbolc Ball.
-Age 14+ may spar/train in the Dagger Deep Tournament Ring, the Gladiator Arena, and the
Archery Range
Players under 18 years can still play the game, they must simply adhere to non-combatant rules. Players
from the age of 10 accompanied by their parents, or 14 without parent supervision, can immerse
themselves in the game of Medieval Chaos. They simply have to wait until they are 18 years of age to
join a event as a full combatant.
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Dagger Deep
The world of Medieval Chaos is set in the newly raised village of Dagger Deep, which is situated on
the border of three kingdoms: the red kingdom of Helm's Deep, the purple kingdom of Uberland, and
the Black Swamps. Dagger Deep was founded as a symbol of friendship between the three High Kings
of Arrakis: Malkovai, Rifenstien, and Willumarius. Unbeknownst to the settlers at the time, the town
was built over a veritable nexus of ancient ley lines; these ley lines provide unimaginable power to
those with the capability to harness and exploit that energy for their own ends. This has resulted in
many mysterious and powerful individuals being drawn to the small town.
In the short time since the town's founding it has been beset by ferocious orcs, conniving sorcerers,
roaming bandits, cackling goblins, undead hordes, bizarre cultists, and otherworldly creatures too
horrible to mention. Today the town is well known as a town of heroes. Hearty adventurers, scheming
vagabonds, potent magi, and glorious champions flock to the Dagger Deep seeking fame, fortune,
glory, forgotten knowledge, and the chance to be a bulwark against the ever rising, ever steady tide of
darkness and despair that threatens the populace at large. The world itself is rife with wonders, magic,
combat, and intrigue, but the question remains: what part do you play in this tale?

Storyline Charter
The Storyline Committee will provide the game of Medieval Chaos with fun action-packed events that
incorporate plot, loot, and combat. Together we will work to ensure that all players have equal access to
PC/NPC shifts, plot lines, histories, and lead roles. It is our utmost objective to ensure that our events
are fun for all, not just fun for a few.
As a Medieval Chaos player you have the the following rights:
1) You have the right to affect our world.
Characters at Medieval Chaos have the right to have their actions preserved and honoured. If a
character does something unexpected like kill the main antagonist, discover a plot secret, or refuse to
fight for a case not their own; you can be confident that we will not cheat you of your right to play your
character!
2) You have the right to be treated as a character and not as an audience.
Medieval Chaos Storyline Committee will strive to make plot accessible to the entire player base. We
will attempt to engage players in new and interesting ways.
3) Your player characters are to be controlled by you.
Storyline should not dictate how you play your character, nor change your character in any way without
player consent.
4) Non-player characters are property of the Medieval Chaos Storyline Committee.
The players playing these characters will be given direction by the Storyline Committee and it is up to
the player to adhere to those guidelines.
5) You have the right to be informed.
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If significant changes are made to the Medieval Chaos in any way it is the duty of the Medieval Chaos
Staff to ensure that you are aware of these changes. We will strive to do so in varied ways, both via
online and in person communication.
6) You have the right to fair play on the forums.
Characters cannot be permanently killed, receive loot, or gain spells/abilities on the forums. What
happens on the forums stays on the forums but can impact what happens on the field, so players
entering into forum role-play enter at their own risk.

Safety
It is everyone's responsibility to create a safe environment for themselves and their fellow players.
Safety is paramount. All game mechanics or rules are secondary to safety. In the case of real danger the
game will be stopped by calling, “STOP STOP STOP”.
Unless self identified as a non-combatant character, everyone who plays Medieval Chaos is considered
a full combat character. Combat at Medieval Chaos is intended to be a thrilling high action experience
where participants are encouraged to strike each other with reasonable force. Players who participate
in combat must understand that out of character aggression will not be tolerated. All combat must be
done in a safe manner. Strikes must be executed with intent and full consideration for the target player,
using only approved weapons. Players must exhibit appropriate caution when fighting and real injuries
should be avoided at all costs. The minimum age to be a full combat character is 18 years or over (see
above Introduction regarding combat for those under 18 years of age).
Weapons must meet the specifications found in this book and be inspected before use. All weapons and
shields must be safety checked by the safety officer, or appointed admin, at the gatehouse before use at
a Medieval Chaos sanctioned event. Firearms are forbidden at a Medieval Chaos event, all flintlock fire
is simulated by a cap sounding. No metal tools, knives, show weapons, or multi-tools are allowed
without permission of the Medieval Chaos safety officer. Small folding scissors, needle and thread, and
nail clippers are allowed.
Alcohol and drugs are prohibited before and during game play time. During special sanctioned events
(such as tournaments and festivals), consumption of alcohol is permitted for players who are over 19.
Any player that consumes alcohol is not allowed to enter combat in any way and must adhere to all
non-combatant rules. Finally, unless given permission from the owners of Dagger Deep, no pets are
permitted.
Breaking safety rules will result in disciplinary action.
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CHAPTER 2: BASIC RULES
Everything that takes place within Medieval Chaos is based upon our unique set of game mechanics,
from a character's persona down to the armour he or she is wearing. In order for the game to run
smoothly and for the game mechanics to work well, all players must pay careful attention to the rules.
Anyone caught breaking a rule will be removed from game play and will face disciplinary action.

The Honour System
The honour system is the only way our game can effectively operate with over 200 players and no
referees. Every player on the field must trust that their fellow player is playing fairly and not
deliberately bending the rules. The honour system ensures that ability and spell effects are taken
properly, that rules and mechanics are portrayed appropriately and as intended, and that the game
functions with its own natural checks and balances. If anyone has a question about an ability or spell
effect, how a mechanic works, or the intention of a rule, please ask a Medieval Chaos Staff member for
clarification. We have made no attempt to create exhaustive lists of what can and cannot be done at
Medieval Chaos; therefore we ask that players honour the intention of the rules we do have in place and
role-play them within the game for the betterment and enjoyment of all players.

Basic Rules
1. Roll with it. Trust that your fellow players have access to whatever spell or ability they are using and
react properly. If you're unsure what a spell or ability does, then it incapacitates you. You are not
allowed to create new spells or abilities based on the pretense of “rolling with it”.
2. Respect your fellow players. This includes, but is not limited to, race, sexual orientation, religion and
creed. When in character, use your best judgment when interacting with other PCs or NPCs in regards
to the above topics. Remember, everything you do past the gatehouse needs to be in character, so leave
any baggage you may have at the parking lot!
3. Respect the property of Dagger Deep: Breaking this rule includes, but is not limited to, damaging
structures, littering, and/or mistreatment borrowed equipment. People caught wilfully disregarding any
of the above rules may face permanent expulsion from Dagger Deep.
4. Weapons must meet current safety standards and be inspected before use. No live steel weapons are
to be used in game. No weapon may contain metal. All weapons and shields must be safety checked by
the gatehouse before use at a Medieval Chaos sanctioned event.
5. No fireworks, smoke bombs, or pyrotechnics without the express permission of the Medieval Chaos
President. Only designated members may light and tend to campfires, and light and manipulate candles
in town.
6. Out of character information cannot be used during game play.
7. Smoking is only allowed in the designated smoking areas.
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8. Only abilities and spells contained within a Medieval Chaos handbook or outlined by the GM at
conch may be used.
9. Medieval Chaos events held at Dagger Deep have official game play from 3pm till 1am. Anything
that happens between these hours is to be in character and is covered by official games rules.

Gatehouse/Check In Rules
Medieval Chaos strives to make an immersive fantasy world for its membership. To achieve this
atmosphere we have costume requirements. First and foremost, no jeans are allowed past gatehouse,
and no visible logos are permitted on any clothing, accessories, or footwear. Beyond that, we request
that players wear a medieval, steampunk, Gothic Victorian, swashbuckler fantasy, or Tolkien-esque
fantasy style of outfit. Once a player has their costume on they must go to the gatehouse and check in.
The admin at the gatehouse will sign players in for the day, collect fees, and help new players with
waivers; after all this they will then point players to weapons check. The admin at weapons check will
check all weapons before the player enters the play area, in order to ensure that there are no unsafe
weapons on the field. Beyond the gatehouse everything is considered in character; all the people
beyond the gatehouse must be playing their characters- making decisions as those characters would,
speaking as their characters and seeing the world from their character's point of view. It is critical that
all people beyond the gatehouse are talking and acting in character to make the game immersive for all
players. One person talking about Facebook in the middle of town can ruin the experience for 40+
players.
1. Players must have completed all necessary Medieval Chaos paperwork.
2. Players must have character appropriate costume; this includes all items brought into Dagger Deep.
No mundane items, everything brought into the game world should look in period.
3. The gatehouse will only admit characters between 3pm and 5pm. All players that wish to attend the
day's mission must be past the gate by 5pm. Costume return is at the gatehouse from 9pm to 9:30pm.
4. No unbridled peasantry. When new players or spectators come to the Deep they must be part of the
new play group and be shown around by a designated member for their first experience.
5. Found items that are not loot are turned in to the gatehouse. Any lost items not retrieved from the lost
and found after 2 weeks become the property of Medieval Chaos Productions.
6. The person behind the gatehouse counter is an arbiter of the game rules so be nice; follow their
directions or you'll be asked to leave.
7. All player character slots must be registered at both the gatehouse and on the website.
8. Spellbooks, accounting books and lesson books must be presented during check in.
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Event Structure and Conch Rules
The gatehouse at Dagger Deep admits players from 3pm – 5pm, so don’t be late. Medieval Chaos
operates in a sort of free time for character interaction from 3pm – 6pm; this time is commonly referred
to as pre-mission.
During the pre-mission portion of the day players can play any of their characters and wander around
the glorious lands of Dagger Deep seeking adventure, trading and buying items, or sitting in the tavern
catching the latest secrets.
Around 6pm the Game Master (GM) of the day will blow a conch and summon all the players to
Woodhenge, located in Dagger Deep. This is called “first conch.” During first conch players are split
into two teams, the Player Character (PC) team and the Non-Player Character (NPC) team. The PC
team consists of players playing their own characters, and is normally considered the good guy team,
The NPC team consists of players that play characters that they are given by the day’s GM, these are
usually the bad guys of the mission. All information received at conch is to be considered out of
character, unless otherwise instructed by the GM.
During the weeks prior to an event, information is posted on our website and many of our players mark
themselves down as “attending” our events. The attendance list on our event is used by the GM to
create a list of PCs and NPCs. The players who are playing NPCs are notified days, or weeks, in
advance of an event to ensure time to prepare proper costume.
The Game Master of the day's events will split the players into two groups as they arrive at
Woodhenge. The PC team will take one side and the NPC team will take the other side. Then the GM
will give a brief overview of the mission that is about to take place, outlining any strange or new
abilities that the NPCs may have. A Staff member will then call forth any non-combatants to ensure that
everyone knows who they are and will remind all players not to strike non-combatants. The GM will
then shout “Begin!” then players will disperse to their former locations and the mission will begin.
A Medieval Chaos mission can take many forms, but you can normally be certain that the NPCs will
attack the PCs and that intense combat, casting, and role-playing will ensue. The mission normally lasts
3 hours and when it is over the GM will call out, “TO THE PAIN!” and all players will echo the call to
ensure that everyone is aware that the mission is over. Once the mission has ended a conch will blow
again, from somewhere near the last encounter that took place on the mission, and players will gather.
This is called “second conch.” At second conch all players once again gather and any post mission
announcements are made. After the announcements are made the players once again disperse and the
rest of the night is considered after mission or “post-mission.” After mission players once again can
enjoy a free play environment where bards sing in the tavern, food is served in Burnt Dead Things, and
characters frolic in the forest as darkness descends.
Occasionally some events do not adhere to the standard mission and/or 'conch' format (such as
Tournaments, Day in the Life, or Rumour Quest events). Medieval Chaos generally will release any
details of such prior to the event; just a general reminder to players and their characters that action
doesn't always take place during standard mission hours!
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Looting Rules
At Medieval Chaos looting the dead, and sometimes the still living, is fully encouraged. However, in
order to keep players from stealing valuables or touching/hiding things in inappropriate areas, we have
created a list of looting rules.
1. Any player who indicates that no consent is given for physical contact may not be touched or
searched for any reason.
2. Players who do not wish to be touched or searched may not protect lootable items by denying
consent for search. Lootable items must be set aside in a manner comfortable to the player.
3. Armour and weapons are not lootable unless marked with an appropriate permanent loot device.
4. Costuming is not lootable unless marked with an appropriate permanent loot device.
5. Rings, bracelets, necklaces, belts and other accessories are not lootable unless marked with an
appropriate permanent loot device.
6. All items created by or provided by Medieval Chaos may be looted, such as active phys reps,
potions, scrolls, daen, etc.
7. No loot is to be hidden inside or around the groin, buttocks region, or in between, along or
underneath the breasts, and these areas are not to be searched.
8. If an item cannot be removed and resistance for removal is indicated, such items may not be looted.
9. Permanent loot devices/markers may not be removed for any reason.
10. Prosthetics are not lootable, and are not to be pulled off another player. This includes both medical
prosthetics and costuming prosthetics such as latex masks, etc.

Instructions for those who do not want to be searched:
If you DO NOT have loot and don't want to be touched or searched when someone approaches simply
state something like “You find nothing” or “Nothing of importance stands out.” Offer something closer
to a descriptive narrative that fits the mood, rather than “I've got nothing.”
If you DO have loot and you do not want to be touched or searched you have options:
A) Remove whatever is in your pocket, on your fingers around your neck, etc and set it aside for the
looter to take when you are approached.
B) Keep your items in a bag or pouch or somewhere you are comfortable having searched. When
someone comes up and they appear about to loot you, just tap the area with one of your hands to
signify that's where the loot-able items are and go back to being dead.
C) Straight up tell them where the loot is in a narrative manner. “You sense a powerful object in the
brown pouch,” “My backpack gives off a mysterious hue.”
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Restraints
Restraints are a very high immersion element to Medieval Chaos, however players must be able to get
out of restraints both for safety reasons and for use of the Teleport effect. Players, not characters, must
be able to escape. Anyone using a restraint that has a real lock and key must ensure that the key is kept
with the restraint. The key will be considered out of character and only can be used if the lock is picked
or the IC key is used.

Permanent Character Death
During their time of immunity, peasants cannot be permanently killed; instead they succumb to the
Incapacitated effect. Full guild and high guild characters can be affected by the permanent character
death rules. A character enters limbo when they remain dead, summoned as a creature, possessed by a
demon, or hosted after four events have passed OCC. This does not apply to peasants or apprentices;
they can be revived or resurrected beyond the four event period.
Character death progresses in the following steps:
•
•
•
•
•

Beginning with a mission in which the character is killed and remains dead, summoned,
possessed, or hosted by a creature, at the end of an event.
Event 1: Character remains dead, summoned, or possessed by a creature at the end of an event.
Event 2: Character remains dead, summoned, or possessed by a creature at the end of an event.
Event 3: Character remains dead, summoned, or possessed by a creature at the end of an event.
Event 4: Character remains dead and/or remains the vessel for a creature. At mission end, when
“To the Pain” is called or when the event officially ends, the character enters limbo.

This means that if you are dead for two events, then turned into a zombie, and you will remain a
zombie for two events, at the end of which your character falls into limbo. Any non-demonic
summoned undead that reaches this four mission deadline falls dead permanently and is destroyed
because the corpse has decayed beyond the point of viable animation.
A corpse possessed by a demon will remain possessed after four events until the demon is destroyed;
however the soul of the character has gone to limbo at the four event mark. This demon becomes a
permanent NPC until destroyed.

Playing a Corpse and Physical Representation
A player is allowed to role-play their corpse at any time, up until the corpse is put in harm’s way.
Harm’s way includes a constructed pyre ready to be or actually lit with the corpse within 5 ft, a corpse
placed in a dug grave and ready to be buried, and a corpse within 3 ft. of a river that is about to be
swum to the bottom of the river.
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Once a corpse is put into harm’s way it must be replaced by a physical representation. It is the killer's
responsibility to provide a physical representation of the corpse. A player may agree to be replaced by a
physical representation prior to being placed in harm’s way if they do not wish to role-play being their
corpse. But they cannot be forced to use a physical representation until they are placed in harm’s way.
If the player has agreed to use a physical representation or is placed in harm’s way they may no longer
role-play their corpse.
A physical representation must be of a physical size at least approximately ½ the size of the intended
corpse. This can be accomplished by stuffing a tunic or coveralls, or by building an effigy. There is no
hard and fast guideline for what you must have to represent your victim. Use your imagination, but
ensure that it meets the size requirements and is somehow recognizable on inspection as your victim.
This recognizable iconography can be ANYTHING as long as it makes clear the identity of the
physical representation.
½ equates to the body and the head
½ equates to all four limbs (both arms and both legs) and the head
Locating the Corpse
A player is entitled to know the location of their corpse or physical representation at any time. They are
not permitted to answer questions about their corpse’s location through any means, they may only state
where they died. Sharing the location of your corpse with players other than the killer is meta-gaming.
Burning in a Pyre
When a character is burned on a pyre, they succumb to instantaneous permanent character death,
that bypass both the interim four events following standard death as well as the period in limbo.
Both the building and lighting of the pyre must be supervised and approved by a Staff member or their
delegate. Because burning at the pyre bypasses the limbo portion of character death, this epic death
must be consensual when used on PCs. The target character's player must give permission before the
burning can occur, meaning that for PC A to burn PC B at the pyre, PC B must agree to be burned in
said pyre. The EC holds the right to refuse permission for a pyre to be ignited at any time.
Drowning/Sinking a Corpse
When a character is drowned or sunk, the corpse must be swum down to the bottom of the river without
the aid of technology, and secured in such a way that it will not wash downstream. No dive equipment
or snorkelling gear is to be used. At the end of the character death time period the corpse must be
recovered from the bottom of the river in the same manner. This may only occur while the river is
deemed safe by the Staff to swim in. Staff hold the right to declare the river unsafe to swim in at any
time.
Burial
When a character is buried, the use of a metal shovel is authorized. In order to carry metal tools onto
the field, the player wishing to carry and use the tools must be wearing an orange non-combatant
indicator. The grave must be deep enough to contain the entirety of the dead player or physical
representation.
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Off Season
Any missions that are run in the off season do not count as part of the mission count towards character
death, nor can a character be saved from character death during an off season mission.

Saving the Character
In order to save a character from being lost to limbo they must be returned to life, prior to the character
death time limit ending. In order to affect the character’s corpse with Revive or Resurrect you must
have at least ½ or more of the corpse or the physical representation.
Limbo
After the character death timer has elapsed, the dead character's soul goes to limbo, the place between
worlds where its remains there indefinitely. At any time a character in limbo can choose to skip the
limbo phase and become permanently dead. If the character is affected by the Soul Rip effect, they
immediately succumb to character death and their soul is sent to limbo. Any week or event based effect
like Curses or Diseases pause while the character is in limbo and resumes if the character is restored to
life.
Restoration Ritual
At any point while a character is in limbo, their friends or allies can host a restoration ritual. The
restoration ritual is commonly known in the Medieval Chaos world. The ritual must take place within
the lands of Dagger Deep and be approved and witnessed by two Staff members. Staff must be notified
and agree to attend no less than one week in advance of the ritual taking place.
To perform a restoration ritual a group of no less than 10 characters, who were well acquainted with the
dead character and have never entered limbo themselves, must gather and form a circle in Woodhenge.
The ritual must involve and consume: 10 blessed candles, 10 sticks of blessed incense, and 10 hit
points of blood, which cannot be recovered for 12 hours. The characters involved in the ritual must stay
within the circle for at least 30 minutes without dying or leaving the circle for any reason. The rest of
the ritual is left up to role-play design. Once the ritual is complete the Staff members will decide,
based on the above requirements, if the ritual was a success. If the ritual was a success the player that
plays the dead character will be informed that their character has been restored.
If the ritual was not a success, pending the reasons of failure, the Storyline Committee may permit the
character to return, but at notable cost or detriment, such as a curse with connections to the reason for
failure, or no longer being eligible for future restoration rituals. Restored characters can return to game
play whenever their player wishes, with the only exception being that they cannot return at the same
event that they were restored. When a character returns they must appear in full kit in Woodhenge in
Dagger Deep.
Each character can only have a restoration ritual performed for them three times, successful or not,
before it no longer functions for them. Any character that has reached high guild level 10 can be
restored with group of any 10 characters, regardless of how well they were well acquainted with the
dead character.
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Other Magical Rituals
Magical rituals allow many to achieve feats of thaumaturgy and miracles that sometimes one could not
accomplish alone. They vary in requirements and the number of attendees, as much as they do in
function and intention. For any ritual to have a lasting mechanical effect on characters or the game
world, it must be approved and/or witnessed by members the Storyline Committee who've been
notified well ahead of the date in which it is to be performed, and have been informed of its location,
who will be leading or conducting it, the components or phys reps required, its overall goal, reasonable
causes for failure, and possible consequences. Most rituals last 30 minutes, though this varies
depending on the number of witnesses present, the location, and the details of the ritual. Some
examples of the most commonly performed rituals outside of a restoration ritual include, but are not
limited to:
Alter Age
Requires a willing player, a conductor of the ritual, a refined leather hide, nine points of mana which
cannot be recovered for 12 hours (which can be supplied by the conductor and/or up to eight other
witnesses), and other various thematic requirements. If successful, the target's age will be permanently
altered by up to fifty years, though it cannot drop below what is considered young adulthood for their
race nor exceed their life expectancy. If the ritual is performed incorrectly or disrupted, sometimes
nothing happens, sometimes the opposite result of the desired occurs.
Change Race
Requires a willing player, a conductor of the ritual, a wax ingot, nine points worth of blood which
cannot be recovered for 12 hours (which can be supplied by the conductor and/or up to eight other
witnesses), and other various thematic requirements. If successful, the target's race will be permanently
altered to the desired natural race. If the ritual is performed incorrectly or disrupted, sometimes nothing
happens, sometimes they are changed into a different race all together.
A variation of this ritual used by those cursed with vamprisim who desire their mortality back is known
as the Trial of the Sun: Usually performed in an open field either at dawn or close to midday with a
clear sky, the target is first deprived of blood points before the trial. They then are exposed to sunlight
and then are set aflame. Their ashes are then subjected to a Cure effect and/or Remove Curse Potion or
Spell before they are revived. If successful, they revert to the natural race they were before becoming a
vampire.
Therianthropes are rumoured to have a similar ritual for alleviating their curse involving the moon (full
or new), and the consumption a poison made with wolf's bane and a feral beast hide, before being slain
with a silvered weapon or bullet.
Exorcism/Possession
Requires a (usually unwilling) target who is restrained or incapacitated, a conductor of the ritual, a
blessed component/a demon hide or other appropriate phys rep, five points worth of mana/blood which
cannot be recovered for 12 hours (which can be supplied by the conductor and/or up to five other
witnesses). If successful, the target has any possessed creature expelled/becomes possessed by a
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creature who is under no initial control. If the ritual is performed incorrectly or disrupted, usually
nothing happens beyond simple failure.
Remove Curse
Requires a target affected by the Cursed effect, a conductor of the ritual, and a unicorn hide. Methods
vary but one oft used is having the conductor and/or witness(es) suffer mock or actual affliction(s) of
the cursed individual; the higher the number of shared afflictions the greater the chance of success. If
successful, the target has their curse(s) lifted. If the ritual is performed incorrectly or disrupted,
sometimes nothing happens, sometimes the conductor and/or witness(es) receive their own curse.
Sermon
A fairly basic ritual, one commonly performed by followers of the divine and their prophets, who tend
to conduct them. Details vary but after leading some form of ceremony, observance, or rite, often upon
anointed holy grounds of their faith, and usually with a blessed component; the conductor is briefly
gifted with the ability to bestow minor sanctification upon present witnesses, usually in the form of
some variety of blessing.
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CHAPTER 3: CHARACTER CREATION AND
PROGRESSION
Persona
Players who join Medieval Chaos are expected to create a character or persona that they can use to
interact with other characters. Players take on a new name, race, and guild and act their characters out
to the best of their ability. The setting, however medieval sounding and appearing, is really intended to
be a fantasy world; therefore there are no specific time periods, historic locations, or re-enactments.
The game setting is a world with magic, metahuman races, and a colourful history. Players are
encouraged to remember this when creating their persona. Peasant characters are meant to be very
basic, with little history and few titles or responsibilities. It is wise for a player to take this time as a
peasant to learn about the history of the realm and the social workings of the Medieval Chaos world.

Building Character
Everyone has their own distinct way they go about creating a character; talking to your fellow players
and/or searching the internet will turn up a plethora of useful ideas. We cannot possibly cover all the
ways to create a character in this handbook; nevertheless, here are some guidelines:
First, both before and after reading through this handbook, consider what sort of character you would
enjoy playing. What does your instinct tell you would be fun? Remember, your primary goal at MC
should be having fun, so you should base your character around either a class or a concept you think
you'd enjoy playing, and take into consideration your personal play style.
Guilds and classes exist to represent what characters can actually do mechanically, and though they
provide excellent archetypes to base one's character around, don't feel constrained to play or dress your
character as stereotypical example of their class. Players are free to portray a cowardly fighter, a honest
rogue, or an inept caster. 'Play your character, not your class'.
Although class mechanics represent the competency of a character and what they are able to do, it's the
character's personality, desires, and faults that bring them to life. A few players enjoy playing hypercompetent characters with no drawbacks or needs, but for many that becomes stale and repetitive.
Consider what traits your character may have that will add flavour to their interactions with other
characters. Traits that cause conflict tend to be the most flavourful of all. For example, if most other
characters are pro-nobility, it may be more fun for all if you are anti-nobility and thus create conflict to
act upon.
Even though it might be your nature, avoid creating a purely introverted character. MC is a social
game, the basis of which is interacting with other characters either by talking to them and/or fighting
them. Unless other players are forced in some way to interact with you, your character’s aloofness in
game usually works against you. MC provides the perfect opportunity to step outside one's personal
boundaries without worrying about real life consequences.
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Role-playing Advice
For many inexperienced role-players, the concept of portraying a character different than themselves
can be daunting at first, especially when that character'sactions or desires would run contrary to their
own. But like a great many of things, role-playing only appears difficult at first and the more you
practice it, the better you become at it. A good general guideline to keep in mind is: “when appropriate,
great role-play trumps mechanics”.
Provided it's not used to gain/grant any overt mechanical advantage, we encourage players to be
creative with the rules when it comes to role-play. An example of this would be a character who has not
actually suffered the dismember effect choosing to role-play that the injuries they sustained during a
fight were enough to cause them to limp badly.
Role-playing is a lot like improvisational theatre, and a good principle of improv acting is to avoid
negating fellow players' role-play with your own but instead to seek to expand upon it. Good roleplayers tend to avoid solely focusing upon their own character, and look to involve others in their roleplay.

Main Characters and Alternate Characters
Players within Medieval Chaos are granted two character slots; their main character and their alternate
character. A player’s main character is normally the first character they make and is the most
prominently played character by that player, whereas the alternate character is played less frequently. It
is important for players who are creating alternate characters to remember that in order for other
players to know the difference between their main character and their alternate character, the player
must make the alternate character dramatically different than their main character.
Players must also remember that they cannot trade/gift items between their main and alternate
characters under any circumstance. It is important to remember that whenever a player plays an NPC
character they must declare which character will receive the experience that is earned.
If a player wants to create additional characters beyond their main and alternate, every additional
character will cost them $20 (CAD) per season. All members of Medieval Chaos that pay their
membership and full season fee receive a second alternate character slot for the duration of the season.
All characters must be registered with Medieval Chaos at the gatehouse. A player can have a maximum
of five PCs; if they have reached this maximum, they'll have to retire to create another.

Non-Player Characters
Every player at Medieval Chaos will undoubtedly play a non-player character role at some point. Nonplayer characters are commonly referred to as NPCs simply for ease of use while creating scenarios.
Scenarios require orcs, zombies, brigands and many other types of foes for battle. They also require
travelling merchants, bards, or fighters for plot and even foul demons or clever sorcerers for main
antagonists. All of these roles have to be filled by players in order for the characters to complete their
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mission successfully. These players will be handed their orders by the current Game Master and told to
meet with the NPC leader for more information.
After playing the same character for several years a player might decide that it is time to “retire” that
character and make them into an NPC. A character must have reached high guild and have actively
attended at least 2 full seasons of Medieval Chaos before applying to become an NPC. To make the
character into an NPC, a player whose character meets this criteria must announce to the Storyline
council of Medieval Chaos that they have decided to turn their character into a non-player character.
Be warned though, NPC status isn't all it's cracked up to be. Sure, NPC characters can get up after
being killed in a battle or take new abilities for free, but they lose all their in-character freedom. Nonplayer characters cannot own land, money, scrolls, or potions and any and all magical items they
possess are fully lootable to player characters. Worst of all, NPCs have to ask the Game Master's
permission to attend a mission, and can never compete in tournaments. Once a character has been
changed from a PC to an NPC the decision can never be reversed.

Crew Characters
Many of the background characters at Medieval Chaos give up their days to work in the bank, the bar,
the gatehouse, or to play the town guards, the town crier, or the town candler. These jobs take valuable
role-play time away from players, thus any player who is placed into a crew role will be compensated
with 1 crew point. Crew points can be spent as per the Crew Point Chart at the back of this handbook.

In Character & Out of Character
Players are expected to interact with each other both as themselves and as their character. To avoid
confusion between what is the player and what is the character, players are encouraged to make their
characters significantly different than themselves. Characters may talk differently than players, have a
different tone of voice, different posture, or a different attitude.
Players must also remember that when acting as a character, they must act as if they only know what
their character knows and not what they themselves know. Players must make decisions based on
character knowledge rather than their own personal knowledge. This form of improvisational acting
and character based decision making is called being “In-Character” or IC. When all players are IC it
makes the game run more smoothly, and it helps if all players are IC as often as possible. When a
player is talking and acting normally as themselves and not their characters they are considered “Out of
Character” or OOC. Players must remember that information gathered OOC is not intended for use IC
as it could ruin the game play for fellow players. Once signed in and past the gatehouse, all players are
expected to be IC.

Factions
Within Medieval Chaos there are many factions. Factions are groups of characters, normally united
under a leader, who are brought together for a common goal. Factions offer no ability, skill, or
noteworthy bonus other than sheer power in numbers. While exploring the world of Medieval Chaos
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players are encouraged to find a faction that will work with their character's goals and general
personality. For example, an acolyte will seldom be a part of a thief faction. It is good to remember
that factions are simply collectives of individuals, whereas guilds are where a character gains their
abilities and hit point ratings. A faction can hand you an axe but your guild says whether or not you can
wield it. Factions factor prominently into the Kinship effect detailed within the following chapter.

Peasant
Everyone who joins our game begins as a peasant. This gives new players the opportunity to learn
game mechanics, crucial rules, and where they fit in on the guild tree before being thrown fully into
game play. Peasantry is designed to help new players learn the mechanics of the Medieval Chaos world
without being too overwhelmed. Therefore, all racial benefits and hindrances do not take effect until
the character becomes an apprentice. New players are urged to remain a peasant as long as necessary.
The longer a new player plays a peasant the better they will understand how the combat, rules, and
game mechanics all work to make our world interactive; as well as the specific abilities, hindrances,
flaws and merits of each race and guild. Once a player has created a character and advanced beyond
peasant-hood, any alternate character they create won't start as a peasant and instead starts as an
apprentice.
Base Hit Points: 3
Weapon Proficiencies:
Daggers
One Light Proficiency of Choice

Armour Proficiencies:
Helmets
Gauntlets
Bracers

Abilities:
Immune to all effects except for Revive, Resurrect, and the Incapacitated effect
Hindrances:
Immunities only last for five weeks or ascension to apprenticeship
Cannot see or interact with Teleport effects or bypass the Lock effect

Advancement
Peasants level up to apprentices once they have decided to advance within a desired guild (fighter,
caster, or rogue), and successfully completed the Minutes To Live test; afterwards they are required to
create a character on the website and notify the Advancement Marshal of their advancement.

The Minutes To Live Test (MTL)
The player taking the test must outfit themselves with their character's normal combat kit. There are no
spells, abilities or hit points in this test. This does not need to be a “full contact” fight as it is going to
last 3 minutes, and will be very intense. There will be two harassers in the ring with the player testing.
The harassers will engage the tester for the duration of the three minutes unless they are struck by the
tester. When a harasser is struck he will take a step back, freeze in place with an arm in the “sanctuary”
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position, count to five loudly and then reengage. The tester must remain engaged and in combat for the
majority of the test and must fight safely for the entirety of the test. The test can only be judged by two
Staff members, both of which cannot be one of the harassers of the character being tested. The Staff
members’ judgment will be final. The test may be taken more than once per day if the first attempt is
unsuccessful but may not be attempted more than three times during any given event. Characters who
are indefinite non-combatants may omit this test so long as their character is a full non-combatant. If
the character wishes to become a combatant after skipping this test they must first successfully
complete this test. Once this test has been successfully passed, the Rules Team should be notified so the
character may be updated to Apprentice-level in the game's records.

Proficiency and Advancement
As characters advance in level they gain all the associated guild level abilities. Some of these abilities
can be stacked onto past abilities, allowing the character to grow and become stronger. Characters keep
all the abilities and weapon proficiencies earned at previous guild levels, unless otherwise stated.

Advancement Points
A character requires a number of points for advancement. A player obtains points through playing the
game as a PC or NPC. A mission spent as a PC gives a player a single advancement point, while one
spent as an NPC gives them two advancement points. Playing a GM counts toward playing an NPC
role, even if the player plays their PC during their mission. If a level calls for a certain number of
advancement points, and the player has more, the unspent points carry over toward the next level. Each
character may be advanced no more than one level per month.

Apprentice
Apprenticeship at Medieval Chaos is intended to give new players, or old players with new characters,
the benefit of having direct access to a source of guild knowledge. Although no longer required for
progression, any character/player taking on, or mentoring, an apprentice will be expected to teach the
apprentice the basic workings of their guild in character, how to interact with the Medieval Chaos
environment out of character, and overall safe combat techniques. Thus doing so is highly encouraged
for the both the benefit of new players and the game overall.
Advancement
In order to advance past Apprenticeship a character must accumulate 15 Advancement Points and be
verified by the Rules Team in order to level up to full guild.

Full Guild
Full guild is where characters gain their prominent abilities.
Advancement
In order to advance past Full Guild a character must accumulate 30 Advancement points and be verified
by the Rules Team in order to level up to high guild.
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High Guild
After a player reaches high guild with a single character they are henceforth classified as a high guild
player. When a high guild player creates a new or alternate character they can choose to start their new
character as a full guild. Reaching high guild is a landmark achievement for any player at Medieval
Chaos. This means that the player now fully understands the way the game works, from spells and
abilities to combat and role-playing.
Advancement
One must progress through high guild levels in order to obtain new proficiencies, abilities, and spells,
as well as increases to hit point, armour point, and/or mana point maximums. This is as simple as
obtaining and spending the requisite number of advancement points.
Each of the thirty-two high guild classes are assigned to one of the four advancement trees:
Fighters' advancement focuses greatly upon increasing their hit points and armour points, as well as
weapon proficiencies and some abilities. Both Soldier and Mercenary High Guild classes progress
using this tree.
Rogues' advancement focuses greatly upon acquiring abilities, both inside and outside their guild,
along with some hit point and armour point progression and the occasional proficiency. Both Thief and
Killer High Guild classes progress using this tree.
Martial Casters' advancement is divided between increasing their efficiency in combat and the
acquisition of mana points and spells [but neither to the extent of Fighters or Primary Casters]). High
Guild classes that progress using this tree are Paladins & Cardinals, Battle Mages & Skalds, Shamans
& Hunters, and Martial Artists & Telekinetics.
Primary Casters' advancement greatly focuses upon increasing their mana points and acquiring spells,
with a couple of changes to acquire abilities. High Guild classes that progress using this tree are
Clerics & Bishops, Sorcerers & Minstrels, Oracles & Trackers, and Mystics & Telepaths.

High Guild Perks
When one advances to a new high guild level, they obtain the perks listed therein without any
additional cost. With some perks, a choice has to be made between two options; that choice then
becomes permanent unless it's changed through a Respecification (see later this chapter).
All Perks at High Guild 1 are set by their relevant class entries and cannot be selected.
[+point] Additional points (hit points, armour points, or mana points) gained through advancement
increase the point maximum of the pool it applies to, permanently.
[Guild Ability (Tier)] Abilities can be selected only from the relative guild(s), provided they fall
within the appropriate tier: (Low) are any abilities that belong to Apprentice classes of the specified
Guild; (Mid) are any abilities that belong to Apprentice or Full Guild classes of the specified Guild;
(High) are any abilities that belong to any class of the relevant Guild, apart from Signature abilities.
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[Guild Ability (Signature)] Each high guild class has a single unique ability that usually cannot be
obtained by any other class, apart from high guild 10 characters and even then only if they belong to
the same guild.
[Any Ability (Tier)] Abilities can be selected from any guild, provided they fall within the appropriate
tier: (Low) are any abilities that belong to any Apprentice class; (Mid) are any abilities that belong to
any Apprentice or Full Guild classes; (High) are any abilities that belong to any class, apart from
Signature abilities.
[General Proficiency] A General Proficiency is a single choice proficiency in either a weapon, armour,
or shield; examples include such as Light Axes, Bows, Padded Armour or Medium Shields, provided it
follows the necessary progression. Proficiency in Heavy weapons can be acquired provided the owner
already has proficiency in the Medium version of the same weapon, which in itself requires proficiency
in the Light version. Likewise, Leather Armour proficiency can be acquired if a character already has
proficiency in Padded Armour, and Medium Shields by those who have proficiency in Light. Heavy
armour/shields proficiency can only be acquired with an Advanced Proficiency.
[Advanced Proficiency] An Advanced Proficiency is a single choice proficiency of advanced weapon,
armour, shield. Advanced weapons include Siege Weapons and Unarmed, advanced armours are Heavy
Armours like chainmail and plate, and advanced shields are Heavy Shields like a scutum or tower
shield. Alternatively it can be spent to acquire a single proficiency in all sizes of a single weapon type,
or to acquire proficiency in both Padded and Leather armour.
[Spell] Whenever this perk is obtained, the player adds a single spell of a spell level up to their relative
guild level (see the chart in Chapter 9 for a list of spell levels and the guild level they equate to) of their
choosing to their character’s list of known spells. (Example: A HG 2 Primary Caster gets to add one
spell up to spell level 4 to their list of known spells; they select Haven, a level 3 spell.)
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High Guild Fighter Progression Table
HG Level

Advancement Points Perks

1

30 (from FG)

2

3

[Fighter Ability (Low)]

3

6

[AP +1] [Basic Proficiency]

4

9

[Rogue Ability (Low)]

5

12

[HP +1] [Basic Proficiency]

6

15

[Fighter Ability (Mid)]

7

18

[AP +1] [Advanced Proficiency]

8

21

[Fighter Ability (High)]

9

24

[HP +1] [Advanced Proficiency]

10

27

Totals

Set HP, AP, Abilities, Signature Ability, and Proficiencies

Mythical Warrior - [Fighter Ability (Signature)]:
135 (HG1 to HG 10) (Aegis, Armourer, Battle Awareness, Berserk, Cheat Death, Disable,
Momentum, or Naphtha)
180 (AG to HG10)

High Guild Rogue Progression Table
HG Level

Advancement Points Perks

1

30 (from FG)

2

3

[Rogue Ability (Low)]

3

6

[Basic Proficiency]

4

9

[Any Ability (Low)]

5

12

[AP +1]

6

15

[Any Ability (Mid)]

7

18

[Advanced Proficiency]

8

21

[Any Ability (High)]

9

24

[HP +1]

10

27

Totals

Set HP, AP, Abilities, Signature Ability, and Proficiencies

Infamous Knave – [Rogue Ability (Signature)]:
135 (HG1 to HG 10) (Death Strike, Feign Death, Flintlock, Disable, or Dread Curse)
180 (AG to HG10)
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High Guild Martial Caster Progression Table
HG Level

Advancement Points Perks

1

30 (from FG)

2

3

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

3

6

[AP +1] [Basic Proficiency]

4

9

[Caster Ability (Mid) OR Fighter Ability (Low)]

5

12

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

6

15

[HP +1]

7

18

[Caster Ability (High) OR Fighter Ability (Mid)]

8

21

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

9

24

[AP +1] [Advanced Proficiency]

10

27

Totals

Set HP, AP, Abilities, Signature Ability, and Proficiencies

Renowned Adept – [Caster Ability (Signature) OR Fighter Ability (High)]
135 (HG1 to HG 10) (Alchemical Secrets, Armour of Faith, Barkskin, Esoteric Enfilade, Fists of
Power, Holy Vessel, Innate Talent, Mind Control, Psionic Gaze, Pure Will,
180 (AG to HG10)
Rally, Robust Constitution, Smite, Song of Suffering, Theurgist, or True
Sight)

High Guild Primary Caster Progression Table
HG Level

Advancement Points Perks

1

30 (from FG)

2

3

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

3

6

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

4

9

[MP +1] [Basic Proficiency]

5

12

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

6

15

[MP +1] [Caster Ability (Mid)]

7

18

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

8

21

[MP +1] [Caster Ability (High)]

9

24

[MP +1] [+1 Spell]

10

27

Totals

Set HP, AP, Abilities, Signature Ability, and Proficiencies

Legendary Magus - [HP +1] [Caster Ability (Signature)]
(Alchemical Secrets, Armour of Faith, Barkskin, Esoteric Enfilade, Fists of
135 (HG1 to HG 10)
180 (AG to HG10) Power, Holy Vessel, Innate Talent, Mind Control, Psionic Gaze, Pure Will,
Rally, Robust Constitution, Smite, Song of Suffering, Theurgist, or True
Sight)
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Ability Tier Reference Chart
(Low)

Fighter: Repair Armor, Resting, Nerve of the Wyrm, Skin of the Drake
Rogue: Basic traps, Detect/Disarm Traps, Locksmith, Pickpocket, Backstab, Hide in Shadows
Caster: Circle of Power, Prey, First Aid, Meditate, Forgetfulness, Basic Herbalism

(Mid)

Fighter: Battle Cry, Bulwark, Elder Kinship, Knockout, Rage, Run Through, Unstoppable
Rogue: Caltrops, Dispelling Powder, Extract Information, First Aid, Glib, Pressure Point Knockout,
Pressure Points, Run Through, Skulk
Caster: Bard Song, Commune, Contemplation, Detect/Disarm Traps, Elder Kinship, Forest Form, Glib,
Herbalism (Advanced), Nexus of Power, Pressure Point Knockout, Repair Armour, Scholar, Skin of the
Drake, Skulk, Unstoppable

(High)

Fighter: Battle Focus, Bloodlust, Cleave, First aid, Limb Rip, Implacable, Shockwave, Unsullied
Rogue: Battle Cry, Black Powder Traps, Blinding Powder, Bloodlust, Elder Kinship, Forgetfulness,
Incorruptible, Knockout, Limb Rip, Nullify Magic, Repair Armor, Shadow Walk, Sleeping Powder, Torture
Caster: Battle Focus, Bloodlust, Incorruptible, Knockout, Limb Rip, Nerve of the Wyrm, Rage,
Resounding Voice, Shadow Walk, Strong Mind, Unsullied

Respecification
At times, a player may wish to alter the mechanical choices they've made for their character(s), either though a
basic change of an attained HG level, switching to another class within the same guild, or even pursuing a
wholly different class outside ones original guild. This is done through a Respecification (or respec for short):
During the active season, any choices to alter a character's class are done at a cost of 1 Advancement Point per
level change, following the appropriate path of advancement. Any and all HG level perks and/or class perks,
such as hit points, armour points, mana points, abilities, proficiencies, and spells, are lost from the class/level
respecified from and the perks gained of the class/level respecified to. Additionally, to represent time spent
training and learning new skills, any character undergoing a respec is required to be absent from the next
event(s) for each Advancement Point spent.
Example: a HG 2 Paladin decides to respec into a Cleric of equal level, which would cost 2 Advancement
Points, as both are within the same HG tree (1 point for switching over to a Cleric and 1 point for obtaining
HG2); the Paladin would also have to be absent from two events. She would lose all the HG perks she possessed
from the Martial Caster Advancement tree and gain all the HG perks from the Primary Caster Advancement
tree.
Say the same HG 2 Paladin decided to be a HG 2 Bishop instead; that would cost 3 Advancement Points as
Bishop isn't in the same HG tree as Paladin, but they are both in the Divine caster guild and thus share the same
Apprentice class. (1 point for becoming a Priest, 1 point for becoming a Bishop, and 1 point for obtaining
HG2); the absence would be three events. Including the loss and gain of HG perks, she would also lose those
perks of her Full Guild class (Acolyte) and gain those of Priest.
Finally, if the HG 2 Paladin wished to respec into something equivalent outside of their guild, say a Knight or a
Mystic, either would cost 4 Advancement points (1 point for becoming an Apprentice of the appropriate guild, 1
point for attaining Full Guild, another point for attaining HG1 and another for obtaining HG2); as well as an
absence from four events. Essentially she’d lose all HG level and class perks of her current guild, and gain those
of the Apprentice, Full Guild, and HG level perks.
Regardless of the type of respecification, the Rules Team must be notified of the change.
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CHAPTER 4: EFFECTS
Effects are the backbone of Medieval Chaos. All abilities, spells, scrolls, and potions are elaborately
designed to produce the effects outlined in this section. So long as all players on the field know the
game effects, the game can be played fluidly and without glitches or rule breakdown. There are several
ways effects can be delivered within the Medieval Chaos system. Positive effects end when a character
dies or is rendered incapacitated (unless stated explicitly elsewhere), while negative effects persist
when a character is brought returned to life or regains consciousness whilst under the Incapacitated
effect.
It is the primary duty of every player at Medieval Chaos to know how to react to all effect calls.
Passive Effects
Most passive effects like locks, disease, traps, and poisons have no auditory calls and are delivered with
taste, tripwire, flavours, or visual cues. These effects are often found- or in some cases, stumbled uponwithin the game. Players are advised to read these effects closely as they are often transferred or
conveyed in very subtle ways.
Altering Effects
Altering effects effects like sleep, blind, set on fire, fear, etc, are delivered from the character to their
targets. These effects need to be transferred quickly, and often this needs to be done in intense or high
combat situations. The player delivering the effect must ensure that the target character is aware of the
effect taking place. These effects are distributed through touch, eye contact, or being hit with a handful
of rice.
Calls
To ensure that a player knows which effect is about to take place, the character doing the distributing
must make the appropriate effect call. When delivering an active effect, a verbal call is always the
name of the effect, except in the case of flintlocks in which the call is the cap firing. Verbal calls must
be spoken loud enough for the target player(s) to hear when the effect is distributed. Both active and
passive calls are considered OOC.
Delivery Methods
Every effect, whether the result of a spell or ability, has a delivery attached to it. The delivery is the
means by which the effect is transferred from one person to another (or to themselves). Effects may be
delivered by a single means (such as with Backstab), or the delivery may vary based on the spell or
ability which triggers it. A spell or ability may have additional conditions upon its delivery method, so
long as they are described in its description. The methods of delivery are outlined below.
Self
Self delivered effects are those which exclusively used upon the character who delivering the effect. A
spell or ability with the delivery method of 'Self' cannot be used on a target other than the character
who uses it.
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Touch
A Touch effect is triggered when one character touches another character with their hand. The contact
must be felt by the target in order for the effect to trigger. A character cannot target themselves with a
Touch spell. Touch effects, even benevolent ones, are negated by contact with metal armour, even if the
metal armour is covered by clothing or other armour.
Distance
A Distance effect is delivered upon a target (or targets) at a range specified in the spell or ability. The
effect only triggers if the target is within they properly defined range, and is aware they are being
targeted. A character cannot willfully ignore a distance effect once they are aware they are the target.
Sub-categories of Distance deliveries include:
Auditory: These effects are triggered through a vocal call or other sound signal (such as an
instrument or air horn). Upon hearing the sound, characters specified in the spell or ability take
the effect instantly.
Gesture: Either by a choking motion (in the case of some ranged spells), or by another gesture
(such as aimed Flintlocks); these effects target one character at a specified range.
Spray: These effects are delivered with a 1 fl oz handful of thrown rice, in which case the effect
targets anyone hit by the rice. Shields can be used to block the rice, but only if they provide
total coverage.
Ingestion
Some effects, such as those of poisons or potions, are delivered when a character ingests food or drink.
In such a case the delivery is indirect, and the target only triggers their effect upon consumption of the
proper delivery vector (food or drink). In regards to potions, the targeted character only gains the
granted effect upon full consumption of the potion, whereas the effects of poison are immediate upon
the target player becoming aware they've been poisoned.
Weapon Strike
Effects delivered by weapon strike will include specifications as to the weapon which needs to be used
to deliver it. These effects are similar to touch, however they are delivered with a legal strike to a target
character as well as near simultaneous verbal call. The effect is delivered along with the single point
of damage. Armour pieces that nullify damage, such as bracers, heavy greaves, or the passive Touch
Resistance granted by metal armour, do not prevent effects delivered from weapon strikes.
Special
Some effects have a unique deliveries. Others are a combination of multiple deliveries (such as
Flintlock, which is a gesture and an auditory delivery, or Persuasion which is a gesture/auditory effect).
In such cases the details of the delivery are described in the relevant entry for the effect, spell or ability
triggering them.
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NPCs and Delivery
In some cases an NPC may deliver an effect in a manner which is not described in this document for
the spell or ability associated with it, or they may deliver an effect by an unusual means without a
specific spell or ability. This may include delivery of an effect by one method that was otherwise
limited to another, or the creation of an entirely new delivery method. In such cases the means of the
NPC delivery and effect, and any special delivery words, will be briefed at first conch.

Passive Effects
Death Effect
Whenever a character is subject to the Death effect (from a call, a poison, a disease, a killing blow dealt
whilst incapacitated, or any other effect that bypasses the Incapacitated effect), they are considered
dead/inanimate, and must act as such. They cannot use any spells nor active abilities (unless specified).
The verbal call for the Death effect is “death”.

Disease Effect
The world of Medieval Chaos is rife with many virulent, supernatural diseases.
Diseases use visual cues for simplicity; characters wear OOC coloured ribbons at least 60cm in length
to denote to other players that they are suffering a disease and are contagious. Diseases have three
particular stages:
Incubation: This stage is when the character first contracts the disease, but is neither
symptomatic or contagious. It lasts for the remainder of the event in which the disease was
acquired and until the next attended event. It cannot be prevented/treated with a Cure Effect.
Contagious: At the start of the next attended event(s) following incubation, the character is
contagious. Any character who is contagious must prominently wear the appropriately coloured
disease ribbon. During such time any character that merely touches (even through
clothing/armour) a diseased character contracts the appropriate disease in its incubation stage.
The Cure Effect does not remove the symptoms of the disease, but it allows for the removal the
ribbons representing contagion, grants immunity from further infection whilst the disease effect
persists, and counts as treatment towards the diseases removal.
Symptomatic: At the start of the next attended event(s) following incubation for as long as the
disease persists, they now suffer the effects of their particular disease; until the event following
it being treated, the character is symptomatic.
Bone Blight - White Ribbon
Any characters infected with Bone Blight have their hit points and mana points reduced to one and
cannot exceed one point each (see Drain effect).
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Blood Plague - Red Ribbon
Whenever a character infected with Blood Plague has their hit points reduced to zero, they suffer the
Death effect (ignoring any Incapacitated effect that may occur).
Mute Fever -Yellow Ribbon
Any characters infected with Mute Fever cannot speak (see Silence effect) for as long as they suffer this
disease.
Sleeping Sickness - Blue Ribbon
Every time characters infected with Sleeping Sickness lose any hit points, they fall asleep (see Sleep
effect).
Treating a Disease:
There are two ways of removing a disease and both take time. The first option is gaining treatment
while symptomatic by receiving a Cure Effect. The other option is to let the disease run its course after
four events OOC. If either of these options are undertaken, the following attended event they are free of
the disease.

Incapacitated Effect
When a character reaches 0 hit points (from combat or an effect), they become incapacitated and fall to
the ground unconscious for 60 seconds; during which they ignore any additional damage but can still
be slain outright by one of the following effects: Throat Slit, Run Through, Flintlock, Death Strike, Set
on Fire, or the Death effect.
Once the 60 seconds have concluded they regain consciousness in a weakened state; they cannot use
any spells nor active abilities (unless specifically stated), cannot enter combat, effectively defend
themselves if attacked, and can only walk or move at a crawling pace. They effectively have 0 HP and
any further damage causes the Death effect. Characters retain the Incapacitated effect until brought
above 0 hit points.
Example: Pete the Pirate is in combat against several opponents and only has a single hit point
remaining. He takes two hits and falls to the ground unconscious; having been rendered incapacitated
by the first strike, he ignores the second. If Pete's opponents wanted him dead rather than alive, they
could have taken a moment to deliver a mortal blow, such as slitting his throat, killing him.
60 seconds later he regains consciousness and Pete finds himself locked in jail. In his weakened state,
he normally wouldn't be able to use his abilities, but his boon from being a Rogue allows him to pick
the lock and, under the cover of shadow, escape to find a healer to remove his condition.

Kinship Effect
Whenever three or more members of the same kinship group (such as a church or faction), who are
wearing a visibly matching symbol are within the same vicinity of each other (eyesight and earshot)
they gain Active Resistance (See Resistance effect) to the Fear effect at the cost of 1 hit point. Each
character can only be a member of, and thus benefit from, a maximum of two groups.
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Lock Effect
At Medieval Chaos locks are replicated by tokens or wire that hangs in the place of a common lock.
The token or wire will be marked with a symbol and a number. The number indicates the level of the
lock, 1-12. A key to the lock will have a corresponding symbol and number. Locks cannot be
destroyed with force. Locks can only be unlocked by a key, picked by a lock pick, or opened with
magic.

Poison Effect
All of our poisons are created with a flavour mechanic, that is, they are created using different flavours.
A poison must be added to a consumable (food or drink) in order to be active. Once a player ingests the
consumable and becomes aware of the flavour agent's presence, the poison takes effect. If a player is
aware of the presence of a poison, but does not taste it immediately, it still takes effect.
Crippling Poison
Flavour: Salt
Effects: Character has their hit points and mana points reduced to one and cannot exceed one point
each until they have been administered a Cure Effect (see Drain effect).
Killing Poison
Flavour: Vinegar
Effects: Character is reduced to 0 hit points and suffers the Death effect (ignoring the Incapacitated
effect, see Death effect), and cannot be brought above 0 hit points until they have been administered a
Cure Effect (see Cure effect).
Silencing Poison
Flavour: Lemon Juice
Effects: Character is silenced (see Silence effect). Characters poisoned with silencing poison cannot
speak until they have been administered a Cure Effect.
Sleeping Poison
Flavour: Soy Sauce
Effects: Character falls asleep (see Sleep effect). Characters poisoned with sleeping poison cannot be
woken by normal means until they have been administered a Cure Effect.

Potion Effect
Many potions exist within Medieval Chaos. Potions are normally water bottles or soda cans that have
been wrapped in hockey tape with different colour bands of tape to symbolize the different Potion
effects. Potions are divided into two categories: ongoing and instantaneous. A full breakdown on the 40
different potions, how they can be concocted, and their specifics can be found near the end of Chapter
5: Combat and Equipment.
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All potions contain 200ml or more liquid, and must be consumed completely within 60 seconds of the
first sip before they grant their effect. Each character can only benefit from a single ongoing (lasts up to
12 hours) potion at a time, unless the benefit granted is used up or replaced by another ongoing potion.
This does not apply to instantaneous potions, such as a Potion of Revive. Ongoing potion effects persist
through Death and the Incapacitated effect, but grant no benefit during such time, unless specified. All
teas created with the Herbalism ability are also considered potions for the purposes of this effect, and
must be consumed during the event they were brewed to take effect. If a poison is used upon a potion,
the potion no longer grants its listed effect and only acts as a delivery method for the poison.

Resistance Effect
The Resistance effect allows the character to negate the specified effect(s). There are three distinct
forms of resistance: Active, Passive, and Weakness.
An Active Resistance requires some form of cost to negate the specified effect; such as a hit point or a
daily use expenditure, as outlined by the effect/ability granting the active resistance. Whenever a
character would come under an effect they have Active Resistance to, they may make the OOC call
“Resist”; the effect is then nullified. Active Resistances cannot be used whilst incapacitated or dead.
A Passive Resistance requires no activation to negate the specified effect, as long as the required
conditions are met (if any), for example the passive resistance to Touch effects that contact only metal
armour. Passive Resistances can be used whilst incapacitated or dead.
A Weakness to a particular effect prevents the character from ever gaining any form of Resistance or
circumventing the specified effect, Active or Passive. Weaknesses are inherent to racial traits.
Example:
Galad the Elf has Passive Resistance to the Sleep effect and Active Resistance to the Fear effect. Thus,
his player is able to nullify both of these effects, although he cannot do so for the Pain effect or any
others to which he has no Resistance to and must suffer such effects in their entirety.

Scroll Effect
When a battle is over the first thing a many search for on the bodies of the dead are scrolls: rolled up
canvas pages containing spells that even a peasant could use, though these spells are written in the
languages of magic and can be rather hard to decipher. All scrolls are Castable and can be used by any
character within Medieval Chaos, as well as being Recordable, which means they can written into a
spellbook or a dispelbook. To record a spell from a scroll, the character must possess both the scroll
and the active spell components listed upon it (note: these components may differ the ones used for the
spells themselves). Once these requirements are met, they can record the spell into their
spellbook/dispelbook; both the scroll and components are used in the process. If a character possesses a
scroll and they can understand and read out loud the casting words upon the scroll, they can cast the
spell the scroll contains. However, before a character can use a scroll the player must first understand
how the spell works:
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Example
Doug plays Bob the Berserker. Doug has a cipher for Arcane Runic and has a pretty good grasp of the
runes. Doug decides that Bob the Berserker is a smart guy and knows arcane runes. One day Bob the
Berserker finds a Castable arcane scroll of invisibility. Now before Bob can effectively use the spell,
Doug, his player, must know how the spell works. Next time Doug is out of character he looks up the
rules on the spell invisibility and learns the visual cues and actions needed to keep the effect active, as
well as the casting words for the spell. Now Doug can properly act out the spell on his scroll. So the
next time Doug gets to play Bob the Berserker, he can pull out the scroll of invisibility, speak the verbal
component and cast the spell as if he were some kind of caster.
In either case, once a scroll is used for Casting or Recording it turns to dust and is no longer useful (the
active marker is removed/switched to inactive and the Scroll is returned to the bank).

Trap Effect
Several different kinds of traps exist within Medieval Chaos. Most of these use <10lb fishing line,
bells, or weapons. All traps are considered undetectable and cannot be seen without the assistance
of a spell or ability, the only exception being characters who can detect and disarm their own traps
Also, any character who triggered a trap (and survived) can detect that trap, but they cannot disarm it
without the appropriate ability. The following list explains the actions and effects of the trap system in
more detail. Please remember that any traps left unmaintained longer than 1 event are considered
littering. Traps cannot be blocked by shields. All fishing line traps must cleaned up by the player who
set them at the end of every event and must be placed at 3 feet or lower to avoid the neck area.
Basic Trap – fishing line
Effects: If a character touches fishing line with any part of their body or their weapon, the trap does 2
points of damage.
Caltrops – foam spikes/caltrops
Effects: When a character steps onto foam spikes/caltrops, touches them, or touches them with their
weapon, they suffer the trap damage and effect. The trap does 2 points of damage and the character
who triggered the trap is held (see Hold effect).
Black Powder Trap – cap fires
Effects: When a character triggers the black power trap and hears the cap fire, they become
incapacitated, or if already incapacitated, dead. If/when they touch fishing line used as a trigger they
take 2 points of damage regardless of whether the cap fires or not.
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Altering Effects
Backstab Effect
A character using the Backstab effect must be unseen by their target when making the strike. They must
stab the target character with a dagger in the upper back and call, “backstab.” If the character using the
Backstab effect is successfully unseen by the target character, then the target character has their hit
points reduced to 0 and they become incapacitated (see incapacitated effect). If the target character can
see the character using backstab when the blow lands, then the backstab is considered a miss and the
target character only suffers a single point of damage.

Banish Effect
Any summoned undead creature, regardless of how it was created, is reduced to 0 hit points and 0
respawns by a corresponding Banish effect. If a zombie is targeted by a character calling, “banish
zombie,” the zombie is reduced to 0 hit points and 0 respawns. However if a zombie is targeted by a
character calling, “banish wraith,” the zombie is not affected.

Bard Song Effect
If a bard calls their own name, followed by the name of a song or tale, and then proceeds to play an
instrument or sing a song, all characters allied with the bard who hear the song or instrument have their
hit points and mana points restored at a rate of 2 points per minute. This does not affect characters at or
below 0 hit points. This effect does not stack with other restorative effects and a character can only
benefit from a single bard song at a time.

Bless Effect
Any character affected by the Bless effect gains Passive Resistance to all Summon effects for 12 hours,
until dispelled, or they return to life following the negation of one or more Summon effects. Any object
affected by the Bless effect is to be considered blessed for role-play purposes for 12 hours, unless
dispelled.

Blind Effect
The affected character is blinded for 60 seconds and takes one point of damage. While blinded the
player must fight, act, and role-play as if blind. After the sixty seconds have elapsed the character can
see as normal. Please use extreme caution when fighting when under the effects of blind and remember
that out of character you can keep your eyes open for safety.
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Control Effect
Any undead creature, regardless of how it is created, can be controlled by a corresponding Control
effect. While affected by the Control effect the target undead character will obey the master as long as
the master stays within 15 meters of the controlled undead character. If the undead character becomes
uncontrolled (one common example being their master is killed/incapacitated) they regain free will and
the player can act as they feel their undead character would. The control effect persists between
respawns (if any). Any new Control effect placed upon a creature replaces the previous Control effect,
effectively giving the creature a new master. If an NPC is affected by the Control effect, the effect may
end after the encounter in which the creature was affected, in order to preserve mission balance.

Cure Effect
Firstly, any character affected by a Cure effect has any effects granted from Poison(s) fully removed.
Secondly, the Cure effect removes the contagious stage from characters suffering diseases, grants
temporary immunity to being reinfected for 12 hours, and counts as treatment toward eventually
removing the disease (see Disease effect). Finally, any detriments related to the Cursed effect are
temporarily alleviated for 2 hours (see Cursed effect).

Cursed Effect
Any character affected by the Cursed effect has the duration of the most recent negative effect they are
suffering, or the following negative effect they suffer within the next 12 hours, made indefinite; it
cannot be prevented/removed until the Cursed Effect has been lifted. Curses are either lifted willingly
by those that bestowed them, a relative ability, potion, or spell, a Storyline-approved ritual, or having
the curse diminish after 12 OOC weeks. The Cure Effect temporarily alleviates any effect(s) made
indefinite by Curse(s), but only for 2 hours.
Only the following effects are subject to the Cursed effect: Blind, Dismember, Drain, Fear, Pain,
Silence.
Example:
Boggins the bold halfling gets cursed whilst he is suffering both the Fear and Silence effects; since the
Fear effect is the most recently acquired of the two, the Curse effect lengthens its duration from 60sec
to indefinite, until the Curse Effect is lifted. In another example, Layla the Bishop places the Bless
effect upon Boggins before he becomes the recipient of a Curse Effect; since Boggins has no active
negative effects at the time (since the Bless effect is positive) the next negative ongoing effect Boggins
receives within the next twelve hours becomes indefinite. Pete the Pirate blinds Boggins with some
powder, and then proceeds twisting his arm causing Boggins pain; the Curse effect would make the
Blind effect indefinite in its duration until the Curse effect is removed, as it occurred before the Pain
effect.
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Death Strike Effect
A character using the Death Strike effect must be unseen by their target. They must strike the target
character with a melee weapon and call, “death strike.” If the character using the Death Strike effect is
successfully unseen and successfully strikes the target character, their hit points are reduced to 0 and
they become incapacitated, or if already incapacitated, they suffer the Death effect. If the target
character can see the character using Death Strike when the blow lands, then death strike is considered
a miss and the target character only suffers a single point of damage.

Dismember Effect
A character using the Dismember effect will touch or strike a target limb on a target character and call,
“dismember.” Once affected the target character's entire limb is damaged beyond use; it cannot be
utilized for any purpose and must hang lifelessly. As a result of this the character also suffers a single
hit point of damage. The affected limb is restored when the character is affected by the Heal effect or
the Resurrect effect.

Dispel Effect
The target effect is nullified by the corresponding Dispel effect. For example, if a player calls, “dispel
hold,” the dispel effect negates the Hold effect. However, if a player calls, “dispel summon zombie,”
while targeting a demon, nothing happens. The following effects cannot be dispelled; all Passive
effects, Backstab, Banish, Bard Song, Control, Curse, Death Strike, Dismember, Formation, Flintlock,
Heal, Persuasion, Repair Armour, Resurrect, Revive, Run Through, Soul Rip, and Teleport. When a
dispel summon effect is used it reduces the summoned creature to 0 HP and 0 respawns, and ends the
particular Summon effect on the character.

Drain Effect
Any character that is affected by the Drain effect has both their hit points and mana points reduced to
one point and cannot exceed one point each for 60 seconds. If this effect is a Poison effect it lasts until
the character receives a Cure effect.

Fear Effect
Any character that is affected by the Fear effect must act as if completely terrified. While affected the
character cannot concentrate enough to engage in combat, aside from defending themselves. When
affected the character cannot use any spells or any abilities that must be activated. The effect lasts for
60 seconds.
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Flintlock Effect
This effect allows characters at Medieval Chaos to wield and shoot flintlock pistols. Flintlocks only
have a range of 5 meters; characters outside the flintlock's range cannot be targeted. A character using
the Flintlock effect must make eye contact with their target, point a replica flintlock musket at them,
and pull the trigger causing a cap to explode with a loud bang. When the cap fires the target character
has their hit points reduced to 0 and they become incapacitated; if already incapacitated, they suffer the
Death effect.

Formation Effect
The Formation effect simulates the character's ability to concentrate in battle and to focus on tactics.
When three or more characters are within close ranks of each other, and at least half or more of them
are wielding shields, one of them may call “formation”; they gain the Formation effect so long as they
stay in close formation. While the effect is active the character(s) gain passive Resistance (see
Resistance effect) to the Sleep effect and the Push effect.

Heal Effect
Any character above 0 hit points, or suffering the incapacitated effect, that is affected by the Heal effect
is restored to their maximum hit points.

Hold Effect
A character affected by the Hold effect cannot move their legs or feet for 60 seconds; the character
must act as if the lower part of their body has become rigid or immobile. Affected characters can still
be carried, teleported, or attempt to crawl; keeping in mind that when they arrive at their destination
they are still held until the effect duration is elapsed.

Invisibility Effect
For a player to signify that their character is invisible, they must hold out both of their empty hands,
palms forward, in the air at the same level as their head. In order for a character to remain affected by
the Invisibility effect the player must maintain this posture. Invisible characters remain invisible so
long as they are not touched by and do not touch anyone else, engage in combat, cast any combat
spells, or fail to keep their hands in the proper position.
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Pain Effect
The Pain effect causes a character's pain tolerance to become diminished, meaning any hit point or
armour point damage inflicted to the character is doubled for 60 seconds. For the first 5 seconds that
the effect takes place the character is overcome by severe pain and cannot cast spells or use abilities.

Persuasion Effect
At Medieval Chaos, persuasion is signified by eye contact and a hand gesture. The player must make
eye contact with the target character(s) then slowly wave their hand horizontally, palm downward,
while speaking the specified words. The persuading words can be catchy phrases such as, “you will not
harm or hinder me” or “you will answer the following question truthfully”. The target character will do
whatever the persuasive character commands for 5 minutes. After 5 minutes the Persuasion effect wears
off and the target character may recall having been manipulated. If the persuasive character causes a
point of damage to them or applies a negative effect to them (except for another persuasion), the
Persuasion effect ends.

Petrify Effect
The Petrify effect causes a character’s whole body to become rigid and immobile. While affected, the
character cannot move any part of their body, and cannot cast spells or use abilities, for 60 seconds. The
Petrify effect can be ended early if the target is dealt a point of damage, suffers a negative effect, or if
they are the recipient of a specified Dispel effect. While petrified, the character can see and hear what
is happening around them.

Push Effect
The Push effect simulates a force energy rippling outward from a character in all directions. If a
character calls “push,” all characters within a 2 meter radius of the caller fall backwards, away from the
character, and onto the ground.

Repair Armour Effect
Any character that is affected by the Repair Armour effect has their armour points restored to their
current maximum; the verbal call for this effect is ”repair armour”.

Resurrect Effect
Any character at, or below, 0 hit points that is affected by the Resurrect effect is restored to full hit
points and retains any mana they had when they were incapacitated or killed.
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Revive Effect
Any character at, or below, 0 hit points that is affected by the Revive effect is restored to one hit point
and retains any mana they had when they were incapacitated or killed.

Run Through Effect
A character using the Run Through effect must stab a target character in the torso with a sword or a
spear-like polearm while the target player is lying/crawling on the ground, and call, “run through”. The
target character has their hit points reduced to 0 and they become incapacitated; if already
incapacitated, they suffer the Death effect.

Sanctuary Effect
The Sanctuary effect acts like an invisible force field created to keep the character safe from harm.
While affected, the character cannot be the target of outside spells, abilities, or effects (apart from the
Dispel effect), struck by a weapon, or touched; in fact nothing can come within 30cm of the character.
To simulate having a force field around them, the character must make a fist and hold their fist at the
same height as their head for the full duration of the effect. This visual cue is considered in-character,
meaning characters can see a faint shimmer in the force field around the character and not just a player
holding up their fist.
While using the Sanctuary effect a character cannot attack or use any effect, spell, or ability that targets
another character outside the effect. The Sanctuary effect lasts 60 seconds, but can be removed anytime
by the character lowering their hand. A character under the Sanctuary effect cannot move their feet, and
must remain stationary (unless specified otherwise).
If a 10 meter rope (which is immovable to all but the caster/owner) is laid in a circle on the ground and
all the permitted characters inside the circle are under the Sanctuary effect with an indefinite duration;
each Sanctuary effect is independent, meaning they must be individually dispelled, not collectively.
Characters are able to move within a globe of sanctuary, but cannot leave it without ending the effect
upon themselves, and if the effect is ended while inside the circle, they must first leave it before
regaining the Sanctuary effect. Non-permitted characters can cross over the rope into the circle, but do
not gain the Sanctuary effect.

Set on Fire Effect
A character affected by the Set on Fire effect is essentially on fire and must act accordingly. They have
their hit points reduced to 0 and suffer from the Incapacitated effect after 10 seconds of being set on
fire (or if already incapacitated, they suffer the Death effect), unless the character is put out. A character
who is on fire can be put out by lying on the ground and having another character pat them out for 3
seconds or by being submerged in water up to their neck. If a character is put out before the 10 seconds
elapse they only take a single point of damage.
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Silence Effect
The Silence effect prohibits a character from speaking or casting spells with verbal components. This
effect only prohibits IC speaking and spell casting, the player is still able to make effect calls. This
effect lasts for 60 seconds. If this effect is a poison effect it lasts until the character receives a Cure
effect.

Sleep Effect
When affected by the Sleep effect the character will drop any weapons in their hands, fall to the
ground, close their eyes, and act as if they are sleeping. The only way to wake a character from a Sleep
effect is to shout their name, shake them vigorously, or cause them a point of damage. If left
undisturbed the sleeping character will naturally awaken after 15 minutes. If this effect is a Poison
effect it lasts until the character receives a Cure effect.

Soul Rip Effect
Any character affected by Soul Rip is instantly reduced to 0 hit points, instantly succumbs to character
death, and has their soul sent to limbo (see Saving the Character in Chapter 2). Soul Rip bypasses
any/all Resistances or negation.

Summon Effect
Any dead or incapacitated character that has been affected by a Summon effect will be given a
summoning card along with any necessary visual indicators; the card is to be returned to the distributor
after it has been read. The summoning card will contain specific creature information such as creature
type, special abilities, resistances, hit points, weapons, armour, number respawns, and/or spells. Once a
dead/incapacitated character is given a summoning card they have up to 60 seconds to read and study
it.
After the 60 seconds have elapsed the character becomes, for all intents and purposes, the creature
described on the summoning card and remembers little if nothing of their former life. Any summoned
creature initially starts under the Control Effect of the summoner (see Control effect). When a
summoned character reaches zero hit points and zero respawns, the Summon effect ends and the
character reverts back to their previous dead or incapacitated state. In the case of respawns, the
character cannot be affected by the Revive effect or Resurrect effect until all respawns have been
expended. Summoned creatures can be immediately reduced to 0 hit points and 0 respawns with the
specified Dispel Summon effect or corresponding Banish effect.
If an NPC is affected by the Control effect, the effect may end after the encounter in which the creature
was affected, in order to preserve mission balance.
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Teleport Effect
For a character to simulate teleporting, the player must hold out both of their hands, palms downward,
with their arms fully extended at the same level as their shoulders; essentially, the player must make a T
shape with their body. This visual cue is done to convey to all other players that their character is
currently invisible and undetectable.
The Teleport effect allows a character to move from their current location, point A, to the desired
location, point B, without being detected or interrupted. There are three ways to be affected by the
teleport effect:
First, when a character uses the teleportation effect on themselves they must choose their desired
location and state its name as part of the call before enacting the effect's visual cue.
Second, if the effect is placed upon a character by another character, the character who distributed the
effect will call the desired location as part of the effect call, and both the distributing character and the
target character(s) will proceed to the announced location whilst enacting the effect's visual cue.
Third, if a 10 meter rope is laid in a circle on the ground and the rope's owner calls, “teleport,”
followed by their desired location, all characters within the circle are affected by the Teleport effect and
proceed accordingly.
Regardless of how they are affected, once a player holds out their hands they must move directly to the
called location. While travelling under the effects of teleport the character is unable to see or hear their
surroundings, and all information gained while in teleport is considered out of character. While under
the Teleport effect all other effects are suspended; once the Teleport effect is ended all previous effects
resume for the remainder of their allotted time. If the teleport effect is employed as a spell, exhaustion
does not begin until the Teleport effect has ended.
Characters cannot be teleported beyond the physical boundaries of the game area without player
consent; attempts to do so deposit the unwilling at the nearest accessible edge.

Throat Slit Effect
A character using the Throat Slit effect must be out of combat, and draw a dagger across the exposed
throat of the target character; the target character has their hit points reduced to 0 and they become
incapacitated, or if already incapacitated, they suffer the Death effect. Armour covering the neck area
can prevent the Throat Slit effect.
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CHAPTER 5: COMBAT & EQUIPMENT
Combat
The combat within Medieval Chaos uses hit points and padded weapons instead of blood and steel.
Players are encouraged to attack each other with reasonable force and speed in order to fully experience
melee combat. At the same time players need to be aware that even our combat has its consequences,
and thus remember to fight to the level of their opponent. All characters are subject to combat rules and
must provide their own protective equipment during combat. If you do not wish to partake in the
combat aspect of Medieval Chaos you can simply become a non-combatant character (NCC).

Combat Definition
A player enters combat when swinging a melee weapon while in striking distance of an opponent,
shooting/throwing a ranged weapon, casting a combat spell towards an enemy, using an ability to cause
damage or a negative effect, or through any other means causing 1 or more points of damage to an
opponent. A player can only leave combat by not attacking with their melee or ranged weapon,
unarmed proficiency, or spells, and not causing hit point damage to an opponent for 10 seconds.

Combat Rules
Players must not attempt to strike opponents in the head, hands, or groin; and anyone stuck in these
areas does not take the strike as a legal point of damage All weapon strikes that hit non-armoured
locations inflict hit point damage. When a character drops to 0 hit points they are considered
incapacitated, or some cases, dead, and must act as such (see Death and Incapacitated effects). It is
expected that a weapon strike should be felt by the recipient. If a weapon strike does not resemble a
'strike' in both velocity, power, and relative form, the recipient may not notice the strike or accidentally
ignore the attack. Players are asked to refrain from speed attacking, known as “puppy paddling” or
“drum rolling”; a good rule of thumb is that each weapon should not be swung more than once per
second. If one feels they are the recipient of a rapid series of strikes that lack power and form, they are
obligated to take no more than one point of damage per second from the source.
In Medieval Chaos combat shields block all melee, ranged attacks, touch and rice based effects; but do
not block shots from flintlocks or gesture effects. Basic forearm armour (bracers), and heavy shin
armour (greaves), when worn and proficient, can be used to block attacks negating hit point and
armour point damage when block is successful.
Arrows/crossbow bolts directly deal 3 hit points of damage. This damage bypasses/ignores armour
(except when the attack is blocked using forearm armour, heavy greaves, or a shield) Arrows/bolts
cannot be used as melee weapons. Bows and crossbows may not be used as melee weapons nor may
they be used to block.
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Full Combat Characters
Unless self identified as a non-combatant character, all players within Medieval Chaos must accept that
they will be in battle and they will get hurt. Every full combat character is wounded and exhausted
after an event, however combat is not necessary to partake in Medieval Chaos. Playing a full combatant
character at Medieval Chaos can be compared to playing full contact rugby or high energy paintball.
Combat at Medieval Chaos can be the most thrilling experience of a lifetime, but it's not for the faint of
heart.

Non-Combatant Characters
Non-combatant characters that declare themselves as such cannot be struck with any weapon, tackled,
or touched. To identify themselves as such, non-combatants may wear a very visible amount of bright
orange, such as an orange scarf/shawl around their neck/shoulders or a large orange headdress.
Additionally, it is advised that orange-coloured glow sticks be worn prominently by such noncombatants after dark. Non-combatant characters who do not to visually declare themselves understand
they may be struck with any weapon, tackled, or touched. Only full combat characters are allowed the
hit points, weapon proficiencies, and armour ranking that are normally received from that character's
guild; non-combatants do not have access to these things.
If a non-combatant character is threatened or menaced by an enemy character they are immediately
rendered incapacitated (see Incapacitated effect), or if Incapacitated, they suffer the Death effect. Noncombatants cannot defend themselves with a weapon, or retaliate with combat spells. They must stay
no less than 50 feet from combat to ensure their own safety. This means if combat starts near a noncombatant they must do all the can to evacuate the area. Non-combatants are reminded that Medieval
Chaos is a high action game with a real degree of risk involved; thus, the rules for non-combatants are
put into place to help ensure their safety. Ignoring these rules is to declare oneself a full combatant.

Strikes, Grappling, & Tackles
In combat, fists can and will be used by players with the appropriate abilities and protective gear. They
are subjected to the same rules regarding target areas and are required to demonstrate strict control of
the strength used with each strike. While players are expected to make each strike look physically
damaging, their actual blows must not cause injury. When tackling, the player must ensure that the head
is never used as a take-down point and that no tackles come from behind. It is also expected that
players make all possible efforts to not surprise/blindside a character when tackling. When grappling or
wrestling, players may not use joint locks or pressure points.
Characters wearing metal armour of any kind are not permitted to initiate a tackle or grapple. They may
be the recipient of a grapple/tackle and if so they may respond appropriately, but players are reminded
that grappling or tackling characters in metal armour can be very dangerous.
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STOP STOP STOP!
The call “Stop, Stop, Stop!” has unique significance in combat. This call is used when an injury occurs
or when a dangerous situation arises, and when it is yelled the entire game stops. Anyone is entitled to
make the stop call and all players must abide by it. When stop is called all players are to take a knee
and wait for play to resume. On the occasion that stop is called for an injury, players are to move away
from the injured player and make room for the first aiders to work. Once the situation is resolved a
countdown will be held to indicate when game play will resume. Anything that happens during a stop
call is OOC.

How Eye Contact Works
The definition of eye contact is simple, you only need to know that the player is aiming at you.
Looking away or down at the ground will not save you from a bullet to the brain, an untimely
persuasion, or any other effect delivered with a gesture. Once you know you are being targeted you are
essentially affected as long as you hear the effect call.

How Hit Points Work
Hit points are the number of times a character can be struck in the designated point area- that is, every
part of the body except the hands, head, or groin. A character can only exceed the number of hit points
given to them by their guild if that number is modified by effects (such as certain Potions), if they are
wearing a helmet, or if they have acquired it through High Guild progression. When a character drops
to 0 hit points they are considered incapacitated, or some cases, dead, and must act as such (see Death
and Incapacitated effects).

Equipment
The equipment used at Medieval Chaos ranges from a wizard’s spell components to knight's sword and
shield. All manner of equipment used within Medieval Chaos is created to mimic the equipment of a
fantasy environment.

Armour
Most armour used at Medieval Chaos is created from padded material, plastic plates, modified sports
armour, chain, leather, or steel.
Heavy armour that is composed of real metal grants Passive Resistance to all Touch-based effects (both
negative and positive) that touch only the character's metal components. Metal armour only blocks
Touch-based effects; it does not block Spray or Gesture effects. All effects that touch an unarmoured
area, or an armoured area that does not contain metal, still take full effect.
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Armour Points
Armour points are the number of strikes a character's armour can withstand before it reaches 0. When a
character is struck upon an armoured location no hit points are lost, instead armour points are lost.
When a character's armour points has reached 0 their armour becomes ineffective. If a player is struck
on ineffective armour they take hit point damage as normal, unless otherwise specified.
A character's armour points are calculated by adding up the total value of all armour parts worn.
Example: Lady Grizwelda the knight has an armour point max of 8 and can wear any armour as she
has the heavy armour proficiency. On any given day Lady Grizwelda is wearing a padded gambeson (2
points), arming pants (1 point), a chain shirt (3 points), a leather gorget (1 point), a single leather
pauldron (1): This gives Lady Grizwelda a total of 8 armour points out of her max of 8. When she goes
to battle she puts on her leather tassets (2 points), chain coif (1 point), and finally dons her helmet
(which, in addition to normally granting +1 hit point, also grants her an additional armour point and
raises her armour point max by 1 because of her Aegis ability).
Although her total armour worn is worth 12 armour points, she can only use 9, which is her current
armour maximum, including her Aegis ability.
Armour points are not restored if a character is revived/resurrected. Armour points can only be restored
by specific abilities.

Armour Proficiencies
A character's armour proficiency is granted by their guild. Armour proficiencies allow the use of any
armour up to the listed type. For example a guild that allows the use of heavy armour will also allow its
members to use leather or padded armour. Players only gain armour points and bonuses from armour
they are proficient with. Proficiencies gained from guilds remain with the player when they level up.
All players may wear as much protective gear as they desire but only gain the benefits of armour
granted by their guild.

Armour Point Max
A character's armour point maximum is the maximum number of armour points a character is allowed
to have (barring some abilities) and is specified in their guild information. A character's armour point
max can only be increased by obtaining a higher guild level.

Helmets
Helmets are strongly recommended but not required and are subject to inspection by the safety officer
or appointed admin. Any character wearing a helmet gains an additional hit point and their hit point
max is increase by one whilst they are wearing the helmet. This additional hit point cannot restore an
incapacitated or dead character. If the helmet is removed the hit point is lost.
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Armour Rating Chart
Armour Type

Component

Heavy
Solid Plate, Brigandine, Chain
mail, Lamellar, Laminar, Scale
mail, Splint; 'Pickle barrel' or
thick rigid plastic also counts as
heavy armour.

Bevor/Gorget
Breastplate/Cuirass
Pauldrons/Rerebraces/Spaulders
Tassets/Cuisses
Greaves
Hauberk
Mail Shirt/Haubergeon
Aventail/Coif
Mantle/Pixane
Gorget
Breastplate/Buff Coat
Pauldrons/Rerebraces/Spaulders
Tassets/Cuisses
Greaves

2
6
4*
3
**
4
3
1
1
1
3
2*
2
2*

Aketon/Arming Doublet/Gambeson
Arming Pants

2
1

Leather
Leather, fur, hide armour, and
rigid sports armour counts as
leather armour.
Padded
Thick padded fabric and nonrigid sports armour count as
padded armour.
None

Armour Points

Helmets
+1 Hit Point Max
Gauntlets (Suggested for hand protection)
0
Bracers
**
* These items come in pairs and the armour points represent wearing both items. If a character is
wearing only one of two items they gain only half of the allotted armour points
** Bracers, heavy greaves, and shields, when worn and proficient, can be used to block attacks
negating hit point and armour point damage when block is successful.

Shields
At Medieval Chaos, shields block all melee and ranged strikes, touch effects, and rice-based effects (so
long as the rice hits only the shield and not the character). Shields do not block shots from Flintlocks
(without the requisite ability), gesture effects, or spray (rice-based) effects that make it past the shield.

Shield Type
Heavy
Medium
Light
None

Concepts

Size

Kite, Tower Shield
Less than 6'x3'
Heater, Targe Shield
Less than 3'x3'
Buckler Shield
Less than 18”x18”
Character cannot wield a shield
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Shield design requirements
Shield Board:
Accepted materials are wood (recommended minimum of 3/8”), templast (recommended minimum of 3
layers laid cross grain to each other), and metal (required to have rolled edges).
Edge foaming:
All shield edges are required to have a minimum of 1/2 inch of closed cell foam. Edge foaming is
required to compress under hand pressure.
Bolts and Fittings:
Bolt faces protruding from the face of the shield are required to be smooth or counter sunk flush with
the shield face. No metal or plastic may protrude from the face of the shield. Bolts protruding from the
back of the shield are required to be cut smooth to the nut or foamed over with a minimum 1/4 inch of
closed cell foam.

Weapons
The weapons used at Medieval Chaos are normally created using a form of soft foam padding and a
core of lightweight PVC piping, all wrapped in various forms of tape and glue. Players are encouraged
to come up with new creative weapons; the only limit to which weapons can be created by a player is
that player's imagination. All weapons at Medieval Chaos must be built to suit safety standards that
have been put into place by Medieval Chaos, or purchased from commercial latex weapon
manufacturers. As of 2015 Epic Armoury weapons are banned due to unsafe thrusting tips. All
equipment will be inspected by the safety officer or an appointed gatehouse admin, in order to ensure
safe and usable weapons and equipment at Medieval Chaos.
Things to know before bringing a weapon to the gatehouse are listed below. These are the most
common examples of things the admins have been instructed to look for or ask about during weapons
check. Weapons must meet current safety standards and be inspected before use. No live steel weapons
are to be used in game. No weapon may contain metal.
Medieval Chaos reserves the right to refuse any equipment upon entry if deemed unsafe. If said item is
brought into Medieval Chaos regardless of refusal it will be treated as a willful misconduct.

Looting/Borrowing
Weapons, soul-bound items, and spellbooks cannot be looted, however they can be removed from a
body so long as they stay within 10m of their owner and are in plain sight. Weapons can be used by
other players within this distance. If a player borrows a weapon in such a manner, they are responsible
for using it safely, and ensuring it remains undamaged and is left in plain sight within 10m of its owner
when they are done with it. Arrows and throwing weapons may be used, if kept within the 10m.
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Weapon Safety Standards
1. Weapon core must be made from schedule 40/80 PVC piping, fibreglass, carbon fibre or approved
alternative.
2. PVC core must not exceed 1.25 inch.
3. Padding must be closed cell foam for striking edge and thrusting tips.
4. All weapons must be padded at both ends of the core.
5. The core must be padded by the minimum amount specified on the chart.
6. Weapon padding must compress when squeezed- but not to the point that the core can be felt through
the striking edge.
7. Striking and non-striking edges should be obvious, whether they be or taped differently or a different
colour.
8. Weapons degrade over time. As such, they must be inspected every week by an authorized official
before entering the play area. The authorized official has final say.
9. If at any point a weapon’s core can be felt on its “tip” or thrusting point, thus creating a cutting or
scratching surface, the weapon will be failed.
10. Weapons can fail for several reasons: being too whippy, too heavy, too hard or anything else that
can be deemed unsafe.
11. Any means or attempt to circumvent these rules, gatehouse refusal of weapons, or general safety
will result in the player not being allowed on the field for that day. Further disciplinary action may
occur.

Weapon Types
Different classes of characters within Medieval Chaos can wield different weapons. Weapon lengths
and sizes have been made as flexible as possible to include a wide variety of weapon styles. All the
lengths in the following chart include the weapon handle and are measured from pommel to tip.
Striking edges are measured from the edge of the padding to the core of the weapon. This chart
indicates what constitutes each type of weapon in the MC world.
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Weapon Type

Min
Length

Max
Length

Min
Striking
Edge
Thickness

Minimum
Max
Minimum
Weapon
Weapon
Thrust Tip/
Head Width Head Width
Cap

Light
Dagger

6”

18”

0.5”

0.5”

1.5”

0.75”

Sword

19”

32”

0.75”

0.75”

2”

1”

Club/Mace

15”

30”

0.5”

1.25”

3”

1”

Axe

15”

30”

1.5”

3”

6”

1”

Hammer

15”

30”

1”

2.5”

6”

1”

Polearm

48”

60”

1”

2”

9”

1.5”

Sword

33”

48”

0.75”

1”

3”

1.5”

Club/Mace

31”

45”

0.75”

2.5”

6”

1.5”

Axe

31”

45”

1”

6”

9”

1.5”

Hammer

31”

45”

1”

5”

9”

1.5”

Polearm

61”

72”

1”

4”

10”

1.5”

Staff

48”

84”

0.75”

2”

10”

1.5”

Sword

49”

64”

1.5”

3”

5”

2”

Club/Mace

46”

60”

1.5”

4”

9”

2”

Axe

46”

60”

1.5”

9”

12”

2”

Hammer

46”

60”

1.5”

8”

12”

2”

Polearm

73”

84”

2”

6”

12”

2”

Medium

Heavy
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Ranged Weapons

Draw Weight

Ammo

Rock

Thrown by hand

Rocks must be made completely of foam; they may
not contain any type of core nor use any tape.

Thrown

Thrown by hand

Tennis ball, Javelin, Approved Coreless weapons

Bow and Crossbow

30 lbs Maximum

Approved Arrows & Bolts

Siege Weapon

30 lbs Maximum

Dodgeball or Javelin shot from a ballista.

Flail Size

Min
Handle
Length

Max
Handle
Length

Max
Chain
Length

Min Head Max Head Min Head Max Head
Length
Length
Width
Width

Light Flail

12”

24”

16”

6”

9”

2”

3”

Medium
Flail

18”

30”

16”

7”

10”

3”

4”

Heavy Flail

24”

36”

17”

8”

11”

4”

5”

Weapon Proficiencies
The weapon proficiencies listed in a guild’s description allow the use of any weapon of the same type
up to that size. For example a guild that allows the use of heavy swords also allows its members to use
any type of sword up to that size- light, medium, or heavy. However, a guild that allows the use of siege
weapons does not necessarily allow the use of bows. Proficiencies gained from guilds remain with the
player when they level up. Unarmed proficiency is never included in any other weapon groupings; in
order to gain this proficiency it must be specifically listed in the class's weapon proficiencies or
obtained via High Guild progression.
Daggers
The most widespread and versatile weapon in Medieval Chaos, daggers include a wide variety of
thrusting and slicing weapons designed for melee in close quarters.
Staves
A long pole used primarily by casters, a staff is nonetheless an effective weapon. Staves can be simple
unadorned poles or can have ornate decorative heads.
Swords
A long, edged, and versatile weapon, the sword is the main weapon employed by most soldiers. Swords
come in thousands of shapes and sizes. The blade can be straight or curved, and the sword itself can be
light and quick or heavy and devastating. A sword typically has one or two edges for cutting and a point
for thrusting.
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Axes
Primarily used for chopping and hooking, axes cover a wide variety of weapons from hatchets to picks,
razor sharp kamas to gargantuan battleaxes. Axes usually have wide, forward pointing blades on one or
both sides of the shaft.
Clubs/Maces
Clubs, flails, and maces are heavy, blunt weapons used primarily in close quarters with swinging
motions. They include everything from a crude cudgel to a ceremonial mace, or the difficult to master
flail. Both flails and maces may have sharp flanges or cruel spikes, but regardless of this they are
always considered to be a blunt or ‘bludgeoning’ weapon for the purposes of attacking skeletons. In
order to use a flail on the field a player must have completed the flail prop training course, as well as
have a character with proficiency in maces.
Hammers
Whether an improvisational tool used by smiths, a heavy maul, or an expertly forged war hammer,
these weapons consist of a shaft with a stone or metal head affixed at the end. Like maces they are
considered to be blunt or ‘bludgeoning’ weapons for the purposes of attacking skeletons and other
abilities.
Polearms
Generally wielded with two hands, polearms are weapons with a long reach used in sweeping, hooking,
and thrusting motions. Polearms range from simple spears to elegant dual bladed war glaives. Polearms
generally consist of a long shaft with one or more thrusting points, and often have edges for cutting or
hooking foes.
Unarmed
Those with unarmed proficiency must be wearing striking gauntlets that have minimum 1 cm padding
on the striking surface; like all weapons these are subject to inspection. Unarmed damage has no
classification other than physical damage and as such does not overcome abilities that require specific
damage type (such as skeletons only being damaged by bludgeoning weapons). Because unarmed
damage is caused by a fist, it is not governed by the weapon size categories, nor is it considered light,
medium, or heavy in regards to abilities that grant resistance to specific weapon sizes or hindrances that
restrict specific weapon sizes. With this ability a character can punch for damage and targeted
characters lose one hit point per successful punch to a maximum of two points per second. Characters
using this ability are not, however, allowed to block or parry weapon strikes with their hands.
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Thrown
A character may use a ‘thrown’ version of any weapon. Constructed throwing weapons must be entirely
out of foam and tape, no core may be used with the exception of tennis balls and the thin plastic golf
tubing commonly found in hardware stores Some commercially manufactured weapons specifically
designed to be thrown may contain a core, but still need to be inspected and approved at weapons
check. If one chooses to use weapons clearly intended to be thrown as melee weapons, they are
considered daggers for proficiency purposes, but are not subject to being substitutes for abilities/effects
that require daggers, such as backstab or throat slit.
Bows
Bows encompass a wide variety of weapons used to damage foes from a distance, usually (but not
always) through the use of flexible limbs and a strong cord. For simplicity’s sake, any weapon that fires
projectiles is classified as a “bow” for the purposes of weapon proficiencies. This includes longbows,
shortbows and crossbows. The maximum draw weight of any bow is 30 pounds.
Arrows and bolts do 3 points of damage when they hit a player; this is direct hit point damage that
bypasses any armour points. Forearm armour, Heavy shin armour, and shields still prevent this damage
when successfully blocked. Arrows and bolts are usually fashioned by securing a penny to the end of
the shaft of a fibreglass or carbon fibre arrow (so the shaft doesn’t punch through) and then adding a
minimum of one inch of padding onto the head. These projectiles must have a striking surface of 1.5
inches in diameter or larger to prevent permanently damaging the eyes of fellow players. Arrow shafts
may not be made of aluminum.
Siege Weapons
Siege weapons are incredibly large ranged weapons, capable of dispatching a fully armoured opponent
from across a battlefield. These projectiles can be taped up dodgeballs or javelins. Siege weapons must
be able to fire 50ft. A siege weapon must be fired from a stationary position and must be mounted to
something or carried by a player. A siege weapon projectile does 10 hit points of damage; this cannot
be blocked with a shield, weapon, or any kind of armour.

Phys Reps
Phys reps are physical representations of objects that exist within the role-play world of Medieval
Chaos. These objects are prevalent in the 3.0 system. Active phys reps are fully lootable and can be
purchased from the official MC shop at anytime during game play. Spells, and some abilities, use phys
reps as a part of their mechanic. Anytime a character consumes or uses a phys rep for a spell or ability
they must remove the active sticker from the phys rep and destroy it. Anytime a phys rep is deactivated
or consumed it must be taken to the store at the character's earliest convenience.
In this handbook each letter contained within '[ ]' denotes the rarity of the potion or phys reps:
[C]ommon, [U]ncommon, and [R]are.
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Cloth Phys Reps
Wool [C]: Common as the proverbial snow it resembles, this absorbent material can be dyed a variety
of colours, but in its raw form it resembles the off-white, dainty entwined fibre that the simplest of
peasant children knows so well.
Common Sources: Farmers, shepherd boys, and seamstresses.
Cotton [C]: Grown in warm climates, this plant-based material can be made into fashionable garments
if properly treated. In its raw form it most resembles precious balls of fluff, but it is more commonly
found within the vicinity of Dagger Deep in its yarn-spun state. Both a staple in weavable wears and a
necessity in the battlefield's hospitals, this commodity is more precious than most would consider.
Common Sources: Southern traders, field hospitals, and seamstresses.
Silk [U]: One of the most refined of all so-called “common” materials, the presence of this cloth is felt
throughout all of Arrakis and beyond. It is grown in the far east by ways known only to a select few;
perhaps it is this mystery that is the material's very source of power?
Common Sources: Eastern traders, royal seamstresses, and mercers.
Rune Weave [U]: A thick and course material in its raw state, rune weave is surprisingly soft to the
touch, and when worked can appear to resemble any so-called common material. In its raw state,
however, it is relatively easy to distinguish by the arcane and runic symbols stitched into the material.
This fabric is a necessity for most mages who claim that its natural qualities allow them to channel their
mana in ways that common materials would normally restrict.
Common Sources: Arch-magi, interdimensional traders, and gnomish nobility.
Fel Weave [R]: Black as satin and smooth as sin, but abrasive to the skin if worn for extended periods
of time, this material comes from “questionable sources”; however there is no denying the raw magical
potential that exists in every fibre. It shimmers with a lustre that makes even the most devout of heart
twinge with envy and it clings to the skin in the most suggestive of ways.
Common Sources: Underground markets, tieflings, and necromancers.

Ingot Phys Reps
Iron Ingot [C]: The backbone of both the military and the sciences, the “parent” of steel, and probably
the single most common and important ore to come from the earth, iron is a dull grey, dense metal with
no significant properties save that it may be fashioned in a variety of ways. The stories of this age are
not written in ink, they are written in blood, and the pen used to write them is fashioned from iron.
Common Sources: Blacksmiths, dwarf traders, and military supply trains.
Wax Ingot [C]: Bees are best known for making honey, but their wax is also useful for those who
know how to properly attain it. Perhaps most commonly used for making candles, wax ingots are also
used by casters who wish for a pliant touch. It has a soft, golden yellow hue and retains an oil-like,
waxy feel that makes it distinct from other ingots. The only ingot that is not metallic in nature, wax is
still sought by those who know the worth of candlelight and sealing stamps.
Common Sources: Scholars, messengers, and bee keepers.
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Mithril Ingot [U]: Also known as “Elvish Silver”, mithril is a light, lustrous, pearly-white metal that is
surprisingly flexible and malleable but difficult to mark or scratch. Light seems to reflect off of mithril
with the unattainable allure of some far-away, far-forgotten land, and the more prosaic of people say
that the sound of mithril is used by the stars themselves to woo their lovers. Poetics aside, it is well
sought after for its aesthetic nature, and its light but hardy applications.
Common Sources: Elvish traders, astronomers, and ancient treasure holds.
Dark Iron Ingot [U]: A dark, shadowy, and exceptionally dense metal, this particular brand of iron has
many connotations. Most magi and scholars believe that it is simply iron mined from stone that has
never seen light since the dawn of time; however that doesn't stop people from giving it a black
connotation. A favourite amongst thieves, dark iron absorbs light and sound, and its natural colouring
makes it almost essential for those who favour both skullduggery and protection.
Common Sources: Black markets, drow, and misinformed shadow cults.
Gold Ingot [R]: All that glitters can be gold. A lustrous, yellow to yellowy-orange metal that can be
hammered and never break, gold's most practical application is aesthetic. Nonetheless, its rarity is what
makes it so sought after, murdered for, enslaved for, and generally desired. In fact this very desire that
might well be the source of gold's magical powers; magi are still uncertain about that.
Common Sources: Nobility, bankers, and dragons.
Gromril Ingot [R]: Star-metal, the metallic residue from meteorites and the twisted metal of perverted
magicks, unfortunately tends to twist whoever wears it into something dark and sinister over time. Dark
grey with a greenish lustre, this metal is dense and sharp, and some might even say it is bloodthirsty.
Oddly enough, it is much sought after by dwarves for its application in armour and metals. Perhaps the
dwarves' natural ineptitude for magic gives them a natural defence against its darker properties.
Common Sources: Dwarven warlords, chaos cults, and meteorites.
Adamantine Ingot [R]: A substance whose very name implies being rigid, strong, and unyielding, this
dark, dark grey material is exceptionally rare. Its rigidity makes it well sought for- by those who know
of its existence, at least- for its applications in armour. The most dense of the ingots, adamantine is very
similar in appearance to iron, but far denser. A natural defensive material, it makes excellent armour for
those with the strength to wear it.
Common Sources: Golems, cave trolls, and master blacksmiths.

Hide Phys Reps
Bark Skin Hide [C]: On the ground, you would probably assume it's a piece of bark. In fact, unless it's
attached to the creature it comes from, you would probably assume it's a piece of bark. Bark skin hide
in all ways resembles the bark of a tree, but if worked properly it can provide some excellent armour.
Its vibrant properties make it much desired by druids.
Common Sources: Treants, dryads, and forest floors.
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Rawhide Hide [C]: The hide of an animal that has not been tanned, rawhide is the most common of all
leathers and hides in Arrakis but is also the most versatile. It can be used in everything from basic
armour and musical instruments to a pet's chew toys. Rawhide can be fashioned from the skin of nearly
any animal, thus coming by it is not at all difficult.
Common Sources: Domesticated animals, wild animals, and hunters.
Refined Leather [C]: When people think of leather goods, they are usually thinking of refined leather.
Supple, soft, hardened, or tanned, this basic good is the cornerstone of much of the trade within
Arrakis. Whether it's for armour or for a new travel bag, there is never a lack of need for refined leather
in these lands.
Common Sources: Domesticated animals, leather workers, and city shops.
Feral Beast Hide [U]: Knotted and gamy, this surprisingly supple leather has enough give to make a
fine leather cuirass. Its natural, primeval properties make it a staple for those with the talent to extract
its raw magical potential.
Common Sources: Gryphons, chimera, and other magical beasts.
Minotaur Hide [U]: Hairy, and too tough to be worked by amateur leather workers, this dark brown,
fuzzy hide makes for excellent protective material if worked correctly. In its natural form it looks much
like human hide; it's probably best to try to overlook this fact.
Common Sources: Minotaurs, rocky crags, and labyrinths.
Ogre Hide [U]: Ranging from greys to browns to mottled greens, ogre hide is tough and durable,
though certainly not pretty to look at. It has a pebbly appearance to it and a rough exterior that nearly
scrapes the skin off anyone who brushes up against it. At a distance, armour made from ogre hide looks
more akin to melted metal or hewn rock than any sort of flesh.
Common Sources: Ogres, trolls, and feral giants.
Beholder Hide [R]: Beauty might be in the eye of the beholder, but their hide is closer to the mottled
grey skin of a long dead seal. Pustule and pulsing even when dead, this hide is resistant to many
magical effects and yet is full of arcane energies. The pungent, rotting smell is nearly impossible to get
rid of though; anyone who purchases it would do well to get used to it.
Common Sources: Beholders, dark lords, and the Underdark.
Demon Hide [R]: Demon hide ranges in appearance from silken to scaly to almost human, and even to
nearly dog-like. It can appear as if fuzzy as a goat or have the allure of angels. It usually smells of
sulphur and generally comes in shades of red or black. One should be careful when handling this hide;
touching it produces a burning sensation, much as if the hide melting into one's very skin.
Common Sources: Demons, hell hounds, and succubae.
Unicorn Hide [R]: Lustrous, golden-white, and supple to the touch, this hide is one of the rarest found
in these parts. Unicorns are much sought after for their magical properties, their healing auras, and their
beautiful pelts. They are also exceptionally dangerous to hunt as they are fierce in combat and often
have fae or redheaded protectors.
Common Sources: Unicorns, hunters, and princesses.
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Scale Phys Reps
Fire Drake Scale [C]: Strangely smelling of cinnamon and almost flaking at the touch as it ages, this
notably dry and nearly brittle scale can nonetheless be hardened into armour that is stronger than iron.
Additionally, it's pyrokinetic properties make it a staple for some of the more explosive spells.
Common Sources: Salamanders, fire drakes, and abandoned dwarf ruins.
Forest Drake Scale [C]: Usually green- though the forest drake's scales tend to change with the
changing colours of its surrounding flora- this scale is springy to the touch and more flexible than most
people would expect; in fact it is the most flexible of all the scales. Unless properly cared for and
treated, forest drake scales rot when the winter rains come.
Common Sources: Forest drakes, wyrms, and barbarian shamans.
Metallic Drake Scale [C]: Like the name says, metallic drake scales resemble metal, typically the
sleek and dull shades of iron and steel. These scales are only next in hardness to those of an ancient
drake, but they are much less sharp than those belonging to some of the other species. Armour made
from metallic drake scale is notably lighter than that made from iron.
Common Sources: Rich knights, metallic drakes, and abandoned iron mines.
Basilisk Scale [U]: In death the basilisk's scales turn to stone, but in life they resemble those of a green
snake. In their stone form they resemble the soft hues of marble and the lighter shades of gestalt, but
are slightly lighter and much more workable for smiths than mere base stone.
Common Sources: Gorgons, basilisks, and far-flung isles.
Hydra Scale [U]: The fearsome hydra's heads would grow back unless burned at the stump, thus a fair
number of scales can be gathered from a single beast- that is, if the foolish hunter were to try to harvest
them that way. Almost slimy and amphibious, this scale generally comes in dark brown, grey, and black
hues, while some younger hydras have shades of blue to them.
Common Sources: Hydras, foolhardy warriors, and black swamps.
Leviathan Scale [U]: Distinctly smelling of sea salt and despair, this shimmering scale reflects the
azure blue of the ocean's depths. Rough to the touch and sharper than steel, only a fool would misjudge
it as anything other than a dangerous but potent tool in the hands of any crafter or trader.
Common Sources: The kraken, bellies of sperm whales, and the shorelines of distant beaches.
Ancient Drake Scale [R]: All drakes, regardless of type, become ancient if they survive long enough,
and their scales can be devastating and potent when placed in the right hands. Harder than stone,
stronger than bone, sleeker than lightning, and sharper than swords, this scale is worth more than some
lesser kings will see in their lifetime.
Common Sources: Ancient drakes, legendary king's crypts, and draco-litches.
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Bone Drake Scale [R]: Hard as bone, harder then steel, this morbid scale resembles the bones of the
deceased. Its mottled white and yellowing edges make even the most fearless wary in their steps, and
thus bone drake is often sought by warriors who wish to intimidate their opponents by their mere
presence.
Common Sources: Bone drakes, old crypts, and ancient battlegrounds.
Nether Drake Scale [R]: The nether is a dangerous place and nether drakes make it more so. Hard as
black iron and sharper than diamonds, these scales are much sought after by both certain crafters and
darker casters. These scales shine in the twilight but appear dim under direct light, and there are some
who swear that one will grow mad if one spends too much time wondering about their secrets.
Common Sources: Nether drakes, sentient aberrations, and dream cults.

Potion Concocting
Aside from use in spells and abilities, there is one additional way characters may use phys reps: Potion
Concocting. To concoct a potion, a character must be of the requisite guild level required for that potion
(Common potions can only be concocted by those of Apprentice guild and above, Uncommon potions
can only be concocted by those of Full guild and above, and Rare potions can only be concocted by
High Guild characters). They must also possess the unused phys reps needed, and a potion blank (a
drinking vessel wrapped in black or white tape, depending on the potion to be concocted).
The character then takes those phys reps to the MC shoppe or certified vendor, hands them over to be
verified, and then they or the shopkeep marks the potion blank with tape in the corresponding colour
and sequence for the potion being concocted. They must also write the date of creation upon the potion,
as they lose potency and expire a year to the date of their concoction.
Potions marked with an '*' next to their name denote that they are instantaneous in their effect. Those
without '*' next to their name are ongoing in their effect and last for 12 hours (unless specified). Some
grant an effect or ability that has a limited number of uses; once their time limit expires they are used
up. If another ongoing potion is consumed, previously consumed potions no longer function.
All Summon potions grant the drinker the use of one specified summoning spell; summoning cards and
indicators are required.
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Antidote* [C]
Bestows Cure
effect (Poisons
Only)
Iron Ingot [C] +
Forest Drake Scale
[C]

Intelligence* [C]
Restores Mentalist
Caster's Mana
Rawhide [C] +
Metallic Drake Scale
[C]

Arcane Mana* [C]

Clairvoyance [C]

Fortitude [C]

Healing * [C]

Restores Arcane Caster's
Mana

Grants three uses of
Clairvoyance

Grants Passive
Resistance to Poison &
Disease

Bestows Heal effect upon
one character

Fire Drake Scale [C] +
Wax Ingot [C]

Forest Drake Scale [C] +
Iron Ingot [C]

Revive* [C]

Sanctuary [C]

Strength [C]

Summon Zombie
[C]

Bestows Revive effect
upon one character

Grants three uses of the
Sanctuary effect

Grants +1 hit point for 1
hour

Grants a single use
of Summon Zombie

Barkskin Hide [C] +
Wool Cloth [C]

Iron Ingot [C] +
Fire Drake Scale [C]

Iron Ingot [C] +
Refined Leather Hide [C]

Rawhide [C] +
Cotton Cloth [C]
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Metallic Drake Scale [C]
+ Wax Ingot [C]

Cotton Cloth [C] +
Wax Ingot [C]

Tranquility* [C]

Wisdom* [C]

Blind Fighting [U]

Cure Disease* [U]

Dual Arcane
Mana* [U]

Restores Wild Caster's
Mana

Restores Divine Caster's
Mana

Grants three Active
Resistances to Blind

Bestows Cure effect
Diseases Only

Restores two Arcane
Casters' Mana

Forest Drake Scale
[C] + Barkskin Hide
[C]

Refined Leather Hide [C]
+ Wax Ingot [C]

Basilisk [U] +
Feral Beast [U]

Basilisk Scale [U] +
Unicorn Hide [R]

Bark Skin Hide [C]
+ Wax Ingot [C] +
x2 Fire Drake Scales
[C]

Dual Healing* [U]

Finesse [U]

Giant Strength [U]

Invisibility [U]

Iron Back [U]

Bestows Heal effect
upon two characters

Grants all Weapon
Proficiencies

Grants +1 hit point for
12 hours

Grants three uses of the
Invisibility effect

Bark Skin Hide [C] +
Wax Ingot [C] +
x2 Cotton Cloth [C]

Silk Cloth [U] +
Mithril Ingot [U]

Orge Hide [U] +
Leviathan Scale [U]

Rune Weave Cloth [U] +
Basilisk Scale [U]

Grants three Active
Resistances to
Backstab
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Iron Ingot [C] +
Adamantine Ingot
[R]

Mute Fever* [U]

Regeneration [U]

Resistance [U]

Resurrect* [U]

Sleeping Sickness* [U]

Bestows Mute Fever
disease

Grants 3 uses of
Regeneration merit

Grants a single Active
Resistance to the
following Negative
Altering Effect

Bestows Resurrect effect
upon one character

Bestows Sleeping
Sickness disease

Feral Beast Hide [U] +
Hydra Scale [U]

Summon Raging
Zombie [U]
Grants a single use of
Summon Raging Zombie
Rawhide [C] +
Feral Beast Hide [U]

Hydra Scale [U] +
Silk Cloth [U]

Hydra Scale [U] +
Wool Cloth [C]

Dark Iron Ingot [U] +
Rune Weave Cloth [U]

Ogre Hide [U] +
Dark Iron Ingot [U]

Blood Plague* [R]

Bone Blight* [R]

Brute Force [R]

Cursed* [R]

Bestows Blood Plague
disease

Bestows Bone Blight
disease

Grants three uses of
Cleave or Shockwave

Bestows Cursed
effect

Gromril Ingot [R] +
Bone Drake Scale [R]

Bone Drake Scale [R] +
Beholder Hide [R]

Minotaur Hide [U] +
Dark Iron Ingot [U] +
Fel Weave Cloth [R]

Fel Weave Cloth [R]
+ Gromril Ingot [R]
+ Demon Hide [R]
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Dual Resurrect* [R]

Manipulation [R]

Mithril Skin [R]

Power [R]

Rage [R]

Bestows Resurrect effect
upon two characters

Grants 3 Persuasion
phrases from Mind
Control ability

Grants 3 Active
Resistances against any
Instant-Kill effect

Grants +2 hit points for
12 hours

Grants 3 uses of Rage
ability

x2 Wool Cloths [C] +
x2 Hydra Scales [U]
Demon Hide [R]
+ Gold Ingot [R]

Metallic Drake Scale [C] Ancient Drake Scale [R] +
+ Mithril Ingot [U] +
Feral Beast Hide [U]+
Adamantine Ingot [R]
Mithril Ingot [U]

Minotaur Hide [U] +
Leviathan Scale [U] +
Beholder Hide [R]

Remove Curse* [R]

Summon Skeleton [R]

Summon Wraith [R]

Summon Demon [R]

True Sight [R]

Removes any active
Curse effects

Grants a single use of
Summon Skeleton

Grants a single use of
Summon Wraith

Grants a single use of
Summon Demon

Grants ability to see
Invisible creatures for
1 Hour

Fel Weave Cloth [R]
+ x2 Unicorn Hide
[R]

Bone Drake Scale [R] +
Ancient Drake Scale [R]

Dark Iron Ingot [U] +
Nether Drake Scale [R] +
Fel Weave Cloth [R]

Feral Beast Hide [U] +
Demon Hide [R] +
Gromril Ingot [R] +
Adamantine Ingot [R]
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Beholder Hide [R] +
Nether Drake Scale
[R]
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CHAPTER 6: GUILDS
Medieval Chaos is comprised of three main guilds: the Fighter Guild, the Caster Guild, and the Rogue
Guild. Guilds are where characters gain levels, weapon proficiencies, abilities, and spells. The guilds
are not intended to dictate a player's role-play; characters can join a guild but resemble something
completely different. Signature abilities (italicized) are unique abilities that only high guild classes
obtain, and are explained further in Chapter 8: Abilities.

The Fighter Guild
At Medieval Chaos a lot of our game play is based around combat. The fighter guild is intended to be
the most combat oriented guild within Medieval Chaos. Fighters gain extra hit points, access to more
weapons and armour, and several resistances and abilities to help keep them in the fight as long as
possible.
All High Guild fighters advance using the High Guild Fighter Progression Table found on page 30.

Fighter's Boon
Only classes that belong to the Fighter Guild can use the Resting ability while incapacitated; they must
be conscious to do so. After the first minute of resting while incapacitated the character is restored to 1
HP and may act as normal. (Note: This is not the same as a Revive effect.)

Fighter Guild Tree
Apprentice Guild
Soldier Tree
Soldier Apprentice

Mercenary Tree
Mercenary Apprentice

Full Guild
Soldier Apprentice
Squire
Footman

Mercenary Apprentice
Barbarian
Ruffian

High Guild
Squire
Knight
Veteran

Footman
Champion
Battle Dancer

Barbarian
Chieftain
Berserker

Ruffian
Brigand
Siege Breaker

Note: This is a guild progression chart. Characters start as apprentices, progress to full guild, and eventually graduate into high guild.
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Soldiers
Soldier Apprentice
“The pointy end goes into the other bloke.”
Weapons: Daggers, All Light Weapons, Medium
Swords

Abilities: Repair Armour, Resting, Nerve of the
Wyrm

Hit Point Max: 4

Armour: Leather

Shield: Light

Armour Point Max: 3

Advancement: A Soldier's Apprentice levels up to become a Footman or a Squire

Footman
“The orcs that lay ahead were of no concern to him.”
Weapons: All Medium Weapons, Heavy Swords, Abilities: Battle Cry, Unstoppable
Heavy Polearms, Bows
Hit Point Max: 6

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 5

Advancement: A Footman levels up to become a Champion or a Battle Dancer

Squire
“I will give you the greatest honour of all, you will be first up the ladder.”
Weapons: All Medium Weapons, Heavy Swords, Abilities: Bulwark, Run Through
Heavy Axes, Thrown
Hit Point Max: 6

Shield: Medium

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 5

Advancement: A Squire levels up to become a Knight or a Veteran

Battle Dancer
“All we saw was a whirlwind of blades and blood.”
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons
Abilities: Momentum, Battle Focus, Cleave
Hit Point Max: 7

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 8

Champion
“Twenty five to one? Sounds like pretty good odds to me.”
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Thrown,
Abilities: Disable, Shockwave, Bloodlust
Unarmed
Hit Point Max: 8

Shield: Heavy

Armour: Heavy
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Armour Point Max: 8

Knight
“You don't know who I am? What are you, a peasant?”
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Thrown
Abilities: Aegis, Elder Kinship, Implacable
Hit Point Max: 8

Shield: Heavy

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 8

Veteran
“I’ve been fighting wars since before you could walk, pup.”
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Bows, Thrown,
Abilities: Armourer, First Aid, Unsullied
Siege Weapons
Hit Point Max: 8

Shield: Heavy

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 8

Mercenaries
Mercenary Apprentice
“I remember when I could barely hold that axe.”
Weapons: Daggers, All Light Weapons,
Medium Axes

Abilities: Repair Armour, Resting, Skin of the
Drake

Hit Point Max: 4

Armour: Leather

Shield: Light

Armour Point Max: 3

Advancement: A Mercenary Apprentice levels up to become a Barbarian or a Ruffian

Barbarian
“Howling like an animal and covered in furs, the barbarian tore the knight in half.”
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Thrown
Abilities: Rage, Elder Kinship
Hit Point Max: 5

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 5

Advancement: A Barbarian levels up to become a Berserker or a Chieftain

Ruffian
“Yeah, I’ll make sure he doesn’t walk again.”
Weapons: All Medium Weapons, Thrown

Abilities: Run Through, Knockout

Hit Point Max: 5

Armour: Heavy

Shield: Medium

Advancement: A Ruffian levels up to become a Brigand or a Siege Breaker
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Armour Point Max: 5

Berserker
“My men laughed at the barbarians that had no weapons, now my men are all dead.”
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Thrown
Abilities: Berserk, Bloodlust, Limb Rip
Hit Point Max: 7

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 7

Chieftain
"Call the clans together, it’s time we quell this little invasion from the south."
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Siege Weapons,
Abilities: Battle Awareness, Cleave, First Aid
Thrown, Bows
Hit Point Max: 7

Shield: Heavy

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 8

Brigand
“I could have sworn I killed that damned brigand! Like, four times!”
Weapons: All Medium Weapons, Heavy
Abilities: Cheat Death, Battle Focus, Bloodlust
Polearms, Bows, Unarmed
Hit Point Max: 7

Shield: Heavy

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 8

Siege Breaker
“The catapults are ready. We await your command.”
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Thrown, Bows,
Abilities: Naphtha, Shockwave, Unstoppable
Siege Weapons
Hit Point Max: 6

Shield: Heavy

Armour: Heavy
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Armour Point Max: 9

The Rogue Guild
Thievery and deception were made a part of our game to keep people on their guard and to remind
players of how easily they can be cheated. The underhanded acts of thievery are as diverse as the
players who use them. An assassin will poison your ale without ever even seeing you, while a
swashbuckler will slap you with your own beer then proceed to beat you senseless in the middle of the
tavern.
All High Guild rogues advance using the High Guild Rogue Progression Table found on page 30.

Rogue's Boon
Only classes belonging to the Rogue Guild can use the Locksmith, Hide in Shadows, and Skulk
abilities whilst incapacitated; they must be conscious to do so.

Poison Crafting
Through various means, members of this guild are at least familiar with the fine art of crafting poisons
using various components. These components are particular to each of the four most common types of
poison. When crafting a dose of poison, the crafter must posses an unused phys rep of the component
type and rarity required, which is used in the crafting process. Below are the phys reps needed to
concoct a single dose of each poison, as well as the required flavour agent:
Crippling Poison: 1 Hide phys rep
Flavour Agent: Salt

Killing Poison: 1 Scale phys rep
Flavour Agent: Vinegar

Silencing Poison: 1 Ingot phys rep
Flavour Agent: Lemon Juice

Sleeping Poison: 1 Cloth phys rep
Flavour Agent: Soy Sauce

To craft a dose of poison a rogue must spend 10 minutes grinding any spice in a mortar and pestle; this
is simply to simulate the character concocting the poison. Once completed, the spice itself can be
discarded and the character must then place the flavour agent into a container labelled with the type of
poison and the date it was crafted. All poisons lose their potency and expire after three months.
Once created, Poisons can then be given away, traded, looted, or kept by its creator for their own use.
To use a poison, one must empty the flavour agent into something the target will consume
(food/beverage/potion); this action consumes the entire dose. The target character must consume the
item and notice the flavour agent for the poison to take effect (see Poison effects).
Through various connections, trade secrets, and/or the acquisition of rare ingredients, each high guild
class is able to produce a particular type of poison once a day without having to resort to more common
components:
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Crippling Poison
Knifenbak - Hexer

Killing Poison
Pirate - Ripper

Silencing Poison
Musketeer - Silencer

Sleeping Poison
Shadow – Witch Hunter

Rogue Guild Tree
Apprentice Guild
Thief Tree
Thief Apprentice

Killer Tree
Killer Apprentice

Full Guild
Thief Apprentice
Sneak
Swashbuckler

Killer Apprentice
Assassin
Ward

High Guild
Sneak
Shadow
Knifenbak

Swashbuckler
Pirate
Musketeer

Assassin
Ripper
Silencer

Ward
Hexer
Witch Hunter

Thieves
Thief Apprentice
~the person attempting to get this quote couldn’t find anyone and lost his coin-purse~
Weapons: Daggers, Light Swords, Thrown
Abilities: Basic Traps, Detect/Disarm Traps,
Locksmith, Pickpocket
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: Padded

Armour Point Max: 2

Advancement: A Thief's Apprentice levels up to become a Swashbuckler or a Sneak

Sneak
~the person attempting to get this quote never found anyone to question~
Weapons: Light Swords, Thrown, Bows
Abilities: Backstab, Pressure Point Knockout,
Skulk
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: Light

Armour: Leather

Advancement: A Sneak levels up to become a Shadow or a Knifenbak
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Armour Point Max: 3

Swashbuckler
~the person attempting to get this quote returned in small pieces weekly in the mail~
Weapons: Daggers, All Medium Weapons, Siege Abilities: Glib, Pressure Points, Run Through
Weapons, Thrown
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 3

Advancement: A Swashbuckler levels up to become a Pirate or a Musketeer

Knifenbak
~the person attempting to get this quote was found face down in a puddle with a dagger protruding
from his spinal cord~
Weapons: All Medium Weapons, Thrown, Bows Abilities: Death Strike, Caltrops, First Aid, Glib
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 4

Shadow
~the person attempting to get this quote was found unconscious in a dark alley~
Weapons: All Light Weapons, Bows, Thrown
Abilities: Feign Death, Extract Information,
Shadow Walk, Sleeping Powder
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 4

Pirate
~the person attempting to get this quote was found in the local tavern with their tongue, fingers and
toes removed~
Weapons: Daggers, All Medium Weapons, Heavy Abilities: Flintlock, Battle Cry, Black Powder
Swords, Siege Weapons, Thrown
Traps, Blinding Powder
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 4

Musketeer
~the person attempting to get this quote is resting in the king's dungeons~
Weapons: All Heavy Weapons, Siege Weapons,
Abilities: Flintlock, Elder Kinship, Knockout,
Thrown
Repair Armour
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Heavy
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Armour Point Max: 5

Killers
Killer Apprentice
~the person attempting to get this quote returned with a nasty cut on his face~
Weapons: Daggers, Light Swords
Abilities: Backstab, Hide in Shadows, Basic Traps
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: Light

Armour: Padded

Armour Point Max: 2

Advancement: A Killer's Apprentice levels up to become an Assassin or a Ward

Assassin
~the person attempting to get this quote never returned~
Weapons: All Light Weapons, Medium Swords, Abilities: Pressure Points, Detect/Disarm Traps,
Bows, Thrown
Caltrops
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 3

Advancement: An Assassin levels up to become a Ripper or a Silencer

Ward
~Why send a peasant to do a ward's job?~
Weapons: Daggers, All Light Weapons, Medium
Swords, Thrown

Abilities: Dispelling Powder, Extract Information,
First Aid

Hit Point Max: 3

Armour: Padded

Shield: Light

Armour Point Max: 3

Advancement: A Ward levels up to become a Hexer or a Witch Hunter

Ripper
~the person attempting to get this quote was never found~
Weapons: Daggers, All Medium Weapons,
Abilities: Disable, Bloodlust, Limb Rip, Torture
Heavy Swords, Bows, Thrown
Hit Point Max: 5

Shield: Medium

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 4

Silencer
~the person attempting to get this quote has been rendered unable to speak since~
Weapons: Daggers, All Light Weapons, Medium Abilities: Death Strike, Forgetfulness, Repair
Swords, Bows, Thrown
Armour, Skulk
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Leather
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Armour Point Max: 4

Hexer
~We’ve got a lot to talk about, you and I...~
Weapons: Daggers, Medium Swords, Medium
Maces, Thrown, Bows

Abilities: Dread Curse, Incorruptible, Run
Through, Torture

Hit Point Max: 5

Armour: Heavy

Shield: Light

Armour Point Max: 4

Witch Hunter
~Happiness is a lit torch and an unrepentant mage. Fetch the oil.~
Weapons: Daggers, All Medium Weapons,
Abilities: Flintlock, Nullify Magic, Pressure
Thrown, Bows
Point Knockout, Black Powder Traps
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Leather
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Armour Point Max: 4

The Caster Guild
The caster guild of Medieval Chaos was created to introduce spells and magic into a fast paced, hard
hitting battle ground. Thus, all magic in Medieval Chaos has very visible components and can
sometimes be very difficult to cast. Casters must keep track of their mana points, their material
components, their spell exhaustion, and their movements, as well as all of their enemies on the battle
field. Casting was made difficult to keep the battle field even. A caster's mana cannot exceed their
current mana pool.
Only classes belonging to the Caster Guild have the ability to learn spells and can obtain the mana
required to cast them. The Caster Guild is divided into four sub-types of caster trees: Arcane, Divine,
Mentalist, and Wild. Each tree requires a method in which the caster is able to harness and focus the
form of magical energy they are able to access. Cantrips (level 0 spells) as well as apprentice-level
bonus spells can be cast without this required focus.
Additionally, each class of the four caster trees has the ability to cast their apprentice-level bonus spell
whilst under the Incapacitated effect, though they must be conscious to do so. (Example: Members of
the Divine tree can cast their apprentice bonus spell, Revive, whilst Incapacitated and conscious.)
Finally, many casters have the innate talent to learn and teach the esoteric languages of their individual
ideologies. Aside from Mental practitioners, who have yet to develop their own unified writing system,
each apprentice of magical pursuit knows the fundamentals of reading and writing in a particular
mystical script commonly used by their magic orders to transcribe and convey ideas, beliefs, and
perhaps most importantly, spells. Students of the Arcane Arts are considered fluent in the intricacies of
Arcane Runic; disciples of Divine Powers know the scripture of Divine Symbology; and pupils of the
secrets of the Wild learn ancient Draconic Cuniform from their elders (see appendix D for scripts).
Though each of these schools of magic inherently know their own specific caster script, many casters
seek out members of alternative systems to teach them a particular adopted script; some jealously guard
what they consider to be their secret language whilst others are only happy to allow such knowledge to
flourish freely.

Caster Guild Tree
Apprentice Guild
Arcane
Apprentice

Divine
Apprentice

Mentalist
Apprentice

Wild
Apprentice

Mentalist
Monk
Psionic

Wild
Druid
Ranger

Full Guild
Arcane Caster
Wizard
Bard

Divine
Priest
Acolyte

High Guild
Bard
Minstrel
Skald

Wizard
Battle Mage
Sorcerer

Acolyte
Cleric
Paladin

Priest
Bishop
Cardinal

Monk
Martial Artist
Mystic
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Psionic
Telekinetic
Telepath

Druid
Oracle
Shaman

Ranger
Hunter
Tracker

Arcane Casters
All Arcane casters wield a personal spellbook. Within it, esoteric knowledge and formulae of how to
transform arcane energies are recorded and later studied and consulted when they manipulate raw
magic into spells; thus their physical connection to this tome is mandatory. Drawing their power from a
lifetime of knowledge and study, arcane casters spend most of their time locked away in libraries
reading scrolls or on a grand quest searching for the next scroll. The life of the arcane caster is
normally quite solitary. Whether they are a bard sending their audience to sleep or a powerful sorcerer
setting hill giants on fire, an arcane caster's motto is always the same: practice makes perfect.
(For an Arcane user to cast a spell they must be actively wielding their spellbook, have it open to the
page with the copied spell, and then recite the verbal component. Arcane casters may copy unknown
spells into their spellbook from Scrolls that are written in Arcane Runic. Any set spells given by an
Arcane class may also be written into a spellbook. Spells belonging to the Clerical school of magic
cannot be recorded into a spellbook. Once copied into a spellbook the scroll will fizzle and must be
returned to the official MC bank (see Scroll effect). A character with this ability can cast any spell
written into their spellbook as if it were a spell in their spell list, so long as they are of the appropriate
caster level. Spellbooks are considered soul-bound items; although they can be removed from a caster's
possession, they cannot be looted and must remain within 10m and plain sight of the owner.)

Arcane Apprentice
“The first step in an eternal race for knowledge.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff

Abilities: Circle of Power

Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: None

Mana Point Max: 3

Spells: Fireball, Ray of Light, Sanctuary, Solaris

Armour Point Max: 0

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Sanctuary as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: An Arcane Apprentice levels up to become a Bard or a Wizard

Arcane Full Guilds
Bard
“ ... Ahhh bards, you never know whether it’s the song of the Knifenbaks or the tale of Shadow Casters.
Either way, you’re always in for a good show.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Light Weapons,
Abilities: Bard Song, Glib
Thrown
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: Light

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 5

Spells: Detect Invisibility

Armour Point Max: 2

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Detect Invisibility spell as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Bard levels up to become a Skald or a Minstrel
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Wizard
“I never saw the man casting the spell, but after that, I never saw again.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff
Abilities: Nexus of Power, Scholar
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Mana Point Max: 10

Spells: Hold

Armour: None

Armour Point Max: 0

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Hold spell as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Wizard levels up to become a Battle Mage or a Sorcerer

Arcane High Guilds
Minstrel
“He was not the least bit scared to be mashed into a pulp.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Light Weapons,
Abilities: Song of Suffering, Resounding Voice
Thrown
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Mana Point Max: 10

Spells: Hush

Armour: Leather

Armour Point Max: 2

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Hush spell as if it were a level 2 spell
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster

Skald
“Keepers of history.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Light Weapons,
Medium Maces, Heavy Swords Thrown, Bows

Abilities: Rally, Elder Kinship

Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Heavy

Mana Point Max: 9

Spells: Knock

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Knock spell as if it were a level 3 spell
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster
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Armour Point Max: 3

Battle Mage
“A wizard, in armour?”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Medium Weapons,
Heavy Swords, Thrown

Abilities: Esoteric Enfilade, Strong Mind

Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Heavy

Mana Point Max: 12

Spells: Mage Armour

Armour Point Max: 3

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Mage Armour spell as if it were a level 1 spell
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster

Sorcerer
“And just why should I let you in, old man?”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff

Abilities: Innate Talent, Nerve of the Wyrm

Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 20

Spells: Cloud of Sleep

Armour Point Max: 1

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Cloud of Sleep spell as if it were a level 3 spell
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster

Divine Casters
Divine casters’ power hails from the Gods themselves or deep personal faith. Connecting with the flow
of divine energy they receive, they are able to channel it and perform miracles on behalf of their deity.
In order to harness this divine energy, they must don a symbol upon which to focus and wield as they
call upon their deity. Divine casters spend their younger years praying and worshipping with little time
for fighting; therefore divine apprentices only get access to a few weapons. As divine casters advance
they can choose to worship their god through prayer and self sacrifice or though killing heretics and
cleansing sin.
(For a Divine caster to perform a spell, they must touch their holy symbol with their hand whilst
reciting the casting words for the spell. This symbol must be physically removable and is considered a
soul-bound item; although it can be removed from a caster's possession, it cannot be looted and must
remain within 10m and plain sight of the owner.)
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Divine Apprentice
“The beginning of a life of prayer.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff

Abilities: Pray, First Aid

Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 3

Spells: Bless Object, Ray of Light, Revive, Solaris

Armour Point Max: 1

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Revive as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Divine Apprentice levels up to become a Priest or an Acolyte

Divine Full Guilds
Acolyte
“The acolyte screamed to the gods as he tore the heathen's head from its body.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Medium Weapons
Abilities: Repair Armour, Skin of the Drake
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Mana Point Max: 5

Spells: Banish Zombie, Bless Person, Sanctuary

Armour Point Max: 2

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Bless Person as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: An Acolyte levels up to become a Paladin or a Cleric

Priest
“A warrior can take you far, a priest can take you farther.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff
Abilities: Commune, Elder Kinship
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 7

Spells: Banish Zombie, Bless Person, Detect Disease, Heal, Sanctuary,
Silence

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Heal as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Priest levels up to become a Bishop or a Cardinal
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Armour Point Max: 1

Divine High Guilds
Cleric
“Spare the rod, spoil the flock.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Medium Weapons,
Heavy Maces

Abilities: Armour of Faith, Incorruptible

Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Heavy

Mana Point Max: 10

Spells: Banish Demon, Banish Raging Zombie, Banish Skeleton, Banish
Wraith, Cure, Detect Poison, Detect Disease, Heal, Resurrect, Shield of Air,
Speak with Dead

Armour Point Max: 3

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Cure spell upon themselves as if it were a level 2 spell, using the
call “self-cure”.
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster

Paladin
“As the battering ram shattered the door, the brave paladin cleaved the invading black orcs down.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Heavy Weapons
Abilities: Smite, Unsullied
Hit Point Max: 5

Shield: Heavy

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 4

Mana Point Max: 9

Spells: Banish Raging Zombie, Cure, Dark Gaze, Haven, Heal

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Cure as if it were a level 3 spell.
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster

Bishop
“Kill the bishop, then worry about the paladins.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff

Abilities: Holy Vessel, Unsullied

Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 15

Spells: Banish Demon, Banish Raging Zombie, Banish Skeleton, Banish
Wraith, Cure, Clairvoyance, Detect Poison, Dispel, Globe of Protection,
Push, Petrify, Power of the Gods, Resurrect, Remove Curse, Shield of Air

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Resurrect as if it were a level 2 spell
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster
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Armour Point Max: 2

Cardinal
“Put down your weapons men, it’s only a priest.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, Light Swords, Heavy
Maces, Bows

Abilities: Theurgist, Incorruptible

Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Mana Point Max: 12

Spells: Banish Demon, Banish Raging Zombie, Banish Skeleton, Banish
Wraith, Control Zombie, Control Raging Zombie, Control Skeleton, Cure,
Clairvoyance, Dispel, Push, Petrify, Resurrect, Shield of Air

Armour Point Max: 3

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Resurrect as if it were a level 3 spell
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster

Mentalist Casters
The magic of the mind is drawn from intense concentration and pure will brought about from
practitioners that focus on unlocking the mastery of their inner spirit. Such individuals are believed to
have evolved beyond the need for material foci or casting words, and are fuelled solely from powers
within. To represent this required concentration, the gesture of placing and holding the fingers of one
hand against their forehead is required to make their intentions become reality.
(This gesture is required for a period of five seconds before casting a spell (in place of having to recite
the casting words) and for up to thirty seconds following casting but before delivering the spell (if it is
undelivered when the allotted times elapses, the ‘held’ spell fizzles). This gesture is considered partially
In Character, and if a Mental Caster is unable to perform it, they cannot benefit from casting and
holding a spell mentally. Similar to the gesture for the Invisibility effect, a character does not see the
Mentalist's arm held up, but that there is something noticeable about them when they cast; perhaps their
eyes glow, a bizarre aura surrounds them, etc. Mentalist Casters cannot use verbal components to cast
spells.)

Mentalist Apprentice
“She has had the gift for as long as I can remember.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff
Abilities: Meditate, Forgetfulness
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: None

Mana Point Max: 5

Spells: Ray of Light, Sleep, Silence

Armour Point Max: 0

Bonus Spell: Character can cast Silence as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Mentalist Apprentice levels up to become a Monk or a Psionic
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Mentalist Full Guilds
Monk
“The most powerful of monks could punch through plate mail armour.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, Medium Weapons,
Abilities: Pressure Point Knockout, Unstoppable
Unarmed Proficiency
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 5

Spells: Heal, Invisibility

Armour Point Max: 2

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Heal spell upon themselves as if it were a level 2 spell, using the
call “self-heal”.
Advancement: A Monk levels up to become a Martial Artist or a Mystic

Psionic
“My mind is a fortress. From here I venture outwards.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff
Abilities: Contemplation, Skulk
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: None

Armour Point Max: 0

Mana Point Max: 8

Spells: Clairvoyance, Detect Disease, Instill Fear, Revive, Sanctuary,
Solaris

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Clairvoyance spell as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Psionic levels up to become a Telekinetic or a Telepath

Mentalist High Guilds
Telekinetic
“Ever been hit by a battering ram? No? Come closer.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, Medium Weapons
Abilities: Psionic Gaze, Knockout
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Leather

Mana Point Max: 13

Spells: Blind, Dark Gaze, Drain, Flame Burst, Hold, Mage Armour, Petrify,
Push, Set on Fire, Shocking Grasp, Slumber, Teleport

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Push spell as if it were a level 1 spell
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster
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Armour Point Max: 2

Telepath
“GET OUT OF MY HEAD!”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff

Abilities: Mind Control, Battle Focus

Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 18

Spells: Cloud of Sleep, Control Demon, Control Raging Zombie, Control
Zombie, Dark Gaze, Detect Invisibility, Dispel, Drain, Hideous Visage,
Illusion, Invisibility, Knock, Pain, Shield of Air, Teleport

Armour Point Max: 1

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Illusion spell as if it were a level 3 spell
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster

Martial Artist
“Are you wearing your chest piece?”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Heavy Weapons,
Unarmed Proficiency, Thrown

Abilities: Fists of Power, Limb Rip

Hit Point Max: 6

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Mana Point Max: 9

Spells: Mage Armour, Hold, Shield of Air

Armour Point Max: 3

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Shield of Air spell as if it were a level 3 spell
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster

Mystic
“He was unarmed, I swear!”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Medium Weapons,
Unarmed Proficiency

Abilities: Pure Will, Shadow Walk

Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 12

Spells: Banish Raging Zombie, Banish Zombie, Clairvoyance, Hold,
Illusion, Instill Fear, Mage Armour, Petrify, Push, Revive, Set on Fire,
Shield of Air, Shocking Grasp, Solis Lumina, Solaris, Teleport

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Petrify spell as if it were a level 2 spell
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster
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Armour Point Max: 2

Wild Casters
Wild casters are known to weave their spells using energy from the nature within and surrounding
them. Wild energies are the most raw form of magic, manifesting only in that which is natural or which
symbolizes the pure elements of creation in some way. This can be represented by spirit totems,
personalized natural objects, and other elemental symbology. Through this natural focus, visible to the
world around them, raw magic spurs forth to alter and shape the caster and allies of this untamed
magic. Lost to the world at the end of the first Sakacuron Wars, wild magic returned on April 2nd, 5311
following Yog'sathoth's defeat during the Great Impostor Wars.
(For a Wild caster to cast a spell, they must touch a personal totem with their hand whilst reciting the
casting words for the spell. This totem must be physically removable and is considered a soul-bound
item; although it can be removed from a caster's possession, it cannot be looted and must remain within
10m and plain sight of the owner.)

Wild Apprentice
“The first step in an eternal race for tranquility.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff

Abilities: Herbalism (Basic), Meditate

Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: None

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 3

Spells: Detect Poison, Ray of Light, Sleep, Solaris, Invisibility

Armour Point Max: 2

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Invisibility spell as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Wild Apprentice levels up to become a Druid or a Ranger

Wild Full Guilds
Druid
“His robes were so big that we never saw him make the change;by the time we got to him it was all just
teeth and blood.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, Light Weapons, Medium Abilities: Forest Form, Herbalism (Advanced)
Polearms
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: Light

Armour: Padded

Mana Point Max: 7

Spells: Control Zombie, Detect Disease, Hold, Revive, Sanctuary

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Revive spell as if it were a level 1 spell
Advancement: A Druid levels up to become an Oracle or a Shaman
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Armour Point Max: 2

Ranger
“After the first quiver of arrows we charged, but the vines took hold of our feet. Then the Ranger
approached, smiling in the dark and holding two curved silver swords.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, Light Weapons, Thrown, Abilities: Detect/Disarm Traps, First Aid
Bows
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Leather

Mana Point Max: 6

Spells: Blind, Sanctuary, Detect Disease, Vanish

Armour Point Max: 3

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Vanish spell as if it were a level 2 spell
Advancement: A Ranger levels up to become a Hunter or a Tracker

Wild High Guilds
Oracle
“My Thane, the black orcs approach from the west, we should prepare ourselves. They attack at
dawn.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, Medium Maces,
Abilities: Alchemical Secrets, Elder Kinship
Medium Polearms
Hit Point Max: 3

Shield: Light

Armour: Padded

Armour Point Max: 2

Mana Point Max: 12

Spells: Blue Dream, Blind, Blindness, Clairvoyance, Cloak of Invisibility,
Cloud of Sleep, Detect Invisibility, Detect Traps, Dispel, Heal, Illusion,
Mage Armour, Obscure, Speak with Dead, Summon Raging Zombie,
Summon Zombie, Teleport

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Cloak of Invisibility spell as if it were a level 2 spell
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster

Shaman
“By the power of the elements I command you leave this place!”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Medium Weapons
Abilities: Barkskin, Rage
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Medium

Armour: Leather

Mana Point Max: 10

Spells: Blind, Control Raging Zombie, Control Skeleton, Constrict ,
Fireball, Mage Armour, Petrify, Push, Set on Fire, Teleport

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Constrict spell as if it were a level 3 spell
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster
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Armour Point Max: 3

Hunter
“Once Arthur was blinded and they’d turned Balthazar into a pin cushion, I had no choice but to
answer their questions.”
Weapons: Dagger, Staff, All Heavy Weapons,
Abilities: Robust Constitution, Bloodlust
Thrown, Bows
Hit Point Max: 5

Shield: Medium

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 4

Mana Point Max: 9

Spells: Cure, Entangle, Detect Invisibility, Heal, Instill Fear, Mage Armour

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Entangle spell as if it were a level 3 spell
High Guild Advancement: Martial Caster

Tracker
“We thought he was mad, screaming about creatures that no one else could see.”
Weapons: All Light Weapons, Thrown, Medium Abilities: True Sight, Forest Form
Axes, Medium Swords, Bows
Hit Point Max: 4

Shield: Light

Armour: Heavy

Armour Point Max: 3

Mana Point Max: 11

Spells: Entangle, Heal, Hold, Knock, Mage Armour, Obscure, Shield of Air,
Speak with Dead, Teleport,

Bonus Spell: Character can cast the Speak with Dead spell as if it were a level 2 spell
High Guild Advancement: Primary Caster
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CHAPTER 7: RACES
Medieval Chaos incorporates a race system to allow players to choose from the popular fantasy races
present below. Each race has its own merit and proficiency in a cultural weapon, as well as effects they
are naturally resistant to and weak against. When presented with an effect they are naturally resistant
to, as an Active Resistance they may negate it as per the rules outlined in the Resistance effect (once
per day per guild level (to a maximum of three times per day). When presented with an effect they are
weak against, they cannot use Active or Passive Resistances against it or overcome it by any means.
Racial merits are considered to be passive and function even when the player is incapacitated or dead.
Any player choosing to play a race included in these rules must make a notable effort to appear as that
race. To encourage variation and role-play, players may create a character of any race, presented here or
otherwise, and replace its merits, resistances and weaknesses with those granted by the human race.

Natural Races
These races occur naturally and cannot be transferred or altered without magical assistance. Characters
are normally born one of the following races:

Humans
Costume Requirements: None
Merit: Adaptive

Cultural Weapon: Medium weapon of choice

Resistance: None
Weakness: None
Details:
No race is more adaptable than humans. Easily able to turn their hand to any task or live in any
environment, it is easy to see why humans are the most prolific race in the world. As a whole, Humans
are (un)remarkable in that they have no inherent weaknesses nor natural resistances.
Merit:
Adaptive: Characters with the Adaptive merit may choose one of the following abilities at character
creation: Repair Armour, Basic Traps, or Herbalism (Basic).

Half-Breeds
For the sake of game mechanics, half-breeds can only be a mix of human and another race. Half-breeds
are not required to meet any the costume requirements of their non-human half. However, it is greatly
encouraged, for the sake of immersion, to attempt to differentiate themselves as something other than
completely human. A half-breed loses the Adaptive merit and access to a cultural weapon, but gains the
merit from its non-human half, along with it's weakness. Half-breeds of acquired races such as
therianthropes and vampires do not exist in accordance to mechanics; you are simply one or the other.
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Dwarvenkind
Details:
Strong, courageous, and spiteful, what dwarves lack in height they make up in heart and girth. This
gives them a cutting edge in melee combat. However, this natural love of battle means that dwarves are
more likely to spend their time practicing combat than studying a spellbook. From an early age
dwarves are trained in the efficient use of armour, along with their favoured weapons, befitting their
martial culture.
Racial Merit:
Stout: Characters with the Stout merit have their armour point max increased by a single point;
additionally they are proficient in armour that is one tier above normal for their guild (Padded to
Leather, Leather to Heavy; if they have no armour proficiency, then are considered proficient in Padded
armour).

Hill Dwarves
Costume Requirements: Male characters must appear to have beards
Merit: Stout

Cultural Weapon: Medium Axes

Resistance: Fear

Weakness: Silence

Details:
Hill Dwarves are the most frequently encountered sub-race of their kind. They have a wary tolerance of
most races and have many treaties and alliances with the neighbouring kingdoms. Though exceptions
do exist; they maintain a deep mistrust of orcs and their kin, and their logging activities oft put them in
conflict with elves, fae, and other woodland beings. Those on hostile terms with Hill Dwarves learn
very quickly that they are fearless combatants, easily wielding their wood-cutting axes in battle, though
many find they oft become flustered and reticent to the point of speechlessness.

Mountain Dwarves
Costume Requirements: Must appear to have large elaborate beards (both genders)
Merit: Stout

Cultural Weapon: Medium Hammers

Resistance: Persuasion

Weakness: Hold

Details:
Mountain Dwarves are seldom seen in comparison to their Hill brethren, as they tend to be even more
insular and reclusive. Although many would claim they are standoffish and stubborn to a fault, their
obstinate nature has worked to their advantage in making them less susceptible to undesired influence.
Short and stocky, they tend to be less dexterous than other races in comparison, and tend to favour an
unyielding stance in combat, even to their detriment. They are well-known smiths and it is said
newborns are given a hammer as their first toy. Both genders of Mountain Dwarves are also very proud
of their long, elaborately braided beards.
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Elvenkind
Details:
Elves are known for their lofty outlook on life and their willowy stature. While not the most robust of
races, most elves boast a cultural knack for archery, and magic runs thick in their blood; thus they tend
to gravitate more towards the magical arts than the martial arts.
Racial Merit:
Regenerate: Whenever characters with the Regenerate merit remains under the incapacitated effect for
60 seconds, they are affected by the Revive effect. This has no effect upon those under the Death effect.

Light Elves
Costume Requirements: Must appear to have no facial hair and pointed ears
Merit: Regenerate

Cultural Weapon: Bows

Resistance: Sleep
Weakness: Blind
Details:
Possibly named so from the rumour that they require little sleep as they gain energy from the sun like
the plant life they tend to venerate, Light Elves consider themselves the most cultured of elvenkind.
However, along with their allure and achievement, many Light Elves are unfortunately known for
arrogant, pompous, or selfish attitudes. Whether or not the rumours relating to their connection with the
sun are true, the lack of sleep needed has also made them less susceptible to preternatural slumber,
although their bright, keen eyes tend to be very sensitive compared to those of other races.

Dark Elves
Costume Requirements: Must appear to have black or grey skin and pointed ears
Merit: Regenerate

Cultural Weapon: Thrown

Resistance: Blind
Weakness: Dismember
Details:
Dark Elves are a subterranean race of elves that were banished to the depths of the Nether during a
schism long ago with their brethren. The Dark Elves turned away from the Elven pantheon and now
worship a dark goddess. In return, that goddess has altered them to be better suited to their underground
environment: their skin was turned ashen or dusky; their other senses were sharpened to compensate
when sight was insufficient; and in the limited confines of subterranean realms they discarded archery
for thrown weapons. Such changes came with a cost: Dark Elves tend to be even frailer than their
surface cousins.
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Giant Folk
Details:
Known for their gigantic size in comparison to other mortal races, most giant folk live in small tribes,
their unique facial tattoos identifying each tribe, using their prodigious strength and preternaturally
tough skin in their livelihood. With so much power and brute strength on their side, most giants find
little use for magic.
Racial Merit:
Thick Skinned: As long as a character with the Thick Skinned merit has armour points remaining,
unblocked weapon strikes to unarmoured locations will damage armour points instead of hit points.
This does not apply to arrows, abilities, or effects that land on unarmored locations.

Rock Giants
Costume Requirements: Must have distinct brown, green, or grey facial markings
Merit: Thick Skinned

Cultural Weapon: Heavy Clubs

Resistance: Push

Weakness: Persuasion

Details:
Rock Giants are towering beings that tend to have a bad reputation for being ill mannered and/or
having a slow wits. Most Rock Giants subsist as hunters and herders, though more unscrupulous Rock
Giants sustain themselves raiding other races; their naturally thick skin supplementing what little
armour they wear. Despite their prodigious size, Rock Giants tend to be sure-footed and their great
weight aids in keeping them stable in the craggy highlands they inhabit. They are considered to be
dimwitted or simple-minded compared to some, a trait at times used to their detriment; though when a
Rock Giant realizes they’ve been fooled, the trickster may end up underneath a great club they tend to
favour.

Sky Giants
Costume Requirements: Must have distinct black, blue, or white facial markings
Merit: Thick Skinned

Cultural Weapon: Bows

Resistance: Silence

Weakness: Sleep

Details:
Slightly smaller and lighter than their gigantic cousins, but still larger than most other races, Sky Giants
gravitate towards open plains and steppe, where they form small agrarian communities. Named for
their fixation with stargazing and veneration of the spirits of the sky that bring fair weather, Sky Giants
are also known for their booming voices that echo across the expanse like thunder. Many would say the
term 'head-in-the-clouds' is appropriately applied to Sky Giants given their languid nature, though they
are far from pushovers. They are fond of contests of archery.
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Orcish Races
Details:
As green as spring leaves or a black as night, orcish races can be chaotic and violent in nature or they
can be cunning and swift. Some have been known to wield magic, and most those that do gravitate
towards wild magic. However this is still uncommon in a culture that above all values strength; their
tribes tend to be ruled by the largest and strongest and/or the most brutal and cunning.
Racial Merit:
Cannibalism: Characters with the Cannibalism merit must be out of combat and spend 10 seconds roleplaying consuming a corpse; following that 10 seconds, they then benefit from the Heal effect.

Orcs
Costume Requirements: Must appear black or green skinned, have prominent tusks
Merit: Cannibalism

Cultural Weapon: Medium Axes

Resistance: Fear
Details:

Weakness: Summon

Once ostracized for their savage ways and association with dark powers, orcs have begun to slowly be
accepted by civilized cultures. Most accepting cultures are those who respect the Orcs' legendary
prowess as fearless warriors, and who are willing to overlook their unsightly act of consuming their
foes, which enables Orcs to rapidly recover from any wounds they bare. It is perhaps from this
repulsive act, or past corrupting influence by dark powers, that Orcs make ideal physical vessels for
summoned spirits.

Goblins
Costume Requirements: Must appear green skinned, have prominent ears or noses
Merit: Cannibalism

Cultural Weapon: Light Polearms

Resistance: Poison
Details:

Weakness: Fear

Goblins are the smaller, craftier cousins of Orcs; even omitting the relation, most other races tend to
look down on Goblins because of their shrill voices and irritating mannerisms. Their voracious
appetites have benefited them with enhanced metabolisms that give them resistance to ingested
poisons, beyond the usual restorative benefit it normally grants them. Given their clever yet cowardly
nature Goblins are often forced to serve larger races like Orcs, though the majority of them seem to
function far better under firm leadership. In direct combat, which they take steps to avoid, they try to
keep their foes at bay with makeshift pole weapons; indirectly, they prefer to rely upon more
treacherous methods such a traps or a knife in the back.
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Small Folk
Details:
Small folk are known for their enjoyment of comfort, privacy and the luxuries of life. Few show
interest in martial professions, their small size limiting their strength. Despite this, many small folk
have gone on to become great thieves and rogues due to their fast talking, slyness, and quick feet.
Racial Merit:
Plucky: Whenever a character with the Plucky merit comes under the Revive effect they instead are
affected by the Resurrect effect.

Halflings
Costume Requirements: Must appear to have small pointed ears
Merit: Plucky

Cultural Weapon: Thrown

Resistance: Hold

Weakness: Push

Details:
Generally outgoing and even tempered, the little folk known as Halflings tend to be quick and agile,
granting them an affinity with throwing weapons, as well as allowing them to avoid what would
commonly ensnare big folk. Their diminutive stature makes them unsuited to withstand overwhelming
force, though it is advantageous in that only a modicum of restorative measures are required to return
an ailing Halfling to full vigour.

Gnomes
Costume Requirements: Males must appear to have prominent moustaches; Females must appear to
have multicoloured hair.
Merit: Plucky

Cultural Weapon: Light Hammers

Resistance: Silence

Weakness: Fear

Details:
Gnomes are known for their boisterous nature and shrewd intellect; many find it difficult to silence a
talkative gnome at the best of times, and though they may talk tough, they actually aren't that strongwilled. Talented, they are most often found in vocations that allow them to exercise their creativity and
sociability, far from arduous tasks unsuited for their slight builds. Although the tallest of the small folk,
the grandiose moustaches that males grow and the whimsical hair styles of female Gnomes tend to be
what most makes them physically distinct.
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Acquired Races
Acquired races are more like a combination of a disease and a curse than natural races. Transmitted by
members of these races, they transform an established character from their current race into one of their
kind.
To become an acquired race, a character must be intentionally 'bitten' by a member of that race and then
fed one hit point of blood from the one who had 'bitten' them. A character that successfully infects
another character with an acquired race must call “change race to (acquired race)”. The character doing
the infecting then loses one permanent hit point, which is restored after one month; once the blood
transfer is completed the transformation begins.
This transformation requires a single event to be fully attended before it is complete, and may be
prevented by a Cure effect or Remove Curse potion or spell, although its success might not be entirely
guaranteed. Even if (unwillingly) given one of the above preventive measures, the player whose
character is being affected reserves the final choice whether or not their character is transformed.
If the transformation is successful, the affected character, in the case of therianthropes, loses all their
previous racial traits (other than proficiency in their cultural weapon) and gain those of therianthropes
(and possibly a phenotype). In the case of vampires, they retain all their previous racial traits (including
costume requirements) and gain those of vampires.
If affected by the Summon effect, acquired race characters cannot infect other characters with their
acquired race. As these are curses as much as they are diseases, having resistance to the Disease effect
doesn't guarantee protection. Vampires cannot become therianthropes or vice versa.
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Therianthropes
Costume Requirements: Must have at least have Hindrance: Curse of Therianthropy
one prominent facial/head feature (such as ears,
eyes, fangs, etc.), as well as one other feature
distinctive of a phenotype (excessive fur, tail,
whiskers, etc.), if they are a member of such.
Merit: Feral Spirit

Merit: Cannibalism

General Resistance: Blind

General Weakness: Summon

Phenotype Resistance

Weakness

Wolf

Fear

Poison

Bear

Pain

Sleep

Cat

Push

Persuasion

Rat

Disease

Fear

Details:
Hybrids of mortals and beasts, therianthropes are able to tap into the natural instincts and traits of their
baser forms, though they tend to carry a strong stigma with unending hunger that fuels these abilities.
On the events nearest to a Full Moon, those with this curse tend to act hyper-aggressive, and on the
events nearest to a New Moon tend to be lethargic.
Unlike vampires, the shift to therianthropy completely transforms those accursed. While a character
may retain some resemblance to their former race, their therian traits take precedence, although they do
maintain proficiency in their cultural weapon. When a character becomes a therianthrope, they have the
option of being a generic therianthrope or having a distinct phenotype; inclusive therians only gain
general resistances/weaknesses whereas phenotypes grant them additional resistances/weaknesses
particular to that suborder, as well as their general resistances/weaknesses.
Merits:
Feral Spirit: Characters with the Feral Spirit merit may gain the Unarmed proficiency in combat and
for 60 seconds afterward, but cannot wield weapons or cast spells if they choose to do so. The character
must loudly scream, howl, or roar when opting to use this merit.
Cannibalism: Characters with the Cannibalism merit must be out of combat and spend 10 seconds roleplaying consuming a corpse; following that 10 seconds, they then benefit from the Heal effect.
Hindrance:
Curse of Therianthropy: Characters with the Curse of Therianthropy hindrance must use the
Cannibalism merit following every use of the Feral Spirit merit; until they do so they cannot use the
Feral Spirit merit again. They must also use Cannibalism merit following any use of a natural
resistance; until they do so, they cannot use any inherit resistances.
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Vampires
Additional Costume Requirements: Must appear to have either pale skin or fangs on top of existing
costume requirements.
Additional Merit: Hematophagy

Additional Hindrance: Curse of Vampirism

Additional Resistance: Disease

Additional Weakness: Set On Fire

Details:
For thousands of years the survival of the vampire race has depended on the mortal community being
largely unaware/accepting of their presence. While an individual vampire may be more than a match
for the average mortal, history has shown that even the most powerful of the undead can be brought
down by a mob of simple peasants. Recently there has been another odd shift in the physiology of those
cursed with vampirsim; their original racial traits have taken precedence over their individual
bloodlines. In addition they have become even less susceptible to the sun, although it still has an effect
on their inherent abilities and those affected still find it uncomfortable when exposed to it.
Vampirism is a racial template that is applied to a natural race or half-breed; essentially they retain their
original racial traits (Costume Requirements, Merit, Natural Resistance, Cultural Weapon, and
Weakness) and gain the additional Costume Requirements, Merit, Hindrance, Resistance, and
Weakness of vampires.
Merits:
Hematophagy: Characters with the Hematophagy merit have a maximum of two blood points; at the
beginning of each attended event they begin with one. While out of combat they may spend a single
blood point to restore themselves to full hit points, or if dead they may spend a single blood point to
become incapacitated. To regain blood points the character must be out of combat and place their face
close to an unarmoured location of a living willing, restrained, or incapacitated target, and hold position
for 10 seconds to simulate a bite and the draining of blood. Once it has been established that the target
has been 'bitten' they must call “drain”; the target is affected by the Drain effect and the vampire's
blood points are replenished by one.
Hindrance:
Curse of Vampirism: Characters with the Curse of Vampirism hindrance cannot expend blood points or
benefit from the Heal effect when their skin is exposed to daylight, nor can they benefit from any
resistances granted by vamprisim or their original race. This hindrance can be overcome if the character
is completely covered, with little to no visible exposed skin (aside from face) or under cover of deep
shadow.
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CHAPTER 8: ABILITIES AND HINDRANCES
Abilities are the game mechanics that allow players to use effects in accordance with their class. These
abilities, which would normally take a lot of dedicated training, allow characters to become heroic
figures of high fantasy. Within the Medieval Chaos world, a character's abilities can mean life or death
for them, and when used correctly and in the right combination they can win the day.
Stacking Abilities
All abilities in Medieval Chaos are stackable, meaning they are usable simultaneously. Characters
cannot possess more than one of the same ability.
Ability Effects & Spell Effects
Abilities and spells that use the same mechanics are indistinguishable, meaning whether the effect came
from a spell or an ability does not matter- they function exactly the same. Therefore abilities and spells
that grant Resistances or overturn specific effects such as Dispel will work against both spells and
abilities that cause those effects.
Inheritance
All abilities, weapon proficiencies, and armour proficiencies gained both from being a peasant and
from joining a guild remain with a character as they advance in levels, unless otherwise noted.
Frequency
All abilities fall into four frequency categories; passive, unlimited, timed, or phys rep based. Passive
abilities are always active. Unlimited abilities allow the character to use the ability as often as they
wish. Timed abilities are allowable a certain number of times per day, or times per day per guild level.
Lastly, phys rep based abilities deactivate or consume phys reps whenever the ability is used. Abilities
that fall into both the timed and phys rep categories allow a character to use phys reps to gain
additional uses of the ability without depleting their times per day/level.
General & Signature Abilities
All the following abilities are grouped into two categories: general and signature. General abilities (no
emphasis) are abilities which are available for many high guild characters to obtain via high guild
progression (the exact limits depend on the guild, as outlined in Chapter 3). Signature abilities
(italicized) are mostly unique abilities that only certain high guild classes obtain at their high guild first
level, and usually can only be acquired by obtaining a high guild 10 class of the same guild.
Hindrances & Weaknesses
Hindrances cannot be overcome other than fulfilling any requirements specified.
(Example: A vampire can overcome the limitations of being exposed to daylight if they cover
themselves or enter an area of deep shadow)
If a weakness is triggered by a specific effect, any character with a weakness towards that specific
effect cannot overcome it through any means.
(Example: When subjected to the Set on Fire effect, the same vampire cannot resist that particular
effect nor can they be put out, and must suffer the full effect.)
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Abilities
Aegis
Frequency: Passive
Worn helmets increase the character's armour points and armour point max by one; wielded shields
increase the characters armour point max by one, and grant Active Resistance to the Flintlock effect
when braced, for no cost.

Alchemical Secrets
Frequency: Once per day / Unlimited
Actions: Using a material component for a spell or an ability that uses or requires a phys rep /
concocting a potion.
Effect: May consider a used phys rep as unused for purposes of spellcasting or using an ability; this
can only be used once a day. Additionally, when concocting potions may substitute a required phys rep
for another of equal or greater rarity (Example: an Uncommon or Rare Hide for an Uncommon Cloth);
as well as substitute a required type of phys rep for another of the same type (Example: an Iron Ingot
for a Gold or Mithril Ingot).

Armourer
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character wishing to repair must have small foam tool. The character must then spend at
least one minute role-playing repairing the target character's armour with their small foam tool.
Character must call, ”repair armour.”
Effect: Restores target character's armour points to full.

Armour of Faith
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character must be using the Pray ability and adhere to the requirements of that ability.
Effect: In addition to having their mana points restored, the character also has one armour point
restored per minute to their current maximum.

Backstab
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character using backstab must be unseen by the target player when making the strike;
they must stab the target character in the upper back with a dagger and call, "backstab."
Effect: If the character using this ability is successfully unseen by the target character, then the target
character is reduced to 0 hit points. If the target character sees the character using this ability when the
blow lands, then the backstab is considered a miss and the target character only suffers a single point of
damage (see Backstab effect).
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Bard Song
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The bard must first announce their own name and the name of the song or tale. Then they
must play an instrument, or sing a song, loud enough that their allies can hear it.
Effect: Allies of the bard that hear the announcement and song have their hit points and mana points
restored at a rate of 2 points per minute. This does not affect characters at or below 0 hit points. This
effect does not stack with other restorative effects and a character can only benefit from a single bard
song at a time.

Barkskin
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character must be using the Forest Form ability and adhere to the requirements of that
ability for at least 60 seconds.
Effect: In addition to having their hit points and mana points restored, the character receives a single
temporary armour point that goes above their current maximum. This temporary armour point lasts 12
hours or until used. Temporary armour points are lost before standard armour points and cannot be
stacked through same ability; they can only be replenished through additional uses of the relevant
ability; and they cannot be restored through the Repair Armour effect.

Basic Trap
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: To create a trap, a character must tie fishing line between two points, or between a point and
an object.
Effect: If any character touches the fishing line, even with their weapon, the trap does 2 points
damage. Touching the trap line includes breaking it in any way outside the Detect/Disarm Traps ability
(see Trap effect).

Battle Awareness
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Must enter combat.
Effect: Whilst in combat and for 60 seconds afterwards, the character is able to perceive those under
the Invisibility effect up to a distance of three meters.

Battle Cry
Frequency: Once every ten minutes.
Actions: Character must scream their battle cry and enter combat.
Effect: Whilst in combat and for 60 seconds afterwards, the character gains Active Resistance to the
Push and Sleep effects, for the cost of 1 hit point.
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Battle Focus
Frequency: Once every ten minutes.
Actions: Must enter combat.
Effect: Whilst in combat and for 60 seconds afterwards, the character gains Passive Resistance to the
Blind effect.

Berserk
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must be using the Rage ability (see Rage ability).
Effect: Whilst under the effects of Rage ability, the character gains Passive Resistance to the Set on
Fire effect while in combat and for 60 seconds afterwards. Additionally, the character can dispel the
Sanctuary effect, utilizing the unarmed proficiency, by punching the air adjacent to the opponent and
calling “dispel sanctuary”.

Black Powder Traps
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Black powder traps are rigged to fire a cap when triggered by a fishing line being tripped or
an object being disturbed. The cap must fire/sound when triggered.
Effect: When an unsuspecting character triggers the black powder trap and hears the cap fire they are
reduced to zero hit points but maintain all current armour points. Touching the line does 2 points of
damage regardless of whether the cap fires or not. Touching the trap line includes breaking it in any
way outside the Detect/Disarm Traps ability (see Trap effect).

Blinding Powder
Frequency: Once per day / Any 1 uncommon or rare Scale phys rep
Actions: The character must place 1floz of rice into a container labelled with the words, “blinding
powder”. Powders can only be used by their creator. To use the blinding powder the character must
empty the container of rice into their hand, then throw the rice at, and hit, their target(s). As the
character throws the rice they must call, “blind.”
Effect: If a character is hit with rice they are blind (see Blind effect).

Bloodlust
Frequency: Unlimited, cannot be used in conjunction with the Flintlock effect.
Actions: Character must reduce two characters' hit points to 0 within 60 seconds of each other.
Effect: Character is healed (see Heal effect).

Bulwark
Frequency: Unlimited
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Actions: The character must be actively wielding and bracing a medium or larger shield between
themselves and a character shooting them with a flintlock.
Effect: While bracing, the shield grants Active Resistance against the Flintlock effect, at the cost of a
single point of damage. Additionally, all shields, when actively wielded, count as a single armour point
towards one's armour point max; this point can be lost and restored like any other armour point.

Caltrops
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must place a string of 4 attached caltrops on the ground.
Effect: When an unsuspecting character walks onto the caltrops, touches them, or touches them with
their weapon they suffer the trap damage and effect. The trap does 2 points of damage and the character
who triggered the trap is held (see hold effect). Caltrops can only be set by their owners and cannot be
set by characters without the ability. Once a character has been affected by a set of caltrops they can
detect the caltrops but cannot disarm them (see trap effect).

Cheat Death
Frequency: Once per day per two guild levels.
Actions: Be subjected to any action that would cause the Death effect.
Effect: They suffer the Incapacitated effect instead. (This ability does not apply to the Soul Rip effect.)

Circle of Power
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must create a circle of 8 personalized pebble-sized stones. The character must then
sit or kneel within the circle while reading their spell book. To maintain the effect the character cannot
speak to other characters, be knocked to the ground, or suffer a hit point of damage. If the character
cannot maintain the effect, or intentionally stops the effect, the timer ends and the time is rounded
down to the minute. A character cannot cast spells while using the circle of power.
Effect: Player's mana is restored at 1 mana per minute

Cleave
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: A character using cleave must successfully strike the target character's limb with a medium or
larger axe, sword, or axe/sword-like polearm, while wielding it with both hands, and call “dismember.”
Effect: Once affected, the target character's entire limb is considered destroyed and will hang lifelessly.
As a result of this the character suffers a single hit point of damage (see dismember effect).

Commune
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character must be using the Pray ability within the same vicinity as fellow members of
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the same church or faith. To maintain this effect the character cannot speak to other characters, be
knocked to the ground, or suffer a hit point of damage. If the character cannot maintain the effect, or
intentionally stops the effect, the timer ends and the time is rounded down to the nearest minute. A
character cannot cast spells while using Commune.
Effect: Character's mana points are restored at 1 mana per minute per faithful present, to a maximum
of 3 mana per minute.

Contemplation
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character using this ability must use the Meditate ability within close proximity to an
elemental portal (air, earth, water, fire, or the life/death portal at Woodhenge). To maintain this effect
the character cannot speak to other characters, be knocked to the ground, or suffer a hit point of
damage. If the character cannot maintain the effect, or intentionally stops the effect, the timer ends and
the time is rounded down to the nearest minute. A character cannot cast spells while using the
Contemplation.
Effect: Character's mana points are restored at 2 mana per minute.

Death Strike
Frequency: Once per 10 seconds
Actions: A character using this ability must be unseen by the target player when making the strike; they
must strike the target character with a bladed melee weapon and call, “death strike.”
Effect: If the character using this ability successfully strikes the target character without being seen,
then the target character is reduced to 0 hit points and becomes Incapacitated; if already Incapacitated
they suffer the Death effect. If the target character sees the character using this ability when the blow
lands, then death strike is considered a miss and the target character only suffers a single point of
damage (see Death Strike effect).

Detect/Disarm Traps
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character can see normally undetectable traps (fishing line, caltrops, etc) and may break trap
lines by hand or with tool, pick up the caltrops, or disarm the black powder cap.
Effect: Disarms trap. Character does not take trap damage or effect. A successfully disarmed trap can
no longer cause damage to any characters. If the cap sounds while a character is attempting to disarm a
black powder trap, the character is reduced to 0 hit points.

Disable
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: Character must successfully strike an unarmoured leg and call, “hold”.
Effect: Target character, if struck, is held (see Hold effect).
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Dispelling Powder
Frequency: Five times per day / Any 1 uncommon or rare Hide phys rep
This ability grants the player the ability to create a dispelbook, which is only used in the creation of
dispelling powders. When a character with a dispelbook obtains a scroll they may record it into their
dispelbook as per the requirements for recording (see Scroll effect), which destroys the scroll. Once the
spell has been written into their book the character can then create a powder to dispel the effect it
bestows. Powders can only be used by their creator and expire after 12 hours.
Actions: To create a dispelling power the character either uses a daily use or renders down the required
phys rep into the dispelling powder. Once completed the character must then place 1floz of rice into a
container labelled with the appropriate effect name. The character must then recite the verbal
component of a spell that bestows the relative effect to be dispelled for 60 seconds while holding the
vial of rice. Once these steps have been completed the rice becomes the dispelling powder. To use the
dispelling powder the character must empty the container of rice into their hand then throw the rice at,
and hit, the character(s) under the target effect. As the character throws the rice they must say, “dispel,”
and the name of their target effect, ie; “dispel sanctuary,” or “dispel summon.” In the case of dispelling
powders that target summon effects, the dispelling powder can be broad in its creation, but only can be
used against summon types known in ones dispelbook; likewise for powders targeting control effects.
(Example: A powder of Dispel Summon could work either against Zombie or Wraith but no other type
of Summon, as the user only has Summon Zombie and Summon Wraith spells recorded in their
dispelbook.)
Effect: Target effect is dispelled (see Dispel effect).

Dread Curse
Frequency: One active Curse per three High Guild levels.
Actions: First, to use this ability the character must make a cursed pigment in which to mark their
target with. To do this they must turn in an uncommon or higher phys rep of each type to the official
MC shop, and spend 10 minutes grinding any spice in a mortar and pestle; this is simply to simulate the
character concocting the pigment. The phys rep for cursed pigment is a small amount of makeup; one
dose of cursed pigment is used up whenever a character bestows a curse. To bestow a Cursed effect, the
character, using the cursed pigment, must draw an 'X' on the forehead of a restrained or incapacitated
target and then proclaim they are “cursed”.
Effect: Any character affected by the Cursed effect has the most recent negative effect they are
suffering OR the next negative effect they suffer within the next 12 hours, made indefinite. Only the
following effects are subject to the Cursed effect: Blind, Dismember, Drain, Fear, Pain, or Silence.
It cannot be prevented/removed until the Cursed Effect has been lifted. Curses are either lifted willingly
by the individual who bestowed it, by a potion or spell, a Storyline-approved reason (such as an event
or ritual), or having the Cursed Effect expire after 12 OOC weeks. The Cure Effect temporarily
alleviates any effect(s) made indefinite by Curse(s), but only for 2 hours.
Characters with this ability can only bestow one active curse per three High Guild levels; if they have
reached their limit they must wait until a previous curse has been lifted before bestowing another.
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Elder Kinship
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must meet the requirements for the Kinship effect and expend one hit point.
Effect: Character gains Active Resistance to the Persuasion effect.

Esoteric Enfilade
Frequency: Once per day per guild level
Actions: Before casting a Gesture-based Combat spell.
Effect: Characters with this ability can may convert any known Combat spell that uses Gesture
delivery, into a Spray delivery for double the mana cost and exhaustion (spell components may be used
to remove exhaustion).

Extract Information
Frequency: Once per day per guild level.
Actions: Target character must be restrained/incapacitated and be subjected to intimidation, persuasion,
or coercion. The character using this ability must slowly wave their open hand, palm downwards,
between themselves and the target character as they speak the words, “you will answer the following
question truthfully.”
Effect: Target character must answer the character's question honestly.

Feign Death
Frequency: Once per day per two guild levels.
Actions: The character using this ability must lie down and act dead; they may not move so long as the
effect is active.
Effect: Character gains passive Resistance to all physical attacks, abilities, spells, and altering effects.
Character can still see and hear their surroundings. These resistances end if character moves of their
own accord. Character can choose to end this ability at any time. (This ability does not apply to the
Soul Rip effect.)

First Aid
Frequency: Once per day / Cloth phys rep
Actions: The character using this ability must ascertain the location of the target character's most
grievous wound, either by asking the target character (if they are able to answer) or by deduction (if
they are unable to answer). They then must apply and press an unused Cloth phys rep against the
wound for 60 seconds; at the conclusion of this they must either call “heal” or “revive”. This ability can
be used once per day without using a phys rep, otherwise this action uses the phys rep.
Effect: Target character is healed (see Heal effect) if they are at one or more hit points, or revived (see
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Revive effect) if they are dead or incapacitated.

Fists of Power
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must use the unarmed proficiency to kill an opponent.
Effect: Character has their mana points restored to their maximum.

Flintlock
Frequency: Unlimited, bullets required.
Actions: Character must have a wood/metal replica muzzle-loaded pistol that fires caps. Before the
flintlock can be used the character must spend 60 seconds loading/reloading the flintlock. The flintlock
must then be pointed at the target character, who must be within 5 meters, and eye contact must be
made. The character wielding the flintlock must then pull the trigger and the cap must sound.
Characters shooting a flintlock must be out of combat. The flintlock uses one bullet per shot.
The character with the flintlock ability gain three bullets at the beginning of each attended event.
Additional bullets can be purchased at the shop or made with phys reps. To create additional bullets, a
character can turn in any cloth, any ingot, and any scale phys at the official MC bank and receive 3
additional bullets. Bullets only last 12 hours.
Effect: Once the cap sounds the target character is reduced to 0 hit points.

Forest Form
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character must be out of combat, stationary, and have their eyes closed in forest or thick
underbrush for at least 10 seconds before they put their arms out perpendicular to their body, in the
form of a 'T'. Character must stay stationary, keep their eyes closed, and remain silent.
Effect: Character effectively becomes a tree. They cannot see their surroundings but can hear.
Character is unable to be targeted in any way, as if they were under the Teleport effect. Character
regains 1 hit point and 1 mana point per minute they remain in Forest Form. They cannot cast spells,
use abilities, or enter combat while using Forest Form; they can end this effect at anytime.

Forgetfulness
Frequency: Once per day per guild level.
Actions: The character using this ability must make eye contact with their target character(s). The
character must then wave their hand horizontally, palm downward, while speaking the words, “you will
ignore me,” as per the persuasion effect.
Effect: Target character(s) ignore the character for the next five minutes. After five minutes the effect
stops and the target characters may remember things as they were (see persuasion effect).
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Glib
Frequency: Once per day per guild level.
Actions: After some convincing words, the character using this ability must make eye contact with the
target character(s). They must then wave their hand horizontally, palm downward, while speaking the
words, “you will not harm or hinder me”.
Effect: Target character(s) will not take actions to harm or hinder the character using this ability next
five minutes. After five minutes the effect stops and the target characters may take retribution (see
persuasion effect).

Herbalism (Basic)
Frequency: Unlimited
A character who has this ability must first be taught to identify each of the plants used by herbalists.
Characters who have the herbalism ability can teach other players who do not have the herbalism
ability, on 10 separate events, to gain the use of the plants abilities. The learning player must have a
herbalism lesson book and record which herb was collected on what date and who the instructor was.
The instructor must sign the book after each lesson. Only after each plant has the 10 sessions signed off
may the player use the ability in game.
Teas created with any form of herbalism only last 1 hour. Any tea must be made with no less than
200ml of water as the base. Each herb noted in the following chart has its own unique effect, must be
harvested during an event, and must be used as described in the chart. To ensure that the target
character is aware of the tea's effect, the herbalist administering the tea must explain the herbalism
effect in character before the target character drinks it.
Basic Herbalism
Plant

Part

Usage

Dose

Effect

Lemon Balm

Leaves

Tea

3 Leaves

Character is healed
(see heal effect)

Chive

Flowers

Tea

3 Flowers

Character is revived
(see revive effect)

Mint

Leaves

Tea

3 Leaves

Gains Active Resistance to the next single
Sleep effect

Sage

Leaves

Tea

3 Leaves

Character has their mana points restored

Herbalism (Advanced)
Frequency: Unlimited
A character who has this ability must first be taught to identify each of the plants used by advanced
herbalists. They must learn this from another character who also has the advanced herbalism ability and
who has already received all necessary lessons and is allowed to use the ability in game.
The learning character must have a herbalism lesson book that logs which herb was collected on what
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date and who the instructor was. The instructor must sign the book after each lesson. Only after each
plant has the 10 lessons signed off may the character use the ability in game. Only characters with
Herbalism (Advanced) can use or teach the ability.
Advanced Herbalism
Plant

Part

Usage

Dose

Effect

Salmon Berry

Berries

Tea

5 Berries

Character is blessed.
(see Bless effect)

Black Berry

Leaves

Tea

3 Leaves

Cures all Poison effects from the affected
character.
(see Poison effect)

Nootka Rose

Flower
or Hip

Tea

3 Flowers
or Hips

Prevents a diseased character from being
contagious, grants Passive Resistance against
further infection, and temporarily alleviates
the symptoms of a disease for 2 hours.
(see Disease effect)

Stinging Nettle

Leaves

Tea

5 Leaves

Character is resurrected.
(see Resurrect effect)

Hide in Shadows
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must be wearing a black cloak, black cowl, or a black hood, with their hood up, and
hiding in a shadowy or dark shaded area. After dark all areas are considered shadows. Character must
be out of combat and cannot be wearing Heavy armour.
Effect: Once all actions have been completed the character becomes invisible and must adhere to all
rules regarding the invisibility effect. If the player leaves the shadow, or is revealed with a light spell,
the effect is broken and the player is no longer invisible (see invisibility effect).

Holy Vessel
Frequency: One active vessel per day per three guild levels.
Actions: Cast Bless upon a minimum 200ml of non-magical liquid (Potion/Tea).
Effect: The caster may choose one of the following effects: Cure, Heal, or Resurrect; the consumer of
the blessed liquid benefits from the relevant effect (see Cure, Heal, and Resurrect effects). To ensure
that the target is aware of the desired effect, the caster either administering the liquid or granting it to
another for later use must explain the intended effect in-character before the target character fully
consumes it. The liquid remains active with the chosen effect for as long as it remains Blessed (see
Bless effect) or until consumed. This ability does not negate any preexisting Poison or Disease effects
the vessel may have; such effects take precedence. The owner of this ability may have a single active
vessel at once per three guild levels.
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Implacable
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must meet the requirements for the Kinship effect and expend one hit point.
Effect: Character gains Active Resistance to the Pain effect.

Incorruptible
Frequency: Passive
A character with this ability gains passive Resistance to the Summon effect.

Innate Talent
Frequency: Unlimited
Effect: A spellcaster with Innate Talent may cast spells that are two spell levels higher than their
current caster level. Additionally, characters with this ability may cast spells equal to or below their
caster level as if they were one spell level lower, to a minimum of level 1. This ability does not apply
towards bonus spells.

Knockout
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: Character must gently tap the target character on the top of the head and call, “sleep”.
Effect: Target character is put to sleep (see Sleep effect).

Limb Rip
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: A character using limb rip must successfully grab the target character's limb with both hands
and call “dismember”.
Effect: Once affected the target character's entire limb is considered useless; it cannot be used for any
purpose and must hang lifelessly. As a result of this the character also suffers a single hit point of
damage (see Dismember effect).

Locksmith
Crafting a Lock
Frequency: 1 Ingot per lock/key crafted
Actions: The character must spend five minutes per level of the lock crafting a lock or spare key. A
character cannot craft a lock higher than their current guild level (1-12). A length of heavy wire, or premade lock token, must be labelled with the level of the lock and a symbol that identifies the lock. A
matching label is placed on a key, this will serve as the key for the lock. Keys to a lock can only be
made by the original crafter of the lock.
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Effect: Lock/Key is created
Picking a Lock
Frequency: Unlimited
Action: For a lock level equal to or lower than their guild level, a character must spend one minute
picking the lock with a set of lock-picks in order to open it. For a lock of a higher level than the
character's guild level, they must spend one minute per level picking the lock in order to open it.
Example: Bob is a HG 3 Knifenbak (character level 5), and he is confronted by a level 10 lock. It will
take him 10 minutes to pick the lock. Later, he encounters a level 4 lock. This lock will take him only 1
minute to pick.
Effect: Lock is unlocked.

Meditate
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character must sit or kneel and close their eyes. To maintain the effect the character
cannot speak to other characters, be knocked to the ground, suffer a hit point of damage, or open their
eyes. If the character cannot maintain the effect, or intentionally stops the effect, the timer ends and the
time is rounded down to the nearest minute. A character cannot cast spells while using meditate.
Effect: Character's mana is restored at 1 mana per minute.

Mind Control
Frequency: Six times per day, any combination of phrases.
Actions: Character must make eye contact with their target character. They must then wave their hand
horizontally, palm downward, while speaking the specified persuasive phrase. Mind control allows the
character to use any the following unique persuasive phrases:
Persuasive Phrases
“You will ignore me.”
“You will answer the following question truthfully.”
“You will not harm or hinder me.”
“You will aid me.”
“You will go to (name location).”
“You will stay here.”
Effect: Target character will obey the persuasive phrase, to the best of their ability, for the next five
minutes. After five minutes the effect stops and the target character may recall things as they were.
Special Note: Characters with the Mind Control ability gain passive Resistance to the Persuasion
effect.
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Momentum
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must be in combat.
Effect: Character gains Active Resistance to all instant-kill effects (Throat Slit, Backstab, Run
Through, Flintlock, and Death Strike) at the cost of one point of damage per effect resisted. However,
once combat with their current opponent ends, if they received any of the aforementioned effects they
will immediately suffer the Incapacitated effect (see Incapacitated effect). (This ability does not apply
to the Soul Rip effect.)

Naphtha
Frequency: Any 1 Ingot and any 1 Scale.
Actions: Naphtha is created by a character rendering down the required components into a single vial
of Naphtha. The character must spend 10 minutes grinding any spice in a mortar and pestle, this is
simply to simulate the character concocting the Naphtha. Once completed, the spice itself can be
discarded and the character must then place 1floz of rice into a container labelled with the word,
“Naphtha”. Naphtha can only be used by its creator and must be used within 12 hours. To use the
Naphtha the character must empty the container of rice into their hand, then throw the rice at, and hit,
the target characters. As the character throws the rice they must call, “set on fire”.
Effect: Target characters that are hit with rice are set on fire (see Set on Fire effect).

Nerve of the Wyrm
Frequency: Once per Scale phys rep
Action: The character must remove the active marker upon the required phys rep and then spend 10
minutes grinding any spice in a mortar and pestle; this is simply to simulate the character concocting
the elixir. Once completed, the spice itself can be discarded; and the character immediately role-plays
consuming the result (it must be consumed within 60 seconds of being made and can only be done by
those that possess this ability).
Effect: Character gains a single Active Resistance towards the relative negative effect they are
subjected to, at the cost of 1 hit point. The effect resisted depends both upon the level of the consumer
and the type of Scale elixir consumed:
Base Guild or higher

Full Guild or higher

High Guild

Fire Drake Scale
Resist Set on Fire

Basilisk Scale
Resist Blind

Nether Drake Scale
Resist Poison

Forest Drake Scale
Resist Sleep

Hydra Scale
Resist Hold

Bone Drake Scale
Resist Dismember

Metallic Drake Scale
Resist Pain

Leviathan Scale
Resist Push

Ancient Drake Scale
Resist Backstab
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This effect lasts 12 hours or until used. This ability does not stack with itself.

Nexus of Power
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: The character using this ability must use the Circle of Power ability within the circle of
Woodhenge or within close proximity to the rune stone in Dagger Deep. To maintain this effect the
character cannot speak to other characters, be knocked to the ground, or suffer a hit point of damage. If
the character cannot maintain the effect, or intentionally stops the effect, the timer ends and the time is
rounded down to the nearest minute. A character cannot cast spells while using the Nexus of Power.
Effect: Character's mana points are restored at 2 mana per minute.

Nullify Magic
Frequency: Varies.
Actions: Be subjected to a negative effect and expend one hit point.
Effect: Character gains Active Resistance to the negative effect. If the character possesses a
Dispelbook (as outlined by the Dispelling Powder ability) that contains a spell that bestows the effect
just resisted, then they can use this ability again in 10 seconds; otherwise they can only use this ability
again after 30 seconds. This cannot be used to negate the Soul Rip effect.

Pickpocket
Frequency: Once per day.
Actions: Every time a character with the Pickpocket ability attends an event they get a random phys
rep or daen amount from the official MC shop. Character must visit the shop and tell the shopkeep they
are using the ability pickpocket.
Effect: The shop keep will provide the player with two twenty sided dice. The player will roll the dice
and have the corresponding phys rep or daen added to their bank account.

Pick Pocket Loot Chart
Item

Roll

Item

Roll

500 Daen

2

Rune Weave

22

Basilisk Scale

3

Wool

23

Bone Drake Scale

4

Silk

24

250 Daen

5

Hydra Scale

25

Gromril Ingot

6

Feral Beast Hide

26

Rawhide

7

Metallic Drake Scale

27

200 Daen

8

Mithril Ingot

28

Bark Skin Hide

9

Wax Ingot

29
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Minotaur Hide

10

Forest Drake

30

150 Daen

11

Gold Ingot

31

Ancient Drake Scale

12

Adamantine Ingot

32

Iron Ingot

13

Fel Weave

33

100 Daen

14

Beholder Hide

34

Unicorn Hide

15

Leviathan Scale

35

Demon Hide

16

Nether Drake Scale

36

50 Daen

17

Ogre Hide

37

Refined Leather

18

Fire Drake Scale

38

Cotton

19

Dark Iron Ingot

39

10 Daen

20

Roll twice

40

Alert the Guards

21

Pray
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: To pray a character must be kneeling and calling upon their divine patron while wearing a
holy symbol of their chosen god. To maintain prayer the praying character cannot speak to other
characters, be knocked to the ground, or suffer a hit point of damage. If the character cannot maintain
prayer or stops praying the effect ends and the time is rounded down. A character cannot cast spells
while praying.
Effect: Player's mana is restored at one mana point per minute.

Pressure Point Knockout
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: Character must gently pinch the target character on an unarmoured area with both hands and
call “sleep”.
Effect: Target character is put to sleep (see sleep effect).

Pressure Points
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: Character must gently pinch the target character on an unarmoured area with both hands and
call “pain”.
Effect: Target character is overwhelmed with pain and suffers double damage (see pain effect).

Psionic Gaze
Frequency: Once per day per guild level
Actions: Before casting a Touch-based Combat spell.
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Effect: Characters with this ability can may convert any known Combat spell that uses Touch delivery,
into a Gesture delivery for double the mana cost and exhaustion (spell components may be used to
remove exhaustion).

Pure Will
Frequency: Once every 10 seconds.
Actions: Be affected by a negative effect delivered by Touch or Gesture, and expend one hit point.
Effect: Character gains Active Resistance to the incoming effect. This cannot be used to negate the
Flintlock or Soul Rip effect.

Rage
Frequency: This ability can only be used once every 10 minutes.
Actions: Character must have received one or more points of hit point damage within the last ten
minutes and be currently in combat. Character must shout, yell, or roar.
Effect: The raging character is affected by the Heal effect and is considered proficient in the unarmed
proficiency until rage ends; they also gains Passive Resistance to the Sleep effect. When the character
ends or leaves combat, rage ends and all its ongoing benefits cease. While raging the character cannot
cast spells.

Rally
Frequency: Once per day. Twice per day at HG 10.
Actions: To use the Rally ability the character must first blow an instrument (or sing a single note) for
five seconds, shout the name of a single kinship group they are a member of, followed by the call
“revive”.
Effect: All players whose characters are members of the called kinship group who hear the
announcement come under the revive effect if they are dead or incapacitated (see Revive effect).

Repair Armour
Frequency: Once per day / Phys rep indicated below.
Actions: The character wishing to repair must have small foam tool. The character must then spend at
least one minute role-playing repairing the target character's armour with their small foam tool.
Afterwards the character must call, ”repair armour”.
This ability can be done once per day without using a phys rep. However, if a phys rep is used the
dominant type of armour determines the phys rep needed. If the armour is mostly padded then one
cloth phys rep is needed; if the armour is mostly leather then one hide phys rep is needed, and if the
armour is mostly heavy then one ingot is needed.
Effect: Restores target character's armour points to full.
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Resounding Voice
Frequency: Passive
A character with this ability gains Passive Resistance to the Silence effect.

Resting
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must kneel, sit, or lay down. While resting, the character must not speak to
characters, be knocked to the ground, or suffer a hit point of damage.
Effect: Each minute of resting restores the character's hit points by one.

Robust Constitution
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Consume an additional active potion beyond the first.
Effect: Characters with this ability can benefit from two active Potion effects, provided they are not
identical in name nor mechanical effect (see Potion effect). When a third active potion is consumed, its
effects replace those of the earliest consumed potion.

Run Through
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: A character using this ability must stab a target character in the torso with a sword or spearlike polearm while the target player is lying/crawling on the ground, and call, “run through”.
Effect: Target player is reduced to zero hit points and becomes Incapacitated; if already Incapacitated
they suffer the Death effect.

Scholar
Frequency: Once per day per two guild levels
Actions: Using a Castable scroll.
Effect: When casting a spell from an active scroll, characters with this ability may prevent it from
becoming inactive, provided they expend the required phys rep components written upon the scroll.
This ability does not apply to scrolls being Recorded into a spellbook (see Scroll effect).

Shadow Walk
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must remain completely still and unseen for 60 seconds.
Effect: Using the Teleport effect, the character can move undetectable to a location within 10 meters of
their current location (see teleport effect ).
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Shockwave
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: Character must hit the ground with a medium or larger hammer, club, or mace, wielded with
both hands, and call, “push”. Each time it is used the character is shaken so badly that they suffer a
point of damage. This damage can be absorbed with armour.
Effect: All characters within a 2 meter radius of the caller fall backwards, away from the character, and
onto the ground (see Push effect).

Skin of the Drake
Frequency: Once per Scale phys rep
Actions: The character must remove the active marker upon the phys rep and then spend 10 minutes
grinding any spice in a mortar and pestle; this is simply to simulate the character concocting the
unguent. Once completed, the spice itself can be discarded, and the character immediately role-plays
applying the unguent to any armoured area upon themselves (it must be used within 60 sec of being
made and can only be used by those that possess this ability).
Effect: Character gains a bonus +1 to their armour points, per rarity of the scale, per guild level to a
max of +3; this effect goes beyond their current max.
Example: an Apprentice character would gain +1 bonus to AP from a Scale of any rarity; a Full Guild
character would +1 bonus from a Common or Uncommon scale and +2 bonus from an Rare scale; and
a High Guild character would gain +1 from Common, +2 from Uncommon, and +3 from a Rare Scale.
This temporary armour point lasts 12 hours or until used. Temporary armour points are lost before
standard armour points and cannot be stacked through same ability; they can only be replenished
through additional uses of the relevant ability; and they cannot be restored through the Repair Armour
effect.

Skulk
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must be unseen, out of combat, and cannot be wearing any Heavy armour.
Effect: If all requirements are met, the character becomes invisible and must adhere to all rules
regarding the invisibility effect (see invisibility effect).

Sleeping Powder
Frequency: Once per day/ Any 1 uncommon or rare Cloth phys rep
Actions: This ability can be done once per day without using a phys rep. The character must place
1floz of rice into a container labelled with the words, “sleeping powder”. Powders can only be used by
their creator. To use the sleeping powder the character must empty the container of rice into their hand,
then throw the rice at, and hit, their target character(s). As the character throws the rice they must call,
“sleep.”
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Effect: If a character is hit with rice they fall asleep (see Sleep effect).

Smite
Frequency: Once this ability is used it cannot be used again for 60 seconds.
Actions: Character must call upon the name for their deity, faith, or church, and then legally strike a
target with a melee weapon and call, “pain”. Using this ability costs 1 mana point.
Effect: The struck character is overcome with agony (see Pain effect).

Song of Suffering
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Character must be playing an instrument, or singing a song, dedicated to a target character for
no less than 60 seconds. Once the song has ended, the character using this ability must touch the target
character within 10 seconds of the song's completion and call one of the following effects: “cure”,
“heal”, or “resurrect”.
Effect: Target character receives the effect called (see Cure, Heal, and Resurrect effect).

Strong Mind
Frequency: Passive
An Arcane caster with the Strong Mind ability can cast spells without holding or touching their
spellbook, so long as the book is within physical possession of the caster. This ability effectively
negates the “whenever the character wishes to cast a spell they must open their spellbook to the page
with the copied spell” portion of the Arcane caster description.

Theurgist
Frequency: Unlimited
Actions: Before casting a Banish or Control spell.
Effect: Characters with this ability may convert the delivery method of any known Banish or Control
spell into a Spray delivery, with no additional cost.

Torture
Frequency: Once per day per guild level
Actions: Target character must be restrained/incapacitated. The torturer must then role-play inflicting
torment and strain upon the target character for at least 5 minutes; this can be done with a dagger,
appropriate abilities and spells, or specially constructed torture implements.
Effect: Once the torture session has concluded, the torturer must then touch the target and call, “drain”
(see Drain effect). In addition to suffering the Drain effect, whenever the target enters combat with the
torturer for the next hour, the torturer may intimidate them by targeting them with a gesture and calling,
”fear” (see fear effect).

True Sight
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A character with this ability can see all characters using the invisibility effect (see invisibility effect).

Unsullied
Frequency: Passive
A character with this ability gains passive Resistance to the Disease effect.

Unstoppable
Frequency: Once every ten minutes
Actions: Must enter combat.
Effect: Whilst in combat and for 60 seconds afterwards, the character gains Passive Resistance to the
Hold effect.

Hindrances
Curse of Therianthropy
Characters with the Curse of Therianthropy hindrance must use the Cannibalism merit following every
use of the Feral Spirit merit or any of their natural resistances; until they do so they cannot use the Feral
Spirit merit again nor any use their inherit resistances.

Curse of Vampirism
Characters with the Curse of Vampirism hindrance cannot expend blood points or benefit from the Heal
effect when their skin is exposed to daylight, nor can they benefit from any resistances granted by
vamprisim or their original race. This hindrance can be overcome if the character is completely
covered, with little to no visible exposed skin (aside from face) or under cover of deep shadow.

Undead Hindrances
Summoned Undead cannot benefit from the Heal, Revive, or Resurrect effect, cannot be put out if Set
on Fire, and cannot benefit from Potions.

Weakness
A weakness to a particular effect prevents the character from ever gaining any form of Resistance or
circumventing the specified effect, Active or Passive. Weaknesses are inherent to racial traits.
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CHAPTER 9: SPELL CASTING
Casters cast their spells by speaking the spell's verbal components and expending the necessary mana.
A spell's verbal components are the incantations that change inert mana into its more volatile form,
better known as spells. The act of pulling mana from its source can be an exhausting task and casters
feel this exhaustion after they cast their spells.
Spell Casting Formula
In order to cast any spell the caster must follow the spell casting formula. No more than 10 seconds
may elapse between the completion of the verbal component and the delivery of the spell.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Caster must expend the necessary mana
Caster must recite verbal component
Caster must deliver the spell in accordance with the spell's range
Caster must call the spell effect and deliver the spell at the same time
Target is affected or resists
Caster is exhausted, or caster uses material components to remove spell exhaustion

Components of Spell Casting
These are the small steps that make spell casting possible.

Concentration
Casters must maintain concentration throughout all 4 stages of spell casting. To maintain concentration
a caster cannot speak to other characters while concentrating or be knocked to the ground. If the caster
cannot maintain concentration, the caster miscasts. Miscasting causes the spell to fail; however the
caster still expends the original mana cost of the spell and the caster is still affected by exhaustion.

Mana
A spell's mana cost is based on its level; casting costs one mana per level of the spell. Every caster is
granted a set amount of mana by their guild. A spell's mana cost is deducted from the caster's mana the
second they begin to cast. When a caster is at 0 mana they are unable to cast any spells that cost mana.
A caster cannot cast a spell if they have insufficient mana.

Exhaustion
When a caster summons a spell the act of spell casting exhausts them. Drawing forth mana from the
forces of natures, the weave, the gods, or one's mind can take its toll on even the most experienced
caster. Caster exhaustion lasts 10 seconds per level of the spell. While exhausted the spell caster cannot
cast any other spells and must role-play being lethargic.
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Verbal Components
Verbal components are the casting words of a spell. All syllables must be spoken slowly and perfectly
for a spell to succeed. If the spell caster mispronounces any of the spell words they take 1 point of
damage for every level of the spell and the spell fails.

Material Components
Each spell dictates its material component(s). These can be used to remove spell's exhaustion. Material
components are phys reps provided by Medieval Chaos. The needed phys rep(s) are considered
consumed/destroyed during this process and must be turned into the MC bank.

Spell Level
A spell's level directly affects its mana cost and a character's ability to cast it. Characters can only use
spells that are available to their level, regardless of their set spells or what they have written into their
spell book. For simplicity's sake spells are divided into thirteen levels, from 0 – 12.

Spell Definitions
Spell Range
Each spell has a defined range of effect as defined in the Effects chapter. To use a spell with the
Gesture delivery the character must hold out their hand in a choking motion toward their target
character, make eye contact with their target character, and be within 50 feet of their target character.
To use a Spell with the Spray delivery the character must throw <30ml of rice in a single throw; any
character struck with rice take the spell's effect.

Summoning Card and Indicators
Whenever a character casts a summoning spell they must give the target character a summoning card;
this card is to be returned to the caster after it has been read. Once they have been given the
summoning card, the target incapacitated or dead character has 60 additional seconds to read it. A
summoning card will contain specific creature information such as creature type, special abilities,
immunities, hit points, weapons, armour, and spells. Summoning cards are given so that the target
character understands all parameters of playing the summoned creature before they assume the role.
Along with this card, some manner of indicator needs to be provided to the target character for some
types of Summoned creature, for use as an obvious visual cue for players to distinguish the type of
Summoned creature from another. Possible indicators could be a skull mask for skeletons or a black
hood for wraiths, relevant makeup, or as a bare minimum, a letter drawn upon the forehead using
greasepaint.
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Spell level chart
Guild Level

Level Spells Available

Base Guild

0

Bless Object, Fireball, Ray of Light

Base Guild

1

Control Zombie, Detect Poison, Sleep, Solaris

Full Guild

2

Banish Zombie, Bless Person, Blind, Detect Disease, Instill Fear, Invisibility,
Push, Revive, Sanctuary, Silence, Summon Zombie

High Guild 1

3

Clairvoyance, Control Raging Zombie, Detect Invisibility, Dispel, Globe of
Light, Haven, Hold, Mage Armour, Teleport

High Guild 2

4

Banish Raging Zombie, Control Skeleton, Detect Traps, Heal, Knock, Petrify,
Set on Fire, Shocking Grasp, Slumber, Vanish

High Guild 3

5

Banish Skeleton, Control Wraith, Cure, Dark Gaze, Obscure, Mute, Solis
Lumina, Summon Raging Zombie

High Guild 4

6

Banish Wraith, Entangle, Resurrect, Speak with Dead, Summon Skeleton

High Guild 5

7

Control Demon, Cloud of Sleep, Flame Burst, Inhibit, Pain, Shield of Air,
Summon Wraith

High Guild 6

8

Banish Demon, Blindness, Cloak of Invisibility, Drain, Hideous Visage, Hush

High Guild 7

9

Constrict , Illusion, Summon Demon

High Guild 8

10

Acid Spray, Remove Curse, Transfix

High Guild 9

11

Globe of Teleportation, Power of the Gods

High Guild 10

12

Blue Dream, Globe of Protection

Level Zero Spells
Bless Object
Level: 0

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Call: None

Verbal Components: Sanc T Fi
Material Components: None
Effect: For role-play purposes the target object is “blessed” for 12 hours.

Fireball
Level: 0

School: Combat

Range: Special

Call: None

Verbal Components: Fi R Ball
Material Components: None
Effect: Character may throw a coloured tennis ball at a target character. If the tennis ball strikes the
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target then the target suffers a point of damage.

Ray of Light
Level: 0

School: Utility

Range: Special

Call: None

Verbal Components: Rey O Lyte
Material Components: None
Effect: Character can simulate creating a beam of light by using a hand-held flashlight that is less than
100 lumens for 60 seconds.

Level One Spells
Control Zombie
Level: 1

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Control Zombie

Verbal Components: Rav E nus, Car V nus, A O A
Material Components: Wax Ingot
Effect: Target zombie must obey the caster (see control effect).

Detect Poison
Level: 1

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: None

Verbal Components: Dra ga may, E rok nay, Ma gray pa
Material Components: Cotton Cloth
Effect: Character can taste food and drink with passive resistance to poison for five minutes (see
poison effect). Character can use flavour agent to determine if poison is present and if so which type.
Untainted potions tasted in this way still count as full potions.

Sleep
Level: 1

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Verbal Components: Na la lay, Ray na ray, Sun dun say
Material Components: Wool Cloth
Effect: Target character falls asleep (see sleep effect).
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Call: Sleep

Solaris
Level: 1

School: Utility

Range: Special

Call: None

Verbal Components: E yus nar, Mo day kun, A yay A
Material Components: Fire Drake Scale
Effect: Character can simulate creating a strong beam of light by using a flashlight that is less than
350 lumens for 10 minutes.

Level Two Spells
Banish Zombie
Level: 2

School: Clerical

Range: Gesture

Call: Banish Zombie

Verbal Components: Dom E nay, A us A, Rec we um
Material Components: Metallic Drake Scale
Effect: Target zombie is banished (see banish effect).

Bless Person
Level: 2

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Call: Bless

Verbal Components: In kant us, See re us, Min E mus
Material Components: Bark Skin Hide
Effect: Target character gains the Bless effect. Any character affected by the Bless effect gains
Passive Resistance to all Summon effects for 12 hours, until dispelled, or they return to life following
the negation of one or more Summon effects (see bless effect).

Blind
Level: 2

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Verbal Components: A rak na, See say za, E ya ah
Material Components: Wool Cloth
Effect: Target character is blind (see blind effect).
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Call: Blind

Detect Disease
Level: 2

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: None

Verbal Components: Dra ga may, E rok nay, Ma gray da
Material Components: Cotton Cloth
Effect: Character can detect diseased items or characters for 5 minutes. This allows the character to
use the OOC disease ribbons to denote who, or what, is diseased and with which disease.

Instill Fear
Level: 2

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Fear

Verbal Components: A rak na, See say za, Yay ya A
Material Components: Fire Drake Scale
Effect: Target character is terrified (see fear effect).

Invisibility
Level: 2

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: None

Verbal Components: Gra V nous, Na vara ous, Ind vid ous
Material Components: Forest Drake Scale
Effect: Caster is affected by the invisibility effect (see invisibility effect).

Push
Level: 2

School: Combat

Range: Special

Call: Push

Verbal Components: A re us, Rav E nus, Kar ni um
Material Components: Rawhide
Effect: All characters within a 2 meter radius of the caller fall backwards onto the ground
(see push effect).

Revive
Level: 2

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Verbal Components: Nev ah na, Zam E na, Rav ah ka
Material Components: Wax Ingot
Effect: Target character is revived (see revive effect).
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Call: Revive

Sanctuary
Level: 2

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: Sanctuary

Verbal Components: E ra ous, Na vara ous, Bar de ous
Material Components: Iron Ingot
Effect: Character is affected by the sanctuary effect (see sanctuary effect).

Silence
Level: 2

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Silence

Verbal Components: Sa see ka, See za na, Re ma us
Material Components: Refined Leather
Effect: Target character is silenced (see silence effect).

Summon Zombie
Level: 2

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Summon Zombie

Verbal Components: Rec we um, Dom E nay A yay A
Material Components: Rawhide
Effect: Target incapacitated/dead character is summoned as a zombie (see summon effect).

Level Three Spells
Clairvoyance
Level: 3

School: Utility

Range: Touch

Call: (stated below)

Somatic Component: Caster must make eye contact with target character and wave hand
horizontally, palm downward, while calling the words, “you will answer the following question
truthfully”.
Verbal Components: Dom on ray, O na A, E ya A
Material Components: Wax Ingot
Effect: Character can use the persuasion effect to get the truth from their target character (see
persuasion effect).
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Control Raging Zombie
Level: 3

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Control Raging Zombie

Verbal Components: Rav E nus, Car V nus, E O A
Material Components: Wool Cloth
Effect: Target raging zombie must obey the caster (see control effect).

Detect Invisibility
Level: 3

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: None

Verbal Components: Dra ga may, E rok nay, Ma gray na
Material Components: Cotton Cloth
Effect: Character can see invisible characters for five minutes (see invisibility effect).

Dispel
Level: 3

School: Utility

Range: Touch

Call: Dispel spell effect

Verbal Components: E ya yay, Dom E nay, Reck we um
Material Components: Refined Leather
Effect: Caster must have the target spell in their spell list and must call the name of the spell effect
after the word “dispel”. Target spell effect is destroyed (see dispel effect).

Globe of Light
Level: 3

School: Utility

Range: Special

Call: None

Verbal Components: E yus A, Ko day run, A yay A
Material Components: Fire Drake Scale
Effect: Caster can wield a battery powered lantern for up to 12 hours.

Haven
Level: 3

School: Utility

Range: Touch

Call: Sanctuary

Verbal Components: E ra ous, Na vara ous, Al I us
Material Components: Iron Ingot
Effect: Target character is affected by the sanctuary effect (see sanctuary effect).
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Hold
Level: 3

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Hold

Verbal Components: E yay yay, O E A, Sang na tay
Material Components: Bark Skin Hide
Effect: Target character is held (see hold effect).

Mage Armour
Level: 3

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: None

Verbal Components: Rav A ka, Ran E na, Sun dun say
Material Components: Metallic Drake
Effect: Caster negates the next single point of damage inflicted upon them. Only one instance of mage
armour may be active at a time on a character.

Teleport
Level: 3

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: Teleport

Verbal Components: Gra V nous, Na vara ous, Mo ment us
Material Components: Forest Drake Scale
Effect: Character is affected by the teleport effect (see teleport effect).

Level Four Spells
Banish Raging Zombie
Level: 4

School: Clerical

Range: Gesture

Verbal Components: Dom E nay, A yay A, Rec we um
Material Components: Rawhide
Effect: Target raging zombie is banished (see banish effect).
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Call: Banish Raging Zombie

Control Skeleton
Level: 4

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Control Skeleton

Verbal Components: Rav E nus, Car V nus, A yay yay
Material Components: Refined Leather Hide
Effect: Target skeleton must obey the caster (see control effect).

Detect Traps
Level: 4

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: None

Verbal Components: Dra ga may, E rok nay, Ma gray ta
Material Components: Bark Skin Hide
Effect: Character can see trap line and caltrops for five minutes (see trap effect).

Heal
Level: 4

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Call: Heal

Verbal Components: In kant us, See re us, Ah me gus
Material Components: Cotton Cloth
Effect: Target character is healed (see heal effect).

Knock
Level: 4

School: Utility

Range: Touch

Call: None

Verbal Components: A ya A, Run da say, Ka na lay
Material Components: Wax Ingot
Effect: Target lock is unlocked (see lock effect). Spell costs an additional mana per level of the lock
and cannot be used to target a lock equal to or higher than the caster's level.

Petrify
Level: 4

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Verbal Components: E yay yay, Nam E A, Sang na tay
Material Components: Iron Ingot
Effect: Target character is turned to stone (see petrify effect).
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Call: Petrify

Shocking Grasp
Level: 4

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Pain

Verbal Components: Kan dor may, Kan A ma, Ra gawth nay
Material Components: Metallic Drake Scale
Effect: Target character suffers intense pain (see pain effect).

Set on Fire
Level: 4

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Set on Fire

Verbal Components: Flam E na, Rav E nus, Kar ni um
Material Components: Fire Drake Scale
Effect: Target character is on fire (see set on fire effect).

Slumber
Level: 4

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: Sleep

Verbal Components: Na A Lay, Ray La Ray, Sun Dun Say
Material Components: Wool Cloth
Effect: Target character falls asleep (see sleep effect).

Vanish
Level: 4

School: Utility

Range: Touch

Call: Invisibility

Verbal Components: Gar E nous, O vara tas, Ind vid ous
Material Components: Forest Drake Scale
Effect: Target character is affected by the invisibility effect (see invisibility effect).

Level Five Spells
Banish Skeleton
Level: 5

School: Clerical

Range: Gesture

Verbal Components: Dom E nay, A yay yay, Rec we um
Material Components: Minotaur Hide
Effect: Target skeleton is banished (see banish effect).
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Call: Banish Skeleton

Control Wraith
Level: 5

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Control Wraith

Verbal Components: Rav E nus, Car E us, E O A
Material Components: Rune Weave Cloth
Effect: Target wraith must obey the caster (see control effect).

Cure
Level: 5

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Call: Cure

Verbal Components: In kant us, See re us, Bal rok na
Material Components: Mithril Ingot
Effect: Target character is cured of all poisons (see Poison effect), is no longer contagious with any
diseases and considered treated (see Disease effect), and is temporarily unaffected by Cursed effects
for two hours (see Cursed effect). For the sake of the spell mechanic, the caster can touch the target
character without being infected.

Dark Gaze
Level: 5

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: Fear

Verbal Components: A rak na, See say za, Yay ya yay
Material Components: Basilisk Scale
Effect: Target character is terrified (see fear effect).

Mute
Level: 5

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: Silence

Verbal Components: See la ka, Sa za na, Re ma us
Material Components: Silk Cloth
Effect: Target character is silenced (see silence effect).

Obscure
Level: 5

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Verbal Components: A rak za, See say na, E ya A
Material Components: Dark Iron Ingot
Effect: Target character is blind (see blind effect).
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Call: Blind

Solis Lumina
Level: 5

School: Utility

Range: Special

Call: None

Verbal Components: A yus na, Mo ray kun, E ya A
Material Components: Refined Leather
Effect: Character can simulate creating an incredibly strong beam of light by using a flashlight that is
greater than 350 lumens for 60 seconds.

Summon Raging Zombie
Level: 5

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Summon Raging Zombie

Verbal Components: Rec we um, Dom E nay, E ya A
Material Components: Feral Beast Hide
Effect: Target incapacitated/dead character is summoned as a raging zombie (see summon effect).

Level Six Spells
Banish Wraith
Level: 6

School: Clerical

Range: Gesture

Call: Banish Wraith

Verbal Components: Dom E nay, E yay yay, Rec we um
Material Components: Mithril Ingot
Effect: Target wraith is banished (see banish effect).

Entangle
Level: 6

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: Hold

Verbal Components: E yay yay, A E A, Sang na tay
Material Components: Feral Beast Hide
Effect: Target character is held (see hold effect).

Resurrect
Level: 6

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Verbal Components: In kant us, See re us, Re turn us
Material Components: Hydra Scale
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Call: Resurrect

Effect: Target character is resurrected (see resurrect effect).

Speak with Dead
Level: 6

School: Utility

Range: Touch

Call: (stated below)

Somatic Component: Caster must open the eyes of target dead or unconscious character (if closed),
make eye contact and wave hand horizontally, palm downward, while calling the words, “you will
answer the following questions truthfully”.
Verbal Components: A ra A, Ma ka na, A E A
Material Components: Silk Cloth
Effect: Character can use the persuasion effect to get truthful answers from target dead or unconscious
character (see persuasion effect) for the next five minutes.

Summon Skeleton
Level: 6

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Summon Skeleton

Verbal Components: Rec we um, Dom E nay, Say yay ya
Material Components: Ogre Hide
Effect: Target incapacitated/dead character is summoned as a skeleton (see summon effect).

Level Seven Spells
Cloud of Sleep
Level: 7

School: Combat

Range: Spray

Call: Sleep

Verbal Components: La ra lay, Ray a ray, Sun dun say
Material Components: Leviathan Scale
Effect: Target character(s) falls asleep (see sleep effect).

Control Demon
Level: 7

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Verbal Components: Rav E nus, Car V nus, Kul ra A
Material Components: Minotaur Hide
Effect: Target demon must obey the caster (see control effect).
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Call: Control Demon

Flame Burst
Level: 7

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: Set on Fire

Verbal Components: Flam E na, Rav E nus, Kar E num
Material Components: Mithril Ingot
Effect: Target character is on fire (see set on fire effect).

Inhibit
Level: 7

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: Petrify

Verbal Components: E yay ray, Nam O A, Sang na tay
Material Components: Basilisk Scale
Effect: Target character is paralyzed (see petrify effect).

Pain
Level: 7

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: Pain

Verbal Components: Kan dor may, Kan E ma, Ra gawth na
Material Components: Ogre Hide
Effect: Target character suffers intense pain (see pain effect).

Shield of Air
Level: 7

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: Sanctuary

Verbal Components: Cos ra gal, Fos de ray, Vos ka dal
Material Components: Leviathan Scale
Effect: Character is affected by the sanctuary effect (see Sanctuary effect) for 60 seconds but is not
restricted to remaining stationary.

Summon Wraith
Level: 7

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Summon Wraith

Verbal Components: Rec we um, Dom E nay, E yay yay
Material Components: Dark Iron Ingot
Effect: Target incapacitated/dead character is summoned as a wraith (see summon effect).
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Level Eight Spells
Banish Demon
Level: 8

School: Clerical

Range: Gesture

Call: Banish Demon

Verbal Components: To hiss an, E ma vell, Dom E nay
Material Components: Hydra Scale
Effect: Target demon is banished (see banish effect).

Blindness
Level: 8

School: Combat

Range: Spray

Call: Blind

Verbal Components: A rak na, See say za, E ya yay
Material Components: Basilisk Scale
Effect: Target character(s) is blind (see blind effect).

Cloak of Invisibility
Level: 8

School: Utility

Range: Spray

Call: Invisibility

Verbal Components: Gar V nous, O vara ous, Ind vid ous
Material Components: Silk Cloth
Effect: Target character(s) are affected by the invisibility effect (see invisibility effect).

Drain
Level: 8

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Drain

Verbal Components: Sa who ra, Me kan ra, She sha kra
Material Components: Dark Iron
Effect: Target character is drained of health and mana (see Drain effect).

Hideous Visage
Level: 8

School: Combat

Range: Spray

Verbal Components: A rak na, See say za, Yay ya yay
Material Components: Feral Beast Hide
Effect: Target characters are terrified (see fear effect).
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Call: Fear

Hush
Level: 8

School: Combat

Range: Spray

Call: Silence

Verbal Components: See la ent, See za na, Re ma us
Material Components: Rune Weave Cloth
Effect: Target character(s) are silenced (see silence effect).

Level Nine Spells
Constrict
Level: 9

School: Combat

Range: Spray

Call: Hold

Verbal Components: E yay yay, O E O, Sang na tay
Material Components: Gromril Ingot
Effect: Target characters are held (see hold effect).

Illusion
Level: 9

School: Combat

Range: Gesture

Call: (stated below)

Verbal Components: Cor V sa, Mi ra J, In tran say
Material Components: Beholder Hide
Action: The caster must make eye contact with the target character(s) and slowly wave their hand
horizontally, palm downward, while calling the words "you perceive..." followed by a short
description of the illusion created. Example: "You perceive that you are surrounded by snakes."
Effect: The target character(s) are convinced that they perceive what the caster describes. The illusion
only lasts for five minutes, after which the target realizes that what they perceived was not real (see
Persuasion effect).

Summon Demon
Level: 9

School: Combat

Range: Touch

Call: Summon Demon

Verbal Components: Rec we um, Dom E nay, In tran say
Material Components: Demon Hide
Effect: Target incapacitated/dead character is summoned as a demon (see summon effect).
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Level Ten Spells
Acid Spray
Level: 10

School: Combat

Range: Spray

Call: Pain

Verbal Components: Kan dor may, Kan O ma, Ra gawth ne
Material Components: Fel Weave Cloth
Effect: Target character(s) suffers intense pain (see pain effect).

Remove Curse
Level:10

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Call: Remove Curse

Verbal Components: E ya yay, Car ak na, Ind vid ous
Material Components: Unicorn Hide
Effect: Target character has all curse effects removed (see Cursed effect).

Transfix
Level: 10

School: Combat

Range: Spray

Call: Petrify

Verbal Components: E yay ray, Nam O A, Sang na tay
Material Components: Bone Drake Scale
Effect: Target character(s) are paralyzed (see petrify effect).

Level Eleven Spells
Globe of Teleportation
Level: 11

School: Utility

Range: Special

Call: Teleport

Verbal Components: Gra V nous, Na vara ous, Com pla tus
Material Components: Nether Drake Scale
Effect: Caster must lay a 10+ meter long, >12mm thick rope in a circle on the ground. Anyone may
enter the circle. Once that caster is satisfied that appropriate characters are within the rope they must
call, “Teleport,” followed by the name of the location they are teleporting to. All characters within the
globe are affected by the teleport effect (see teleport effect).
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Power of the Gods
Level: 11

School: Clerical

Range: Touch

Call: Revive or Heal

Verbal Components: In kant us, See re us, X tree ma
Material Components: Gold Ingot
Effect: All target characters touched within the next 60 seconds are either revived (see revive effect)
or healed (see heal effect), casters choice.

Level Twelve Spells
Blue Dream
Level: 12

School: Utility

Range: Self

Call: None

Verbal Components: Dom E nay, Car ni us, Rec we um
Material Components: Ancient Drake Scale
Effect: Caster gains Passive Resistance to any negative effect, apart from any that bestow the Death
or Incapacitated effects, for 12 hours. This does not negate the damage some effects may impart.

Globe of Protection
Level: 12

School: Utility

Range: Special

Call: Sanctuary

Verbal Components: E ra ous, Na vara ous, Com pla tus
Material Components: Adamantine Ingot
Effect: Caster must lay a 10 meter long, >12mm thick rope in a circle on the ground. Anyone who
enters the circle, with the caster's permission, is affected by the sanctuary effect (see sanctuary effect).
The globe of protection lasts as long as the caster that created it stays within it.
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CHAPTER 10 : APPENDICES
Appendix A: Summoned Undead
All that was once alive can be made undead. Characters summoned as undead will retain all weapon
proficiencies, armour proficiencies, current armour points, and their armour point max. However, all
mana points and hit points are reduced to 0 and replaced with the summoned undead's hit point and
mana point count. Remember, a character enters limbo if they remain summoned as a creature for
longer than four events.
Respawn: Certain undead have a set number of respawns. Each respawn allows the dead character to
spring back to life at full hit and mana points, after 60 seconds.
Contaminate: Any undead with the contaminate ability can summon dead characters as their undead
archetype. This means that a zombie can contaminate a dead character by touching them, calling,
“summon zombie,” and giving them a zombie summoning card; the target dead character is then
summoned as a zombie. Similarly, a raging zombie contaminates a dead character by touching them,
calling, “summon raging zombie,” and giving them a raging zombie summoning card; the target dead
character is then summoned as a raging zombie. If a summoning card is not presented, the target player
may still choose to accept the contamination.
Summoned Undead Hindrances: All forms of summmoned undead creatures suffer from three fatal
flaws. They cannot benefit from the Heal, Revive, or Resurrect effect; cannot be put out if Set on Fire,
and cannot benefit from Potions.
Bonus Effect: Some high level undead are granted bonus effects. All bonus effects have a cool down,
distance, and call noted in the creature write up. During a bonus effect cool down time no other bonus
effects can be used.

Zombie
“Every man that died came to their aid”
Hit Points: 2 Abilities: 5 Respawns, Contaminate, cannot run/attack more than once
per second
Concept: Zombies are low level undead. These creatures move slowly and shamble toward their foe.
Zombies will attack the nearest non-undead, non-vampire creature in a never ending quest to eat the
flesh of the living, unless they are affected by the control effect. Zombies have only two hit points and
die easily but reanimate after 60 seconds; they can do this up to five times.

Raging Zombie
“I can still hear them chasing us, and the sounds of our friends being torn to pieces”
Hit Points: 5 Abilities: 2 Respawns, Contaminate, Unarmed Proficiency
Concept: Few things are more frightening than being chased by a horde of raging zombies. Fast
moving and relatively intelligent, these creatures are the offspring of fiendish nightmares. Not quite
dead and no longer living, they move with ghastly speed and never ending stamina.
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Skeleton
“The laughter was maddening”
Hit Points: 5
Abilities: Death Strike
Immunities: All weapons strikes deal no damage, except those from bludgeoning
weapons (clubs, maces, flails, hammers).
Bonus Effect (Range/Cooldown):
Hold (Touch/5sec) Petrify (Touch/30sec) Fear (Gesture/60sec)
Concept: Skeletons within Medieval Chaos are renowned for their innate ability to render characters
frozen in fear. With no flesh or blood, skeletons are immune to swords or spears; their bones can only
be crushed with a club, mace, flail, or hammer.

Wraith
“We kept attacking the creature but it just wouldn’t die”
Hit Points: 3
Abilities: True Sight, cannot wield weapons, unlimited respawns
Bonus Effect (Range/Cooldown):
Drain (Touch/60sec), Invisibility (Self/30sec), Teleport (Self/60sec)
Concept: A creature of mystery and power, the wraith walks the line between this world and the next.
Their partial incorporeal form allows them to shift between dimensions, and although they can no
longer effectively wield any former weapons they may have had, their touch drains both life force and
magical essence from their victims. Although weapons can temporarily disperse wraiths, only magic
can truly expel them.

Demon
“Why can't I kill this thing!!??”
Hit Points: 10 Mana Points: 30
Abilities: All abilities granted to the character before they were summoned as a demon,
unlimited respawns
Spells: All spells granted to the character before they were summoned as a demon
Concept: Demons are dark spirits summoned into the body of weak/dead characters to do the bidding
of their summoner. When a character has been summoned as a demon they retain all their own spells
and abilities, as well as gaining the demon's abilities.
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Appendix B: Crew Points
Players will receive one crew point for each time they attend an official Medieval Chaos event and play
more than three hours as crew. Crew points are tracked by individual players and may not be shared,
traded, given away or pooled. Crew points may be redeemed at any time during an official Medieval
Chaos event where the banker is present.

Crew Point Chart
Boon

Cost

100 Daen

1

250 Daen

2

500 Daen

3

1 Common Potion of choice

2

1 Uncommon Potion of choice

3

1 Rare Potion of choice

4

1 Common Phys Rep of choice

1

1 Uncommon Phys Rep of choice

2

1 Rare Phys Rep of choice

3

1 Scroll of choice level 1 – 12

Cost equal to
Spell Level
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Appendix C: Rarity Chart
Phys Rep and Potion Rarity Chart
Rarity

Phys Rep
Cotton Cloth
Wool Cloth
Iron Ingot
Wax Ingot

Common

Bark Skin Hide
Rawhide Hide
Refined Leather Hide
Fire Drake Scale
Forest Drake Scale
Metallic Drake Scale
Rune Weave Cloth
Silk Cloth
Dark Iron Ingot
Mithril Ingot

Uncommon

Feral Beast Hide
Minotaur Hide
Ogre Hide
Basilisk Scale
Hydra Scale
Leviathan Scale
Fel Weave Cloth
Adamantine Ingot
Gold Ingot
Gromril Ingot

Rare

Beholder Hide
Demon Hide
Unicorn Hide
Ancient Drake Scale
Bone Drake Scale
Nether Drake Scale
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Potion
Antidote
Arcane Mana
Clairvoyance
Fortitude
Healing
Intelligence
Revive
Sanctuary
Strength
Summon Zombie
Tranquility
Wisdom
Blind Fighting
Cure Disease
Dual Arcane Mana
Dual Healing
Finesse
Giant Strength
Invisibility
Iron Back
Mute Fever
Regeneration
Resistance
Resurrect
Sleeping Sickness
Summon Raging Zombie
Blood Plague
Bone Blight
Brute Force
Curse
Dual Resurrect
Manipulation
Mithril Skin
Power
Rage
Remove Curse
Summon Skeleton
Summon Wraith
Summon Demon
True Sight

Appendix D: Magical Scripts
Arcane Runic

A
A
N
N

B
B
O
O

C
C
P
P

D
D
Q
Q

E
E
R
R

F G H I J
F G H I J
S T U V W
S T U V W

K
K
X
X

L
L
Y
Y

M
M
Z
Z

D
d
Q
q

E
e
R
r

F
f
S
s

G
g
T
t

H
h
U
u

I
i
V
v

J
j
W
w

K
k
X
x

L
l
Y
y

M
m
Z
z

E
E
R
R

F
F
S
S

G
G
T
T

H
H
U
U

I
I
V
V

J
J
W
W

K
K
X
X

L
L
Y
Y

M
M
Z
Z

Divine Symbology

A
a
N
n

B
b
O
o

C
c
P
p

Draconic Cuniform

A
A
N
N

B
B
O
O

C
C
P
P

D
D
Q
Q
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Appendix E: Patch/Update Notes
Latest Patch/Update: revision 3.1 - released March 1st, 2017
GENERAL
Clarification: Cleaned up phrasing and minor errors throughout document.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND SAFETY
Addition: Storyline Charter
Clarification: No pets clause added to Safety brief.
CHAPTER 2: BASIC RULES
Clarification: Basic Rules [Addition of MC Property Rule; Fire rules; Removal of general ban on Epic Armoury
brand weapons]
Clarification: Event Structure and Conch Rules
Clarification: Permanent Character Death
Clarification: Saving the Character [Limbo; Restoration Ritual]
Addition: Other Magical Rituals [Alter Age, Change Race, Exorcise/Possession, Remove Curse, & Sermon]
CHAPTER 3: CHARACTER CREATION AND PROGRESSION
Addition: Basic suggestions for building a character and advice on role-playing.
Clarification: Updated Peasants [Weapon Proficiency changed to Light Weapon of choice]
Alteration: Removal of Apprentice/Master and Guild Master systems as requirements for progression.
Clarification: Apprentice [now requires 15 advancement points to FG]
Alteration: Updated High Guild [Removal of old EXP system and addition of HG progression system]
Addition: Added Respecification System
CHAPTER 4: EFFECTS
Clarification: [Calls, Delivery Methods, Metal Armour Touch Resistance]
Clarification: Passive Effects [Disease effect, Poison effect, Potion effect, Scroll effect, Trap effect.]
Additions: Death effect, Incapacitated effect, Kinship effect, Resistance effect.
Clarification: Altering Effects [Backstab effect, Bless effect, Control effect, Cursed effect, Death Strike effect,
Flintlock effect, Persuasion effect, Resurrect effect, Revive effect, Run through, Sanctuary effect, Set on Fire
effect, Sleep effect, Summon effect, Teleport effect.]
Alteration: Blind Effect [removal of ‘and takes one point of damage’]
Alteration: Curse Effect [slight name change to Cursed to avoid confusion with Cure effect; broadened general
function]
Alteration: Dispel Effect [removal of ‘Control’ from list of prohibited effects]
Alteration: Formation Effect [changed set requirements; granted immunities]
Alteration: Pain Effect [removal of ‘For the first 5 seconds that the effect takes place the character is overcome by
severe pain and cannot cast spells or use abilities.’]
Alteration: Petrify Effect [altered to require any damage or negative effect ends effect; target can see and hear]
Alteration: Sanctuary Effect [altered how globe of protection functions]
Alteration: Soul Rip Effect [altered to send to limbo rather than permanent character death]
Additions: Cure effect, Drain effect, Throat Slit effect.
Alteration: Removal of Rally Effect.
CHAPTER 5: COMBAT AND EQUIPMENT
Clarification: Combat Rules [preventative measures against rapid/weak attacks]
Clarification: Non-Combatant Characters
Clarification: How Hit Points Work
Clarification: Armour [Metal armour and touch immunity]
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Alteration: Armour Rating Chart [Chain and Plate consolidated into Heavy; increased examples of Heavy armour
and armour components; Heavy breastplate, pauldrons AP increased; Heavy greaves grant strike immunity, Leather
pauldrons AP increased; Leather greaves now grant AP; decreased Arming Pants AP]
Alteration: Bash Shields Removed
Clarification: Unarmed [maximum damage per second]
Clarification: Thrown [Commercially manufactured thrown weapons may contain core, but require approval]
Alteration: Phys Reps Rarity [Swapped Mithril Ingot and Wax Ingot, Nether Drake Scale and Metallic Drake Scale
rarities; made Rune Weave uncommon.]
Addition: Potion Concocting System
Alteration: Individual Potion effects
CHAPTER 6: GUILDS
Fighter Guild
Alteration: Fighter’s Boon [Can use Resting ability whilst incapacitated; removal of lessons]
Alteration: Changed name of Outlaws to Mercenaries
Addition: Signature Abilities: [Momentum, Disable, Aegis, Armourer, Berserk, Cheat Death, Battle Awareness,
Naphtha]
Alteration: Updates [Fighter Apprentices: Leather proficiency; FG Soldiers: increased HP; Squires/Ruffians: gave
Heavy proficiency; Footman: replaced Shield Proficiency (ability) with Unstoppable; Battle Dancer: reduced
armour to Leather; Champion/Knight: decreased HP; Barbarian: increased shield size; Ruffian: replaced Glib with
Knockout; Berserker: decreased AP and added Limb Rip; Chieftain replaced Bloodletting and Rally with Cleave
and First Aid; Brigand added Bloodlust; Siege Breaker: replaced Blinding Powder with Shockwave, Unstoppable]
Addition: New Abilities [Nerve of the Wyrm; Unstoppable; Skin of the Drake]
Alteration: Updated Abilities [Battle Charge into Battle Cry; Shield Proficiency (ability) into Bulwark; Kinship into
Elder Kinship; Strong Blood/Immune to Disease into Unsullied; First Aid cost phys rep but can revive; changed
requirements/benefits of Battle Focus; Implacable can resist Pain effect for 1 HP; Elder Kinship can resist
Persuasion for 1 HP]
Clarification: Old Abilities [Battle Cry; Cleave; Chain/Plate into Heavy armour]
Rogue Guild
Alteration: Rogue’s Boon [Removal of lessons; addition of Poison Crafting; ability to use Locksmith, Hide in
Shadows, and Skulk abilities whilst incapacitated.]
Alteration: Class renames [Shadow Thief to Shadow; Inquisitor to Hexer; Murderer to Ripper]
Addition: Signature Abilities: [Death Strike, Feign Death, Flintlock, Dread Curse, Disable]
Alteration: Updates [increased/adjusted AP throughout guild; Apprentice Thief: Detect/Disarm Traps; Sneak:
replaced Caltrops and Hide in Shadows with Backstab and Skulk; Swashbuckler: replaced Black Powder Trap with
Pressure Points; Knifenbak: replaced Backstab, Bloodletting, Diseased Traps with Death Strike, Caltrops, First Aid;
Shadow: added Sleeping Powder; Musketeer: replaced Black Powder Traps with Knockout; Apprentice Killer:
added Basic Traps; Ward: added First Aid; Ripper: added Bloodlust; Silencer: replaced poisons and Silencing
Powder with Fortgetfulness, Repair Armour, Skulk; Hexer: added Run Through; Witch Hunter: added Pressure
Point Knockout and Black Powder Traps]
Alteration: Updated Abilities [consolidated Craft Locks and Pick Locks abilities into Locksmith; Sneak (ability)
into Skulk; Patience into Shadow Walk, Kinship to Elder Kinship]
Clarification: Old Abilities [Hide in Shadows; Pressure Point Knockout; Pressure Point; Battle Cry; Chain/Plate
into Heavy armour; First Aid; Extract Information; Dispelling Powder; Torture; Forgetfulness; Nullify Magic]
Caster Guild
Alteration: Caster’s Boon [Spells that can be cast without focus/incapacitated; magical scripts]
Clarification: Arcane Casters [Spellbook rules]
Addition: Signature Abilities: [Song of Sorrow, Rally, Esoteric Enfilade, Innate Talent]
Alteration: Updates [Bard: added Glib; Wizard: added Scholar; Minstrel: added Resounding Voice, increase armour
to Leather, replaced bonus spell with Hush; Skald: increased mana; Battle Mage: increased HP, decreased MP,
increase armour to Heavy, decreased shield; Sorcerer: added Padded armour, Nerve of the Wyrm]
Alteration: Updated Abilities [Greater Circle of Power into Nexus of Power; Kinship to Elder Kinship; Chain/Plate
into Heavy armour]
Addition: New Abilities [Resounding Voice, Nerve of the Wyrm]
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Clarification: Old Abilities [Strong Mind]
Clarification: Divine Casters [Foci rules]
Addition: Signature Abilities: [Armour of Faith, Smite, Holy Vessel, Theurgist]
Alteration: Updates [Divine Apprentice: added First Aid, increased AP; Acolyte: increased HP, decreased AP, added
Skin of the Drake, replaced bonus spell with Bless Person; Priest: replaced Greater Circle of Power with
Commune, added Elder Kinship; Cleric: decreased shield, decreased AP, removed Shield Proficiency (ability),
added Cure and Speak with Dead spells, added Self-Cure bonus spell; Paladin: decreased HP/AP, increased MP,
added Cure, Dark Gaze, Haven, spells, added Cure as bonus spell; Bishop: increased AP, increased cost of bonus
spell; Cardinal: added Control spells, replaced bonus spell with Resurrect]
Alteration: Updated Abilities [First Aid cost phys rep but can revive; Greater Circle of Power into Commune;
Chain/Plate into Heavy armour; Strong Blood/Immune to Disease into Unsullied]
Addition: New Abilities [Skin of the Drake]
Clarification: Mentalist Casters [Gesture rules]
Addition: Added Signature Abilities: [Psionic Gaze, Mind Control, Fists of Power, Pure Will]
Alteration: Updates [Mentalist Apprentice: added Silence as bonus spell; replaced Knockout with Pressure Point
Knockout; added Unstoppable, increase AP; Psionic: replaced Greater Circle of Power with Contemplation, added
Skulk, added Instill Fear spell; Telekinetic: increase MP, added Drain spell, Telepath: added Battle Focus, added
padded armour, added Drain, Slumber spells; Martial Artist: added Limb Rip, decreased HP, increase AP, added
Shield of Air as bonus spell; Mystic: added Shadow Walk, removed Hush, Knock spell, added Petrify as bonus
spell]
Alteration: Updated Abilities [Greater Circle of Power into Contemplation, Patience into Shadow Walk]
Addition: New Abilities [Unstoppable]
Clarification: Old Abilities [Forgetfulness, Battle Focus]
Clarification: Wild Casters [Foci rules]
Addition: Added Signature Abilities: [Alchemical Secrets, Barkskin, Robust Constitution, True Sight]
Alteration: Updates [Wild Apprentice: increased AP; Druid: increased AP, added Control Zombie, Hold, Slumber
spells, added Revive as bonus spell, Ranger: increased HP/AP, replaced Basic Traps, Woodland Stride with
Detect/Disarm Traps, replaced bonus spell with Vanish; Oracle: replaced Feral Spirit with Elder Kinship, decreased
shield and armour, decreased HP/AP, increased MP, updated spell list, added Cloak of Invisibility as bonus spell;
Shaman: replaced Greater Circle of Power, Elder Kinship with Rage, increased HP/AP, increased shield and
armour, decreased MP, updated spell list, added Entangle as bonus spell; Hunter: replaced Caltrops, Run Through
with Bloodlust, added Constrict, Detect Invisibility spells, added Constrict as bonus spell; Tracker: increased AP,
increased armour, added Obscure, Speak with Dead spells, add Speak with Dead as bonus spell.]
Alteration: Updated Abilities [Chain/Plate into Heavy armour]
Clarification: Old Abilities [First Aid cost phys rep but can revive;]
CHAPTER 7: RACES
Alteration: Reintroduced select sub-races to Natural Races.
Alteration: Replaced most Hindrances with Weaknesses.
Addition: Added racial Resistances; cultural weapons.
Clarification: Updated some Merits [Cannibalism, Stout] and Costume Requirements
Alteration: Updated how half-breeds mechanically function.
Addition: Listed Merits and Hindrances under Races chapter rather than Abilities chapter.
Alteration: Updated how Acquired races function mechanically.
CHAPTER 8: ABILITIES AND HINDRANCES
Clarification: General and Signature Abilities
Alteration: The following abilities have been removed and are listed as Merits listed under the Races chapter:
[Adaptive, Blood Points (Hematophagy), Cannibalism, Feral Spirit, (P)Lucky, Regenerate, Stout, Thick Skinned]
Alteration: The following have been fully removed as abilities, though some still exist as mechanics: [Archer,
Bloodletting, Crippling Poison, Diseased Traps, Foe Splitter, Humour, Killing Poison, Kinship, Large Creature,
Mental Cast, Mortis, Shadow Walker, Silencing Poison, Silencing Powder, Sleeping Poison, Spell Book, Undead
Immunities, Vanishing Act, Woodland Stride]
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Alteration: The following abilities have been replaced with: [Ad Extirpanda}Dread Curse, Battle Charge}Battle
Cry, Berserker Rage}Berserk, Greater Circle of Power}Commune/Contemplation/Nexus of Power, Craft
Lock}Locksmith, Hamstring}Disable, Herbalism (Master)}Alchemical Secrets, Immune to Disease}Unsullied,
Patience}Shadow Walk, Pick Lock}Locksmith, Shield Proficiency}Bulwark, Sneak}Skulk, Strong
Blood}Unsullied]
Addition: The following abilities have been added: [Armour of Faith, Barkskin, Battle Awareness, Esoteric
Enfilade, Holy Vessel, Nerve of the Wyrm, Psionic Gaze, Resounding Voice, Robust Constitution, Scholar, Skin of
the Drake, Sleeping Powder, Smite, Theurgist, Unstoppable]
Clarification: The following abilities have been clarified: [Backstab, Battle Focus, Cheat Death, Cleave, Death
Strike, Dispelling Powder, Elder Kinship, Extract Information, Feign Death, First Aid, Fists of Power, Flintlock,
Forest Form, Forgetfulness, Glib, Herbalism (Basic), Herbalism (Advanced), Hide in Shadows, Implacable,
Incorruptible, Innate Talent, Mind Control, Momentum, Nullify Magic, Pray, Pressure Point Knockout, Pressure
Points, Pure Will, Rage, Rally, Resting, Run Through, Shockwave, Song of Suffering, Strong Mind, Torture]
CHAPTER 9: SPELL CASTING
Clarification: Updated the Material Components of all spells to scale with phys rep rarity.
Alteration: The period between the completion of the verbal components of a spell and it’s delivering have been
increased to 10 seconds.
Addition: Indicators have been added to the Summoning Card requirements for casting Summoning Spells.
Alteration: The following spells have been decreased in spell level: [Bless Object (1 to 0); Instill Fear (3 to 2); all
Banish/Control/Summon Skeleton spells (by one spell level); Knock (5 to 4); Dark Gaze (6 to 5); Cloud of Sleep (9
to 7); Flame Burst (11 to 7); Pain (9 to 7); Blindness (9 to 8); Hideous Visage (10 to 8); Hush (9 to 8); Illusion (10
to 9); Globe of Teleportation (12 to 11)]
Alteration: The following spells have been increased in spell level: [all Banish/Control/Summon Wraith spells (by
one spell level)]
Alteration: The following spells have been fully removed: [Spark (is now considered a mundane item called a
‘sparkstone’ that any class can use); Create Healing Potion; Finesse; Create Resurrect Potion; Alter Age (now
Ritual); Change Race (now Ritual)]
Addition: The following spells have been added: [Slumber (level 4); Obscure (level 5); Mute (level 5); Speak with
Dead (level 6); Inhibit (level 7); Cloak of Invisibility (level 8); Drain (level 8); Constrict (level 9); Acid Spray
(level 10); Transfix (level 10)]
Alteration: The following spells have been altered: [Bless Object (Cantrip; simplified verbal components, effect
lasts 12 hours); Ray of Light (Cantrip; simplified verbal components); Clairvoyance (altered phrase); Cure Disease
(level 3) with Cure (level 5)); Entangle (now a single target gesture spell); Shield of Air (now permits movement;
lasts 60sec); Power of the Gods (60 seconds of Revive/Heal effects); Blue Dream (updated with relevant effects)]
CHAPTER 10: APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: SUMMONED UNDEAD
Clarification: Updated NPC Undead Hindrances.
Alteration: Updated Skeleton stats.
Alteration: Updated Wraith stats.
APPENDIX B: CREW POINTS
Alteration: Updated and moved Potion List to Chapter 5: Combat and Equipment.
Alteration: Replaced Potion List with updated Crew Points.
APPENDIX C: RARITY CHART
Alteration: Replaced Crew Points with updated Phys Rep and Potion Rarity Chart.
APPENDIX D: MAGICAL SCRIPTS
Addition: Added alphabet examples of Arcane Runic, Divine Symbology, and Draconic Cuniform
APPENDIX E: PATCH/UPDATE NOTES
Alteration: Applied and Updated.
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3.1.1 Patch Notes (March 27th, 2017)
Addition: Details regarding Combat and under 18 years of age added to Introduction [pg. 9]
Addition: Combat age of 18+ years to Safety [pg. 11]
Addition: A maximum of five PCs per player. [pg. 24]
Addition: Naphtha to listed signature abilities [pg. 30]
Addition: Table for Low, Mid, High abilities [pg. 32]
Alteration: Removed exemption of arcane casters not gaining HG choice spells. [pg. 29]
Alteration: Changed Scholar’s unlimited frequency to number of times per day equal to half guild level [pg. 122]
Alteration: Updated Shield of Air spell to "Character is affected by the sanctuary effect (see sanctuary effect) for 60
seconds but is not restricted to remaining stationary" (intended to be released as such but was overlooked) [pg.
139]
Alteration: Removed reference to ‘remove curse effect’; now just refers to Cursed effect [pg. 142]
Clarification: Rules Team should be notified following successful MTL test to update records [pg. 27]
Clarification: Leveling up is limited once per month for each character. [pg. 27]
Clarification: "If a poison is used upon a potion, the potion no longer grants its listed effect and only acts as a
delivery method for the poison." [pg. 39]
Clarification: Non-coms wearing orange as voluntary [pg. 51]
Clarification: How Non-combat characters are Incapacitated/Killed. [pg. 51]
Clarification: The nature of metal amrmour and touch effects [pg.52]
Clarification: Helmets to granting +1 to HP Max [pg. 53-54]
Clarification: Thrown weapons used as melee weapons [pg. 60]
Clarification: “Mental Casters cannot use verbal components to cast spells.” [pg. 89]
Clarification: Temporary AP is lost first under Barkskin and Skin of the Drake abilities [pg. 106/123]
Clarification: Detect/Disarm Traps requiring hand or tool use to disarm line traps [pg. 109]
Clarification: Highlighted change from three spell levels to two for Innate Talent [pg. 114]
Clarification: Momentum cannot be used to resist Soul Rip. [pg. 117]
Clarification: Smite ability only applies to all melee weapon strikes, not thrown or arrows. [pg. 123]
Clarification: Added ‘weak/’ to the body of dead characters [pg. 145]
Clarification: Zombies cannot run/attack more than once per second [pg. 146]
Correction: Peasant had Weapon Proficiency listed twice; Corrected second Weapon Prof. to Armour Prof. in
Peasant chart. [pg. 26]
Correction: BG to AG in tables [pg. 30-31]
Correction: Unitalicized ‘effectively’ underneath Incapacitated effect. [pg. 37]
Correction: Ficed Cursed example from 1 hour to 12. [pg. 42]
Correction: ‘Cost’ to Coat [pg. 54]
Correction: "Some grant an effect or ability that has a limited number of uses; once they are used up their time
limit has expired." reworded to "once their time limit expires they are used up." [pg. 66]
Correction: Potion of True Sight lacked a rarity in brackets on potion chart [pg. 70]
Correction: Soldier’s Apprentice to Soldier Apprentice [pg. 72]
Correction: Listed HG of Sneak as "Shadow Thief" [pg. 77]
Correction: Removed Slumber from Druid spell list [pg. 90]
Correction: Removed mention of 'spell' effect from Caltrops [pg. 107]
Correction: ‘Cured’ to ‘Cure’ [pg. 109]
Correction: ‘Persuade’ to ‘Persuasion’ [pg. 110]
Correction: Edited Silk to Silk Cloth, Dark Iron to Dark Iron Ingot [pg. 136]
Correction: Multiple instances of "Speak With Dying" to "Speak With Dead"
Correction: Multiple instances of 'Resurrection' to 'Resurrect' effect
Correction: Multiple instances of 'Summoning' to 'Summon' effect
Correction: Replaced instances of 'Rules Committee' with 'Rules Team'
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